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Summarv. 

The lntegral Production Renewal (IPR)-analysis aims at identifying strengthsjweaknesses and 
opportunitiesjthreats of a company, who wants to imprave her operational processes. Based on this so
called SWOT -analysis, a strategy for impravement wiJl be formulated. This Dutch analysis-methodology 
requires adaptation in order to make it useful for Tanzanian companies, because of the differences in 
the competitive environment between Tanzania and the Netherlands. The objective of this research 
therefore is to iclentify the adaptations necessary to adapt the IPR-methodology into a successtut tooi 
of analysis for commercial enterprises in Tanzania. 

Ta avoid an extensive arbitrary enumeration of adaptations, the adaptations wilt have to be structured. 
This will be done according to the s~lled environmental framewerk of Austin 1• This framewerk 
distinguishes 6 competitive farces and 4 categones of influential environmental factors: economie, 
political, demographic and cutturaJ. The found adaptations wiJl be categorized accordingly. Furthermore 
the adaptations have been determined per anatysis phase in order to make the location of the adaptation 
in the IPR-methodology clear. 

The theoretical adaptations have been determined through the execution of a literature study. These 
findings have been checked on practical relevancy in a case study, which was executed at Casements 
Africa Ud, a Tanzanian metal processing firm. The combineef results of the literature- and case study 
made clear that in order to arrive at an accurate analysis, every phase of the IPR-methodology required 
a variety of adaptations In all 4 environmental categories. These adaptations can either affect the 
methodology of the analysis ar the content of the analysis. 

The most important adaptations in the analysis phase of the IPR-methodology are the following. 
* The acknowledgement of the government as sixth force in the competitive environment, which 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

is influencing the competitive environment through legislative, administrative and direct market 
operations. 
The acknowledgement of the existence of 7 different actars in the market 
The necessity to question the appropriateness of the technology regarding 5 influential factors: 
market requirements, factor casts, technical constraints, input scarcities and competitive 
dynamics. 
This investigation should only take place after finallzing the financlal analysis, in which the room 
for investment and the investment elimate are described. 
The acknowledgement, that two different ethnic groups werking tagether in one company on 
different hierarchical levels, may complicate the cooperation and communication. 
The acknowledgement that social structures in society are determining the organization 
structure, with all its consequences for delegation, deelsion making style, centralization and 
formalization. 
The acknowledgement that the economie recovery programmes have large implications for the 
management of a company. 
The acknowledgement that financlal management has the ditticuit task to manage the high 
dornestic and imported inflation. 

Finally, it should be acknowledged by the researcher and the management of the company, that a 
farmuiateef Impravement strategy wiJl have to gain braad support from employees. An accurate analysis 
of a Tanzanian metal processing company, like CAL, with the help of the IPR-methodology, is very well 
possible, taking all the adaptations into account. However, if the management due to economical, 
political, demographical ar cultural reasans Is nat able to obtain braad support from employees for the 
formulated IPA-strategy, the chance of arriving at a successful strategy will be small. The conclusion then 
might have to be drawn, that the IPR-methodology as a whole can nat successfully be applied in a 
Tanzanian company, like Casements Africa Ud. 

N.B. Because of the execution of only a single case study, conclusions had to be restricted to the 
research subject, Casements Africa Ud. 

1 
sec (1], chaptcr 2 & 3, p. 29 -7S and chaptcr 5, p. 108-144. 
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1. lntroduction. 

A lot of research has been done to delermine economical, cultural, demographical and politica! 
ditterences between so-called developed and developing countries. Subsequently, the question has to 
be answered, In what way this knowledge can be used to solve some of the problems of these 
developing countries on macro, meso or micro level. The focus in this research will be placed on the 
problems of individual companies, the micro level. 

The general problem of commercial cernpanles in free market economies are the same all over the 
world. Namely, how can a company survive the competitive forces and safeguard her future. The 
differences from country to country can be found in the compilation of the competitive torces and the 
factors lnfluencing these forces. lrrespective of these differences, in order to survive a company should 
have knowied ge of her own strengths and weaknesses and of the exact opportunities and threats, which 
are faced by her. Based on such knowledge, a company can draw up plans to improve her 
performances and through that her competitiveness and viability. 

Already an extensive number of theories and analysis techniques have been developed, mainly in 
developed countrles, to help cernpanles with the identification of her strengthsjweaknesses and 
opportunitiesjthreats. Somelimes these theories or techniques even offer guidelines to derive 
impravement strategies trom this so-called SWOT -analysis. 

The Inlegral Production Renewal (IPR)-methodology is such an analysis technique. This methodology 
is developed In the Netherlands and aimed at improving competitiveness in the Dutch competitive 
environment. 
When this methodology would be applied in a developing country with a different competitive 
environment and different influential factors, this IPR-methodology might result in, at least, an inaccurate 
or incomplete picture of the strengthjweaknesses and opportunitiesjthreats a company Is facing. 
However, if it would be possible to adapt the existing IPR-methodology in such a way, that executlon 
does lead to an accurate and complete picture, a useful tooi of analysis might be obtained, with 
relatively little effort. 

Therefore, it will be tried to answer the following question: 
'Which adaptations to the IPR-methodology are required to transferm the IPR-methodology into a 
successful tooi of analysis for commercial enterprises in developing countries?". This wilt be done 
through the execution of a literature study from which theoretica! adaptations will be derived combined 
with the execution of a case study. In this case study, the IPR-methodology will be applied in a 
Tanzanian company, keeping the theoretica! adaptations in mind. The experiences of this case study 
should finally lead to a number of adaptations, which will improve the applicability of the IPR
methodology. 

The tact that only a single case-study will be executed, makes it necessary to limit the conclusions about 
necessary adaptations and the improved applicability of the IPR-methodology to the investigated 
company In Tanzania. 
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2. Objectives. problem definition and general approach. 

2.1 Objectives. 

lndustrialization Is one of the most important contributors to the socio-economie development of the 
so-called developing countries. First of all by producing commodities, industrial organizations serve 
the national market and through that provide in a certain need. Secondly they gain income by manu
facturing products with a certain added value, which is often higher than in the agricultural sector. 
Thirdly industrialization could solve a large part of the unemployment problems. Fourthly industrial 
development implies necessary education and training, as well as infrastructural developments2• 

However industrial business in development countries implies the confrontation with, a poor 
popuiatien with limited purchasing power, a lot of unskilled people, underdeveloped informatienat 
and physical infrastructure, capita! scarcity and so on3

• Those problems and constraints prevent an 
optima! contribution to socio-economie growth and result in a competitive disadvantage in compari
son with industrialized countries. 

From a competitive perspective, the entire socletal infrastructure in many developing countries does 
not seem suitable for industrial investments, a necessary condition for industrialization. lt seems to 
place industry in low-income countries in a disadvantageous position in comparison with the high
incoma (industrialized) countries. 

lndustrial development though, is a necessity in order to obtain socio-economie development and 
consecutively to achleve a higher standard of living. Therefore various international and national 
oriented industrialization strategies have been designed to get low-income countries out of their 
disadvantageous position and to put industrial development on the right trail. Somatimes those 
strategies proved to be quite successful, like in South-Korea and Taiwan. But often these strategies 
did not result in the desired effects. A great deal of research has been done to identify the causes of 
these failures and to find other (ways to implement) strategies which might be more appropriate and 
might turn out to be more successful. A diversity of national industrialization strategies have been 
applied in an everlasting pursult to create a more favourable environment for Industries. Hereby it Is 
attempted to make optima! use of a country's comparative advantages Oow wages, large lndigenous 
markets, elimate etc.). 

Not only nations as a whole need to place themselves in advantageous competitive positions, the 
same goes for industries and individual companies. These national strategies however, will have an 
important impact on the competitive environment of the individual companies through the public
policy impact chain as it is called by Austin4

• Although the investment elimate in low-income coun
tries could be perceived as disadvantageous, it could beregardedas just different from industrialized 
countries in a more optimistic view. Despite these ditterences in industrial environment, the only way 
to survive is basically the same for every company; every commercial production organization, 
whether it is African or European, will have to offer a certain product or service, which must be 
produced and sold in a profitable way. 
This implies that, like nations, every company must make, more or less conscious, strategie choices; 
Which products, with what technology, for what market against what price and at which location 
shall we produce? 
In close interaction with her own specific industrial environment every company will have to take 
deelslons and actions to obtain a profitable competitive position, which safeguards the future of the 
company. 

2see [211, chapter JIJ, p. 57. 

3see [221, chapter 1 & 2, p. 20- 43 & list of lit. 2, chapter 3, p. 39- 75. 

4see [1], chapter 4, p. 76- 77. 
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Besldes the acknowledgement of the necessity of making strategie choices, all campanles have in 
common, that they are placed in a dynamic environment. Different competitive farces as described 
by Porter and Austin8 continuously threaten an obtalned (profitable) position. A company wilt 
therefore constantly have to imprave her performances to be able to maintain her position. Jmproved 
performances imply oparating In a more effective andfor efficient way, which usually requires in
vestments. In chapter 3, a number different theoretica! approaches to reach these improvements wilt 
be discussed. 

In the Netherlands this phenomenon has been recognized by the government. Therefore the ministry 
of economie aftairs has, In collaboration with three consultancy agencies, developed the so-called 
Inlegral Production Renewal-methodology. This analysis-methodology can be applied by organizatl
ons, that are wilting to lnvest in technica!, organizatienat and managerial lmprovements of their 
operational production processes. This Inlegral Production Renewal-methodology, which from now 
on will be called IPR-methodology, is deslgned to be an useful tooi for campanles to become able to 
distinguish potentlal improvements within their operations. Furthermore it should make clear what 
one ought to do to realize these improvements. 

This methodology is especially designed for Dutch campanles and therefore deals with the industrial 
environment as it can be found in the Netherlands. 

The same objectives: "to ·find potentlal improvements in the eperationat production processes to 
strengthen andjor safeguard the competitive position" also are valid for organizations in Tanzania. As 
stated befare however, the industrial environment in which a company in Tanzania (a so-called law
Ineome country) has to operate, differs a lot from the situation in the Netherlands. Thus the research 
assignment has been directed to the question whether the IPR-methodology could be applied in 
Tanzania. lt is very likely that the IPR-methodology as it was designed In the Netherlands can nat 
successfully be applied in Tanzania. Adaptations to the Tanzanian situation wilt probably be 
inevitable. 

At this point we have come to the objective of this research which is: 
"the identification of necessary adaptations to the existing IPR-methodology to Tanzanian circum
stances, so that the /PR-methodology wil/ become an useful tooi tor Tanzanian enterprises to galn 
insight in the potentlal improvements of their operational production processes•. Bearing in mind the 
condition, that every impravement requires a certain investment. 

2.2 Problem definition. 

The definition of the problem, the research question, follows directly out of the objective of the 
research. The question to be answered is: 

Which adaptations in the IPR-methodology to the Tanzanian industrial environment are 
required to transfarm this methodology into a successful tooi of analysis tor commercial 
enterprises in Tanzania? 

A tooi wilt be regarded successful, lf it provides, under the exlsting circumstances in Tanzania, a 
clear insight In the potentlal technical, organizational and managerial improvements of the oper
atlonal production processas of a speeltic company. This has to be achieved under the condition 
that the IPR-analysis can be conducted in an economical and socially sensible way. 

5 see [171, chapter 1, p. 3- 29. 

6see [11, chapter 5, p. 108- 144. 



2.3 General approach of the problem. 

In order to achleve the above mentioned objective a research consisting of 3 main steps wiJl be 
executed, which are the following: 

1. Uterature study. 
The objective of this literature study is to gain a deeper insight in organization analysis on a strategie 
level within a cross-cultural context. 
The first step is to get more acquainted with theories with respect to strategie management analysis 
and operatien techniques. Special attention will be paid to the applications of and the experiences 
with the •outch• IPR-methodology. 
The second step is strategie analysis in an African context. Which factors play a role in the strategie 
deelsion making of a company in a development country, especially in Africa? 
The final step concerns business advisory In a cross-cultural context. What aspects in the industrial 
environment request special attention from the consultant in order to come to a successful form of 
business consultancy in Africa, especially Tanzania. 

The literature study must provide the identification of as many as possible influential factors, which 
can be taken into account during the investigation in Tanzania. During that investigation they may 
also proof to be a practical base for adaptations to the IPR-methodology 

2. Casestudy (the investigation in Tanzania). 
In a case study the IPR-methodology wiJl be applied within a private Tanzanian company, which 
produces aluminium door- and windowframes for the Tanzanian construction industry. In this case 
study, the IPR-methodology will be applied as similar as possible as it would have been applied in 
the Netherlands. This wiJl result in the tormulation of a definitive integral renewal strategy. A report of 
this case-study will be presented to the guest organization. 

The in the literature study identified influential factors will have to be kept in mind, during the case
study, in order to indicate any probrems in the application of the IPR-methodology, which may 
require adaptation. Furthermore it has to become clear how such adaptations can be fitteef into the 
original methodology. 

The reasans to apply initially the "Dutch· version are: 
an elaborated methodology will be useef, 
at this moment it is not yet clear how the identified aspects in the preliminary study will have 
to be fitteef into the existing methodology, 
all shortcomings of the original methodology will be made visible. Already identifieef aspects 
will be verifieef and not yet recognizeef aspects can be made visible. 

3. Evaluation and adaptation. 
After the case study is concludeef, an evalustion of this study with respect to practical adaptations 
will take place. Now it should be possible to identify all kinds of adaptations, which have a certain 
impact on the applicability of the IPR-methodology in a Tanzanian company. 

During this evalustion an attempt will be made to question some experts (Tanzanian or foreign) who 
deal(t) with management consultancy in Tanzania to learn their apinion of the ditterences in ergani
zation analysis between Tanzania and the industrialized countries. 

Finally, the acknowledgeef adaptations, tagether with possible remarks trom experts, have to result in 
a reformuiatien of the lntegral Production Renewai-Methodology. This adapted IPR-methodology 
should be a successful tooi for organization analysis in Tanzania. 
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3. Theoretical framework. 

3.1 lntroduction. 

The IPR-methodology has been used as starting point in this research. This methodology will be 
applied as a tooi for organization analysis In a developing country and will be the base for adaptation 
and Impravement Befare starting an enumeration of lnfluential factors as potentlal adaptations, the 
reasen why the IPR-methodology wiJl be used, has to be discussed. Cuestiens which wiJl be 
answered are; What does the IPR-methodology imply and what are its objectives? Are any alter
natives available? And why has the IPR-methodology been chosen as a tooi for organization analysis 
In Tanzania? 

Furthermore, to avoid an arbitrary enumeration of influencing factors with consecutive theoretically 
passtbie adaptations, these lnfluential factors will have to be structureel in a theoretica! framework. 
For this purpose the Environmental Analysis framewerk of Austin7 has been chosen. Chapter 3.3 will 
elaborate on this choice and the contents of this framework. 

3.2 The IPR-methodology. 

The IPR-analysis is originally meant for companies, that want to imprave their operational production 
processes. These lmprovements can be of a technical, organizational as well as a managerial nature. 
Probably every company would like to do so, but the inevitable condition is, that a company must be 
willing to invest as well, in order to realize these improvements. 

The IPR-methodology should be executed out of a strategie perspective. Through the execution of a 
number of analyses, then should become able to: 
a) recognize possibilities for production renewal 
b) translate these possibilities in so-called taskasslgnments and 
c) set priorities for these taskassignments. 
After getting these priorities straight one can start to develop project plans to realize improvements 
in the operational processes. 

The name already lndicates, that the methodology has to result in production renewal. Production 
renewal is defined as "the whole of all potential improvements which have impact on the production 
processes". These improvements may be found in the production processas themselves but also, for 
example, in engineering or administrative activities. 

The main steps in this methodology are: 

1. Formulation of the actual philosophy of the organization. 
2. Analysis of 5 entrepreneurlal areas: 

-ProductfMarketfEnvironment, 
-Production, 
-Management, 
-Human resources and organizatlon and 
-Finance, 
which leads to an enumeration of the StrengthsjWeaknesses and OpportunitiesfThreats 
(SWOT). 

3. Formulation of a conceptual strategy. 
4. Additional lnvestigations and tormulation of a definitive strategy. 
5. Oevelopment of project plans to realize the potentlallmprovements. 

Figure 1 gives a schematically representation of the IPR-methodology. 

7see [1], chapter 2, 3 & 5, p. 29- 75 & p. 108- 144. 
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The IPR- methodolagy. 

Opponunlll•tl 
TIWMI:S 

I f 

The IPR-methodology especially 
focuses on the coherence be
tween the different entrepreneuri
al areas. lt wiJl therefore provide a 
clear insight in the possible im
provements in the operational 
processes of an organization and 
their priorities without the risk of 
suboptimalisation. 

. ..., .......... , ......... 
Also this methodology should 
establish a better understanding 
amongst the co-werkers of each 
ethers problems. Furthermore it 
wiJl lead to consistency about 
what the goals of the erganiza
tien should be and what changes 

k 

those imply. Altogether the lnte- Figure 1: The IPR-methodology. 
gral Production Renewal-analysis 
should lead to more effective 
changes which wiJl benefit the effectiveness and efficiency of the whole organization. 

. . . , .... , ..... . . 

Of course there are other methodologies, which can be used to analyze the strengths and weak
nesses of a company in order to formulate a business strategy. The OpportunitiesjThreats-Le
ads/ Arrears-matrOC' for example. Th is theory, however, wiJl provide not more than points of interest 
instead of a real analysis. Furthermore this technique is based on a relativa position compared to 
competitors. This is very ditticuit to achleve in a developing country, because intermation about 
competitors can not be obtained. 

The portfolio analysis techniques, as promoteef by the Boston Gonsuiting Group9 use as a starting 
point the productjmarket combinations. This is a widely used technique, although said to be 
subjective, which only focuses on limited aspects of the organization, namely the product and its 
customers. 

Porter10 acknowledges that there are more influential factors in the market, which he calls actors. 
Hls analysis model is therefore more comprehensive than the fermer one, but still focuses only on 
the external aspects of the organization. 

A lot of theoretica! rnadeis have been developed, but only very few are comprehensive and take into 
account lnternal as well as external aspects of the organization. The model of Andrews11 Is an 
example of a comprehensive one. Thls model distingulshes ends (goals) and means (policles) by 
which the ends should be achieved. These means camprise Iabour policies, marketing policies, 
distributions policles etc. For the tormulation of a competitive strategy, thls model indicates that four 

8see [13], chapter 6, p. 72 - 74. 

9see Un, appendix A, p. 361 - 364 and Abell D.F. and Henmond J. S. , Strategie Market 
Planning: Problems and analytical approaches, chapter 4 & 5. 

10see [1n, chapter 1, p. 3 - 33. 

11see [1n, Jntroduction, p. XVI - XX, and Andrews K.R., The concept of corporate strategy. 
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key factors have to be taken lnto account: StrengthjWeaknesses and Personar values of the 
implementers, which could be regarded as internat aspects and OpportunitiesjThreats and societal 
expectations, which could be regarded as external aspects. The appropriateness of the strategy Is 
determined by testing the goals and means on their consistency. Eventually this should result In a 
strategy formulation. 

Also Keuning and Eppink12 have designed a model for strategy formulation, in which internat and 
external factors are taken into account. However this model has not been elaborated in analysis 
techniques and therefore can be used only as a raferenee and not as an analysis toot. In thelr 
book13

, they also mention a strategie planning methodology for smali-scale and mlddie-scale 
Industries according to Lemmens & Smeets14

• This methodology Is very simplified and has large 
limitations. Action has to be initiated by disturbing signals trom the environment. Based on these 
signals the most relevant factors have to be selected on which action has to be taken to react on 
this particular "threat• or •opportunity-. Therefore this Is more a reactive methodology than an 
analysis methodology. The threatjopportunity is known beferehand and has to be reacted upon! This 
methodology might be useful In developing countries, but does not fit in the context of this research. 

Another example of a comprehensive model is the one which forms the basis of the IPR-metho
dology. The classification of aspects to be taken into account might differ from the model of 
Andrews, but is almest the same as the model of Keuning & Eppink. In general however the sum of 
aspects to be taken into account is the same tor all three of them. The advantage of the IPR-model 
is, that it is further elaborated into analysis teèhniques, which results in the IPR-methodology. In tact 
the IPR-methodology is a combination of analysis techniques with respect to the environment and 
the functienar areas that exist In an organlzation. The coverage of the whole sphere of lnfluence In 
and around an organization is ascertained by this division of analysis techniques. This division makes 
that the IPR-methodology has a more or less.modular structure and can easily be adapted to chan
ging circumstances. An adaptation In a certain part of the methodology does only affect that parti
cular modulus and does not affect the methodology as a whole. 

The intention of this research is to apply the methodology in Tanzania and identify necessary 
adaptations, to come to a successtut toot of analysis. A toot can only be successtut if it is practical, 
comprehenslve and allows adaptation according to the circumstances. The IPR-methodology fits all 
these requirements and therefore has been chosen as the theoretica! starting point tor this research. 

3.3 The environmental framework of Austin". 

As mentioned before, it can be expected that the IPR-methodology has to be adapted in order to 
become useful to be applied in Tanzania. The IPR-methodology wilt have to take into account 
different environmental factors, which wiJl have their impact on industrial organizations in Tanzania. 
To avoid an arbitrary enumeration of environmental factors to be taken into account, a theoretica! 
framewerk wilt have to be designed. In this framework, environmental factors, which wilt be possibly 
of influence can be admitted and structured in separate categories. This framewerk has to be 
designed befere starting the case study, so that the included factors can be kept in mind efficiently 
during the research in Tanzania 

12see [10), chapter 7, p. 324- 330. 

13see [10), chapter 7, p. 372- 374. 

14 Lenmens, J.P. and Smeets, J.M.; Strategy fornulation in the middle scale industry; Deven-
ter/Den Haag; Kluwer/NIVE; 1977. 

15see [1), chapter 2 & 3, p. 29- 75. 
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Different theoretica! frameworks or models, which describe (part of) the particular environmental 
torces on a company in a developing country already exist. 

Hofstede18 for instance, lndicates that the work related values of employees in developing countries 
are different in the sense that they are more receptive to hierarchical, authoritarian and paternalistic 
relationships. Furthermore he notices, that loyalty to the group Is of high importance and so on. In 
short, he distinguishes a number of more or less cultural factors to be taken lnto account, when 
eperating In a developlng country. 

Lodge a.o. 17 focus on the politica! factors lnfluencing the competitive environment. They indicate 
that •a nation Is successtut when lts ideology Is coherent and adaptable, enabling it to define and 
attain lts goals, and when there Is the least distance between the prevailing ideology and the actual 
practica of the country's institutions•. 

A lot more has been written about particular factors lnfluencing the lndustrial environment In 
developing countries. These descriptions though are aften not comprehensive focus only on one of 
the institutions in a society. 

There are some models, which are comprehensive. An example of a comprehensive framewerk is the 
societal framewerk according to CICA 18

• In this framewerk a number of institutions: economical, 
politica!, religieus, kinship, and so on, covering the whole society have been distinguished. This 
framewerk has been designed out of a sociologistic perspective and gives a description of a society, 
with her structural and cultural features 19

, which influence all antities in that society. 

Keuning & EppinJ<20 designed an environmental framewerk from a management perspective, with 
the following, as they call lt, components: 

Demographical factors; 
Economical factors; 
Technological factors; 
Social factors; 
Politica! factors; 
Ecological factors and 
Marketfactors. 

During their description of the framework, it bacomes clear, that they focus completely on industries 
in industrialized countries. Their model Is hardly elaborated and from the perspeelive of developing 
countries by far not complete. For example, no attention is paid to the infrastructure, migration or 
urbanization and cultural factors like hierarchy and centralization. 

16see [1], chapter 3, p. 63 and Hofstede G., Culture's consequences: International differences 
in worlc related va lues, Beverly hi lls, sage publ ications, 1980 and his artiele "Cul tural dimensions in 
management and planning" in Asia Pacific Journal of management, 1 (Januari 1984, p. 81 - 99). 

17see [1], chapter 3, p. 59 and Baughman J.P., Lodge G.C. and Piper H.W.; environmental analysis 
for management; Homewood-lrwin, 1974 and G.C. Lodge and E.F. Vogel, ldeology and national competitive
ness: an analysis of nine countries; Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1987, p.2 •• 

18centre for International Cooperation Activfties (CICA) is the organization at the university 
of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, responsible for the MSc. course International Technological 
Development Science (ITDS). 

19see [9], chapter 2 & 3, p. 22- 41. 

20see [10], chapter 7, p. 330 - 338. 
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The environmental framewerk of Austin can also be regarded as comprehensive21
• This framewerk 

has been designed from the perspective of a manager of an organization in a developing country. 
The organization is put In the mlddie of the model as societal unit with all the competitive and 
environmental forces influencing the organization around it, see tigure 2. 

Substltutes 

Figure 2: Industry Analysis Framewerk for Developing Coun
tries, see [1], p. 110. 

In this framewerk the interrelated environmental factors have been categorized In economical, 
political, demographical and cultural factors. 

The economical factors concern basic productive resources and include: 
Natural resources (availability), 
Labour (educationallevel), 
Dornestic capital availability, 
Foreign capital availability, 
lnfrastructure (informational and physical) and 
Technology Qevels and structure). 

21 see [1], chapter 2, 3 and 5, p. 29- 75 and p. 108- 144. 
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The political factors include: 
Stability and ldeology (communism, socialism, capitalism), 
lnstitutions (distribution of power), 
International links. 

The demographical factors include: 
Population growth, 
Urbanization, 
Migration, 
Age-structure, 
Health status. 

The cultural factors examine the sets of shared values, attitudes and behaviour and include: 
Human nature percaptions (good vs. bad & changeability). 
Social structures and dynamics. 
Communication. 
Time perceptions. 
Space perceptions. 
Religion. 

This categorization of environmental factors is a theoretica! alternative. As mentioned before, different 
perspectives lead to different classifications, but the contents of the whole are generally more or less 
the same. The management perspective in the Austin framewerk Is especially suitable for this re
search, because it has to be combined with the IPR-methodology. The IPR-methodology as wellas 
the Austin framewerk suit the demand of the management of an industrial organization on her search 
for a tooi for operational lmprovement. They both are focused on contributing to micro-level develop
ments. 

As mentioned before, Austin claims that the factors as distinguished by himself cover the entire 
environment. lt appeared however that a number of plausible influential factors were not yet covered 
by the framewerk of Austin. Those factors therefore have been inserted into the environmental frame
werk of Austin. 

These are economie factors with respect to technology choice as distinguished also by Austin22
• 

Furthermore as politica! factors, the legislative, administrative and direct market power of the govern
menf3. As cultural factors; Sense of duty and sense of werkmanship as subfactor of Human nature 
perceptions24

; Delegation and respect as subfactor of social structures and dynamics; And finally, 
negotiations, showing of emotions and non-verbal communication25 as subfactors of communica
tion. The overall picture of environmental factors and their mutual relationships are represented in 
figure 3, see also enelosure 1. In this enelosure a code has been attached to all (sub)factors, which 
will be used for raferenee later. 

Those factors will be kept In mind while executing the case study, in such a way that afterwards con
clusions can be drawn with respect to which theoretica! adaptations appear to be valid in practica. 

22see [1], chapter 8, p. 237- 261. 

23see [1], chapter 4, p. 76 -77. 

24see [18], chapter 5, p. 106- 109. 

25see [22], chapter 1 & 2, p. 19- 33. 



3.4 Conceptual definitions. 

The IPR-methodology and the 
Austin framewerk will have to be 
tuned to each other. This will only 
be possible in an adequate way, 
if the concepts on which these 
theoretica! foundations are based 
are unambiguous clear. Therefore 
the definitions of the most import
ant concepts wUI be presented In 
this chapte~. 

1.1ntegral Production Renewal: 
the sum of all potentlal improve
ments which have Impact on the 
production processes. 

2.Corporate strategy: 
the sum of deelslons with respect 
to the transfer of the organization 
trom its present position in the 
market to a desired position. 
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3.Competitive environment: Figure 3: Environmental factors. 
the result of the combined acti-
ons of the 6 competitive farces: 
1- intensity of rivalry; 
2- bargaining power of suppliers; 
3- bargaining power of customers; 
4·· threat of new entrants; 
5- pressure from substitution products and 
6- governmental influence. 

4.1ndustrial environment: 
the competitive environment added with the sum of all environmental factors influencing the activities 
of an industrial organization. 

s.Orqanizational philosophy: 
the description of characteristics and objectives of a company according to the management. 

6.Product: 
the product and accompanying services as affered by the manufacturlng organization. 

7.Market/Environment: 
see lndustrial environment 

8.Productlon: 
the transformation process of the organization where inputs (raw material, Iabour, energy and 
equipment) are transformed into outputs (finished products and waste). The operational logistics are 
regarded part of production as well. 

26oefinitions: 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, from (20]. 
Definitions: 2, 11 from (10]. 
Definitions: 3, 4, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16 from [1]. 
Definitions: 17 from [21]. 
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9.Management: 
the processas within an organization with respect to directing and cantrolling production. 

10.Human resources: 
the human input in the organization = employees. 

11.0rganization: 
the structure of functional relationships within a group of people who are werking tagether to achieve 
a certain goal. 

12.Finance: 
the characteristics and performances of a company in terms of money. 

13.Economical factors: 
the environmental factors concerning the basic productive resources. 

14.Political factors: 
the environmental factors concerning the governmental influence on the industrial environment. 

15.Cultural factors: 
the environmental factors concerning the sets of shareef values, attitudes and behaviour. 

16. Demographical factors: 
the environmental factors concerning the profile and quantitative dynamics of the population. 

17.Technology: 
all knowledge and experience necessary to produce and distribute a certain product, which is 
embodieef in objects (technoware), persons (humanware), documents (infoware) and institutions 
(orgaware). 

3.5 The merging of the IPR-methodology with the Austin framework. 

The Austin framewerk has to be combined with the IPR-methodology. However, it has to be noticeef, 
that nat all identifieef influential factors will have to be taken into account during all phases of 
analysis. In order to prevent unnecessary lnvestigations, the relevancy of the identifieef factors for the 
different phases of the analysis will be assesseef. 

As menticneef befare in chapter 2.3, the IPR-methodology as applieef in Tanzania will be as similar as 
possible to the original methodology. However, in order to arrive at sensible results, which will be 
beneficia! to the guest organlzation, it appeareef that some adaptations to the IPR-methodology neeef 
to be implementeef befare the application in the case study. lt will become clear that this especially 
goes for the ProductjMarketjEnvironment- and Production-analysis. 

Phase 1. Formulation of the actual philosophy of the organization. 
In this phase the management has to be questioneef in order to describe the perception of 
management with respect to the actual strategies and objectives of the company. 

Specific factors which will have to be taken lnto account during the execution of this step In a 
developing country are re presenteef In table 3.1 27

: 

~-· 1-- 1"--
•bl· 3.1: Releva111 factors during philosophy-fonnulatlon. 

1::, 

27For list of codes see enelosure 1. 
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A2.- Refers to the way people perceive objectives, nat the quantification of the objectives. The 
questions, what kind of objectives are important and how they are dealt with, have to be 
answered here. 

82- The fact that people may try to give answers, which are thought to please the rnanaging 
directer may result in reality looking better than lt is28

• 

0- The farmuiatien of future expectations. The time-orientation of Africans is rather history
driven, far less attention Is paid to the future29

• 

Phase 2. Analysis of 5 entrepreneurlal areas. 

ProductfMarketfEnvironmenl 
In this phase of the analysis some adaptations have to be implemented beforehand, In order to arrive 
at a complete and therefore more sensible and useful description of the market and the environment. 

These modifications are described in the lndustry analysis framewerk (which is not the environmental 
framework!) of Austin30 and are as fellows; 
First a sixth mega-force has to be added to the Porter model31 (which is part of the original IPR
methodology), the government. The government has large influence on the industrial environment, 
because she determines the access to key resources and she has the capacity to determine many 
prices and costs through all sorts of regulations. A next modification is the acknowledgement of the 
fact, that in the competitive environment 6 different acters will have to distinguished, while each will 
have to be dealt with In a different way. These six categories of industry acters in developing coun
tries in general are: the government, state owned enterprises (SOE's), business groups, local non
business-group firms and cooperatives, the informal sector and MultiNational Organizations (MNO's). 

The relevant factors which will have to be taken into account during the execution of the P /M/E
analysis are represented in table 3.2. 

Economie Polhlcal Demographic CuHu!al 

A,C,D, E,F1 A·F A·D 81,C1,C4,F 

Table 3.2: Relevant factors dunng ProductjMarket1 Environment-analys1s. 

Production. 
To arrive at a complete description of the status and characteristics of the production system, some 
aspects with respect to technology choice should be considered. In the P /M/E-analysis, emphasis is 
laid on meeting market requirements. The situation in developing countries though, requires some 
more aspects to be taken into account32

• This is necessary to answer the question whether the 
chosen technology represents the best technological alternative available or not. 
The relevant factors which should be taken into account during the production-analysis are 
represented in table 3.3. 

Economie Pollilcal Demographie CuHural 

8, E, F A,B,C A3,A4,81,B2,83,84,C,E,F 

able 3.3: Relevant factors durin g PrOduction-anal sis. y 

28see [221, chapter 2, p. 35- 40. 

29see [1], chapter 3, p. 65 and [221, chapter 1, p. 20 -21. 

30see [1], chapter 5, p. 109 -111. 

31 see [17], chapter 1, p. 3- 29. 

32see [1], chapter 8, p. 237 • 261. 
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In the scope of economical subfactor F, Technology, the following variables have to be considered; 
factor costs, which applies to the relative economie importsnee of Iabour and capital; 
technica! constraints, which applies to the technica! features of the technological alternatives 
input scarcities, which applies to the tuning of the technology to the availability of local 
inputs, like skilied werkers, materials, energy, and equipment; 
competitive dynamics, which applies to the competitive pressures for technological innova
tion; 

During the production analysis, special attention should be paid to Input scarcities. Not only as a 
condition attecting the choice of technology, but also as a critica! factor for the logistical support of 
production activities. The eausas of Input scarcities33 In developing countries are diverse and may 
lie In Import restrictions, the underdeveloped stage of suppliers or the transportation system. All 
these scarcities should be thoroughly assessed and actlens must be taken to reduce the negative 
implications of them. 

Management. 
Management aspects to which special attention should be paid In Tanzania are very diverse. In fact 
by establishing management systems almest all subfactors of the environmental factors; economie, 
demographic, politica! and cultural, should be taken lnto consideration, see table 3.4. The eperatlens 
which will have to be controlled through the management systems take place within the industrial 
environment of Tanzania. lt is therefore necessary that the tools, the management systems which are 
used to execute this control, arealso adapted to fit the industrial environment of Tanzania. 
For instance; if the logistic performance of a company is strongly influenced by import-restrictive 
actions of the government, it would not make any sense if the legistles management was judged 
without taking into account governmental regulations. Furthermore cultural ditterences may play an 
Important part in the management of an African organization34

• 

Economie Pollilcal Demographlc CuHural 

A. 8, E, F2, F3,4,5 A. B,C O,E A·F 

able 3.4: Relevant factors durin g Man a g ement-anal s1s. y 

The major challenge for the management of an organization is to develop management systems and 
procedures whlch evereome disadvantageous characteristics and make use of the advantageous 
characteristics of the local industrial environment. When this Is done successfully, this may lead to 
considerable competitive advantages. 

Human resources & Organization. 
In the human resources and organization-analysis, during which the culture of the organization In 
Tanzania will be described, many ditterences are to be expected and consecutively many factors will 
have to betaken lnto account. A few examples to illustrate this are; In most sub-saharan countries 
organizations have a more rigid hierarchical structure; delegation is not as common as in Europa; 
meetings are more seclal events and decision-making takes place in more personar contacts; lea
dership is more paternalistic with less independenee for the individual; loyalty is particularly directed 
to the extended family and hiring of employees happens more on a base of personal relationship 
than on capabilities and so on35

• Besides the cultural factors, which are the most important in this 
analysis ether factors should be taken into account as well, see table 3.5. 

33see [1], chapter 8, p. 251 - 253. 

34see [22], chapter 2, p. 37- 40. 

35see [22], chapter 2, p. 27- 43. 
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1:- j--- j-· 1--A,O,E O,E A·F 

able 3.5:Relevant factors during Human resources and orgamzat1on-analys1s. 

lt is possible to describe the cultural characteristics of an organization in Africa but difficult to draw 
conclusions on them. Especially when these cultural characteristics have to be judged in terms of 
good or bad, strengths or weaknesses. lt is not even clear which cultural tralts a successful 
organization in Africa possesses, so it remains questionable to judge an organization on these. (This 
is also not unambiguously clear in industrialized countries). 
One thing though Is certain: successful management in every country requires cultural sensitivity, in 
ether words the avoidanee of ethnocentrism36

, which is not as easy as it may seem. 

Finance. 
The last phase of the analysis deals with financlal management, maybe the most difficult managerial 
area in developing countries. Serieus economie problems wiJl have to be dealt with, among which 
the most important are: 

inflation; 
foreign exchange exposure; 
capital scarcity; 

Mismanagement in these areas can devastate a cernpany's profits, capita! structure and economie 
viabilïty'l7• 

T ogether with the above mentioned probiernatie aspects some ether aspects should be taken into 
account, see table 3.6. 

1:~ I 
Table 3.6:Relevant factors during Financial-analysis. 

36see [1], chapter 10, p. 353 • 356. 

37For an etaboration of how these problems complicate the operations of commercial enterprises 
in a development country see [1], chapter 7, p. 186- 228. 
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Phase 3. The tormulation of a conceptual strategy. 

During this phase a conceptual strategy wiJl have to be formulated. A deelsion has to be taken on 
which actions for renewal wiJl be undertaken. This deelsion wiJl depend on the results of the SWOT
analysis and the feasibility and risk of the actlonareas. A lot of factors wiJl have their impact on this 
phase. The feasibility of a renewing action may depend on the availability of foreign exchange, 
governmental regulations, urbanization trends or cultural factors, like the deelsion making style and 
so on. At this moment no factorscan be excluded yet from being taken lnto account, see table 3.7. 

Economie PoiHical Oemographlc Cu~ural 

A·F A·F A·E A·F 

able 3.7:Relevant factors durin g the tormulation of the IPR-
strategy. 

N.B. lt is very unlikely that all these factors will become apparent trom a single case study, but all 
of them have to be kept in mind. 

Phase 4. Additional investigations and tormulation of a definitive strategy. 

This phase is an obvious continuatien based on the results as achieved in phase 3. Those results are 
further discussed and investigated and a definitive strategy has to be formulated. The same factors, 
which had to be taken into account during the tormulation of the conceptual strategy, wiJl also be 
valid here. Therefore table 3. 7 represents the relevant factors to be taken into account during this 
phase. 

Phase 5. Development of project plans. 

Befarehand it is not clear yet, which project plans will have to be undertaken. Therefore no 
environmental factors can be excluded at this stage (see table 3.7). Extra attention should however 
be paid to the cultural factors: social structures and dynamics, communication and time perceptions, 
because these factors will largely lnfluence the human control and consequently the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the projects. 
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4. The research structure - elaborated. 

4.1 lntroduction. 

The objective of the research as formulated In chapter 2 is; 
"the identification of necessary adaptations to the existing IPR-methodology to Tanzanian circum
stances, so that the JPR-methodology wil/ become an useful tooi tor Tanzanian enterprises to gain 
insight in the potential improvements of their production processes•. In order to achieve this 
objective a research consisting of a literature study, a case study and an evalustion of the case 
study, will be executed. The data colleetien methads during the case study, the way conclusions will 
be arrived at and the analysis of the data, are determined successively. A description of this process 
can be found In this chapter. 

4.2 Data coneetion methods in the case study. 

The research has been divided in three parts. The first part concerned the literature study. The 
secend part consisted of the case-study itself, during which an adequate IPR-strategy had to be 
formulated. The third part focused on answering the research question on which adaptations in the 
IPR-methadology are required. 

In the description of the general approach of the research, the first and secend step concern the 
data colleetien to become able to answer the research question during the third step. The way data 
will be collected during the case study will now be focused on. 

Data has to be collected from the research subject In most cases this will be Casements Africa Ud., 
but in the Market/Environment analysis the research subjects will be customers, suppliers and the 
government. 

Different methadsof data colleetien will be used next toeach other. In some cases this is necessary 
to verify information, thus rasuiting in overlapping data. In other cases this is necessary to get a 
complete picture, so data will have to complement each ether. The nature of the intermation will 
determine the methad(s) of data collection. Therefore the used methads will ditter according to the 
phase of the analysis. The successfulness will also depend on the cooperation and possibilities 
oftered by the guest organization and its environment. Furthermore it is necessary to be able to use 
alternative data collection methads, in case a certain methad does net provide the desired results. 

The methads which have been used are: 
1. Unstructured oral interviewswithopen questions (UOI). 

This method is mostly used when questioning executives within the company, because thls 
is a limited number of people who are easily approachable. lt is always tried to turn such 
interviews in some sort of conversatien on the basis of predetermined points of attention, ln
stead of a mere question and answer game. This makes it easier for people to express 
opinions besides facts. The value and vividness of information is regarded much higher when 
the interviawee can speak extensively about a certain topic then when simply answering a 
question. When following strict question lists and closed questions, this conversatien will not 
emerge and the lnformation will be limited to what has been asked for, while often there Is 
often much more to know. The reliability of intermation wilt be lncreased by talking the same 
subject over with more than ene concerned employee. 

2. Structured written Interviews with closed questions (SWI). 
This methad is normally used, when the number of people to be questioned is toe large to 
do a personal Interview. This methad Is also used when more than ene persen is busy 
collecting information, in order to be able to campare the results and achleve higher reliabili
ty. 
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3. Observations (non-participative) (ONP). 
This method Is normally used to verify information on internat processes. Does it indeed 
happen In praetJee as they said? Attention has to be paid to the possibility that people 
change thelr attitudes or working methods because somebody is watching. Observation 
therefore has to take place as lnconspicuous as possible, without giving cause to suspicion. 

N.B. Because of the possibilities oftered by the guest organization, it has been possible to 
participate in some operational projects. Those opportunities have been used to do 
participative observations (OP), which provided a lot of information especially about the 
attitude of employees and their way of working. 

4. Exploration of existing information (documents) (EEI). 
Governmental (sectoral plans, statistica! yearbooks, etc.) and company documents (financial 
reports and plans, Internat memos, etc.) are very suitable means to study In order to gather 
more information. The only problem Is that this method can not be planned, because it is not 
befarehand known which documents are available and to which access is allowed. 

As earlier mentioned the applied methods depend on the analysis phase. 
Table 4.1 represents an overview of what data coneetion methods have been used during what 
phase of the IPR-analysis. Horizontal the different phases of the IPR-analysis are given, while vertical 
the data collection methods, by the use of an abbreviation as indicated above, are represented. 

UOI SWI ONP OP EEI lnformal 

1.Formulation of philosophy x 
2.P /M/E-analysis x x x 
3.Production-analysis x x x x 
4.Management-analysis x x x 
5.Hum.res.& Org.-analysis x x x x 
6.Financial-analysis x x 

able 4.1 : Data collect1on methods er IPR-anal' SIS >hase. p y p 

1. The tormulation of the actual philosophy of the organization. 
Unstructured open oral interviews, from now on called UOI's, with the management are sufficient, 
because it is necessary to get the perception of the management on the actual applied strategies. 

2. ProductjMarketjEnvironment-analysis. 
Product inforrnation can be gathered from UOI's with sales persennel and brochures. 
Market/Environment information through UOI's with the management, sales personnel, customers, 
government officials and branch organizations. Besides the interviews, a lot of customers have been 
approached with questionnaires (structured written interviews or SWI's) to obtain a larger amount of 
responses, which should lead to higher reliabDity. 
Furthermore internat and external reports to assess market developments and expectatlons will be 
studied. 

3. Production-analysis. 
Most information will be obtained through UOI's with employees. Besldes this, internat reports and 
correspondence will be studled as far as available. 
Furthermore through observation a lot of inforrnation will be verified. 

4. Management-analysis. 
Especially UOI's and observation of the used procedures are used. Furthermore internat documents 
will be studied, to uncover the actual execution of procedures. 
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5. Human resources and organization-analysis. 
Quantitative data from existing company records. Qualitative data from format UOI's, but also from a 
lot of informal conversations: Furthermore company records and correspondence as far as available 
will be studied. 

6. Finance-analysis. 
Most data will be obtained through internat financlal reports and budget plans. Besides that UOI's 
with financlal management and general management will be held to verify, clarify and complement 
information from those reports. 

4.3 Data analyzing methods in the case study. 

As mentioned in the description of the IPR-methodology, the guest organization will be investigated 
and the strengthsfweaknesses and opportunitiesfthreats of the organization will be determined. 
Based on thls SWOT -analysls a renewal strategy will be formulated. The critica! step Is represented 
by the translation of the characteristics and performances of the company lnto strengths or 
weaknesses. 

In order to judge the characteristics and performances of a company, a comparison can be made 
with competitors who are more or less placed In the same position. Doing so will make it possible to 
judge the relativa strength of a company. 
Another possibility Is the comparison between the actual characteristics and performances versus a 
so-called target situation, which can be interpreted as a standard. This standard can be a theoretical
ly ideal situation. However this is not often a realistic situation, whlch wUI make a comparison not 
very practical. Comparison between the actual situation and a satisfactory situatlon as standard 
would be more practicaland therefore more sensible. lf an obvious (negative) deviation between the 
actual situation and standard Is observed, this can be interpreled as a weakness. On the other hand 
if the standard Is achieved or a positive deviation exists, lt can be interpreled as a strength. 

In Tanzania, 1t is as good as impossible to obtain recent and reliable intermation on competitors or 
branches. Comparison with competitors or branch averages to judge the own performance is 
therefore impossible. 
Comparison with a certain target situation, the standard, to judge performances and characteristics 
Is the only remaining possibility. Such a standard however wilt have to be very dependent on the 
environment In which a company is placed. Stating a standard will begin with the description of a 
theoretica! acceptable situation, the theoretica! standard, which will often be based on Western 
theories. This theoretica! standard, however, has to be adapted to Tanzanian circumstances In order 
to arrive at a more sensible and useful standard. 

An example wlth respect to capacity utilization wilt make this clear. In theory, the ideal sltuation Is 
reached wlth a capacity utilizatlon of 100%. In practica this Is lmpossible and therefore in (Western) 
literature normal capacity utilization is often assumed to be 80%. This Is considered to be the 
satisfactory sltuation In an industrialized environment, the theoretical standard. However In Tanzania 
machinery Is used, that Is older and more sensitive for breakdowns, communication means between 
suppliers and customers are not welt developed and so on. Thus many factors make it unfair to 
lmpose 'Western• theoretical standards on a Tanzanlan enterprlse. Those standards might be 
challenging but have to be feasible In order not to loose their motivatienat power. The standard for 
Tanzania Is, In thls example, therefore set on an arbitrary capacity utilizatlon of 60%. A higher 
performance could then be regarded as a strength, while a much lower performance would indicate 
a weakness. 

lt is not easy to adapt a 'Western" standard to Tanzanian circumstances. Very good knowledge of 
the Tanzanlan lndustrial environment comblned with good common sense is a necessity to set 
sensible targets. For this it Is unsurmountable to rely on the judgement of people who are much 
Jonger active in the Tanzanian society. 
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5. The Case study. 

5.1 lntroduction. 

In the literature study factors have been distlnguished according to which the IPR-methodology may 
have to be adapted when applied In a developlng country. This has led to a theoretica! enumeration of 
potentlal adaptation factors. In order to arrive at a more practically based enumeration of adaptations, 
a case study has been executed. From September 1993 till April 1994, an industrial organization In 
Tanzania has been subjected to an investigation according to the IPR-methodology. In order to give a 
better understanding of how those practical adaptations have been arrived at, a short description of the 
company under lnvestigation and a summary of the results of the analysis wiJl be given. 

5.2 The subject of the case study, Casements Africa Ltd. 

Casements Africa Ud. (CAL) is an industrial enterprise, which was formally established in 1966. CAL was 
a daughter of the Chandaria agglomerate to which the only basic metal factory of Tanzania up to now, 
Aluminium Africa (ALAF), belonged as well. Headquarters of this agglomerate, nowadays an lndian multi
national, are located in Nairobi, Kenya. 

During the 70s a lot of companies In Tanzania were nationalized, which led to an enormous amount of 
parastatals. ALAF was one of them, which meant that the Chandaria group had to loose control over 
this company. However they were able to remain in control over their smaller sister companies Metal 
Products Ltd. and Casements Africa Ud. Up to this moment Casements Africa Ud. is a self sustaining 
subsidiary of the Corneraft enterprise, the holding company of the Chandaria group. 

CAL was one of the first companies in Tanzania, in which metal half products, as produced by thesister 
company ALAF, could be transformed into building materials: steel window and door frames and steel 
Iouvre windows. Nowadays the range of products has been extended with aluminium window and door 

~7 frames, aluminium louvres, strapping material, styropor material, shelving systems and all kinds of 
tradeables. 

CAL has always been managed by lndian expatriates, while the majority of the workforce, in total 
nowadays about 80 employees, were indigenous Tanzanians. During the BOs CAL was, due to 
governmental foreign exchange policies, toreed to decrease the number of expatriates. In 1988 all of 
them hadleftand CAL was for the first time fully managed and operated by Tanzanians. These foreign 
exchange policies, which meant severe import restrictions, resulted in the unavailability of raw materials, 
which heavily affected the results of CAL In 1992, through a number of causes, results had droppad so 
much, that CAL was facing bankruptcy. The mother company reacted by sending again an lndian 
manager to take over the general management of CAL Since that moment, results have lmproved 
significantly. However the coexistence of Tanzanian management, tagether with the devastating results 
will probably have affected the mutual relationship between the lndians and Tanzanians of CAL This wiJl 
become evident during the IPR-analysls. 

5.3 Summary of the IPR-analysis at Casements Africa Ltd. 

As mentioned, CAL has been subjected to an analysis according to the IPR-methodology. This 
methodology, which has been described In chapter 3, Is foliowed as closely as possible. lt would go 
beyond the scope of this study to give a descriptlon of the entire analysis. Therefore a restrietion Is 
made to the most Important mllestanes of the methodology; 
1. The StrengthsjWeaknesses and Opportunities{Threats (SWOT)- enumeration of CAL 
2. The tormulation of the IPR-strategy for CAL 
N.B. A descriptlon of the entire analysis and lts results, the case report, can be found In annex 2. 
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5.3.1 The SWOT -a na lysis at CAL 
l 

5.3.1.1 Strengths and Weaknesses of CAL 
The strengthsjweaknesses enumeratlons form the concluslon of an analysis phase. After every strength 
and weakness an abbrevlation will be glven, whlch applies to the department(s) responslble for this Item. 
This Is to ldentify the strength and weaknesses of functional areas, which will be used to arrive at the 
tormulation of the IPR-strategy. The explanatlon of the abbreviations can be found In the case report. 

ProductjMarketfEnvironment-analysis. 
Strengths 
*wlde product range which covers a large part of 
the market (GM). 
*different product groups to divide risks (GM). 
*long time experlence, which Is lncorporated In 
image. 
*well known trustworthy name. 
*good product knowledge w.r.t steel 
doorsjwindows and louvres (S). 
*not dependent on very few customers only (S). 
*customer loyalty w.r.t. steel doorsjwindows and 
Jouvres (S). 
*reasonable pricing (GM&S). 
*financial responsible payment terms (GM&AC). 

Production-a na lysis. 
Strengths 
*comprehensive product range (GM). 
*product flexibility of equipment is high (P). 
*customer orientation of aluminium sectien 
(GM&S&P). 
*operational administrative orderprocessis fast 
(GM&S). 
*increasing actlvities In engineering circuit 
(GM&E). 
*attempts to increase lndependency In distribution 
(GM&PU). 
*quite good knowledge of process parameters 
(not updated) (P). 

Weaknesses 
*continuous threat of new entrants. 
*cost structure, too much overhead (steel 
doorsjwindows) (GM). 
*Jimited product development, thus stuck with 2 
products without growth perspectives (GM&E). 
*pricejquality ratiolouvresis moderate (P). 
*introduction of aluminium sectien has taken too 
much time (GM&E). 
*government is not one of the large customers 
(S). 
*large dependenee of ALAF (PU). 
*no efficient links with foreign suppliers (PU). 
*declining market share louvres (S&P). 
*payment terms too strict for customers 
(GM&AC). 
*Jow delivery reliability (P&S). 
*Jow quality performance and consciousness (P). 
*too few efforts in persenat product promotion 
(S). 

Weaknesses 
*high uncertainty combined with Jow flexibility 
(represented in most of their aspects) (GM&P). 
*complexity high, while production control is 
meagre (S&P). 
*slow development in aluminium sectien (GM&E). 
*quality problems of CAL are accepted and 
lncorporated insales advlee (S&P). 
*place of customer order disconnection point. 
regarding unpredictability of sales (GM&PU). 
*no accurate detailed salesrecords (S). 
*no adequate storage area for finished steel and 
aluminium produels (GM&ST). 
*throughputtime too uncertain and too long 
regarding process times (P). 
*capacity-utilization very low (S&P). 
*absence of an explicit quality system (GM&P). 
*absence of a maintenance policy or system 
~ncluding control of spare parts)(GM&P). 
*interference of sales In production (S). 
*lnformation transfer from sales to production 
Inadequate (S&P). 
*declined labourproductivity In comparison with 2 
to 3 years ago when assuming 22.5% intlation 
(GM&P). 
*high waste figures (P). 
*no packing procedures and area (P). 



Management-analysis. 
Strengths 
*operational procedures seem to be effective as 
long as everybody performs hisjher task. 
*goOd knówledge of possibilities of employees 
and machines (P). 
*no anxiety w.r.t. automatization (GM). 

Human resources and organization-analysis. 
Strengths 
*Weil experienced Iabour (P). 
*Low turnover and absenteeism (P). 
*Reasonable educationallevel (GM&P). 
*There seems to be quite a unity in the 
production-organization (P). 
*eagerness of higher persennel to receive more 
responsibilities. 
*readiness of management to delegate more 
actlvities (GM). 
*secondary working conditlens (GM). 

Financial-analysis. 
Strengths 
* lmpressive rise In total turnover. 
* lmproving debtor (through strict payment terms) 
& stock control (GM&AC). 
* Wide productrange, which divides financlal risks 
(GM). 
* No rigid cost structure, which binds CAL to 
inherited expenditures (flexible overhead and low 
fiXed assets costs) (GM). 
* Oear investment criteria (GM&AC). 
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Weaknesses 
*tactical logistical procedures too bureaueratic 
(GM). 
*too much hierarchical levels involved in 
operaticnat production management (GM&P). 
*availability of manpower jmachinesjmaterials (P). 
*no decent planningsystem but too few orders to 
make production planning sensible (S&P). 
*technica! state of machines (GM&P). 
*no effective information transfer between sales 
and production (S&P). 
*stock control of raw materials in aluminium 
sectien not accurate (ST). 
*no sensible stock policies (ST). 
*quality-and logistical management performances 
do not fit market demands, due to internat as well 
as external causes (GM). 
*too centralistic cost control system (GM). 
*inaccurate cost calculation (AC). 
*inaccurate profitability calculation (AC). 
* moderate customer satisfaction (S&P). 
* absence of an innovation policy, this leads to 
scarce fragmental lnnovative actlvities (GM). 
* the existence (or even worse, necessity) of 
abundant information flows. 

Weaknesses 
*communication between general management 
and operators leads to misunderstandings (GM). 
*no exploitation of full possibilities of personnet 
(GM&P). 
*some sort of mistrust between office and factory 
persennel (communication problem?) (GM). 
*Production Management versus General 
Management (GM&P). 
*absence of proper training programmes or 
policies (GM). 
*centralism of the organization (GM). 
*effectiveness of meetings (fellow up) (GM). 

Weaknesses 
* Financlal position, especially liquidity (GM). 
* lneffective accounting system. Does not give 
insight in profitability per productgroup (AC). 
* Unclear costprice calculation. Direct Iabour 
costs per product have to be estimated and no 
check whether accounteet overhead in costprice 
covers real overhead (AC). 
* Rising overhead (GM). 
* Loss on production actlvities (P). 
* Decline of Iouvre sales (S&P). 
* Depreciation is not used for future investments 
(GM). 
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S.3.1.2 Opportunities and Threats for CAL 

*No recent investments in production equipment 
through which capitaljlabour ratio is declining, 
which does not imprave productivity andjor 
quality performances (GM). 
* Decline of solvency (GM&AC). 

From the analysis of the 5 entrepreneurlal areas the threats and opportunities for CAL will be derived, 
In order to complete the analysis phase of the research. lt is often difficult to make distinction between 
opportunities and threats, because they are very much lntertinked. Formulation of opportunities and 
threats Is strongly dependent on the way they are perceived, because every missed opportunity 
becomes a threat and every threat can be regarded as an opportunity to strengthen your position by 
defendlng yourself against such a threat. Thus every mentioned opportunity Implies a threat and the 
other way around. lt might also be possible that more or less the same items are formulated as a threat 
as well as an opportunity to lay extra emphasls on this item. 

A code is attached to every opportunity or threat. This code, e.g. M01 which refers to management 
analysis opportunity 1, will be used as a raferenee in the tormulation of the IPR-strategy. 

ProductjMarketjEnvironment 
Opportunities. 
* Good reputation that could and should be 
explored through new products (E01}. 
* Aluminium doorsfwindows have very good 
prospects but the development of this sectien 
should be rushed a bit and an eye for quality and 
delivery-reliability is needed (E02}. 
* By achieving some product development 
~ouvres!) marketshare could be regained (E03}. 
* Impravement of customer satisfaction should be 
achieved by raising quality and delivery reliability 
(E04}. 
* More personal product promotion should be 
executed, especially towards the government 
(Min. of Works) and architacts (EOS}. 

Production. 
Opportunities. 
* Impravement of competitive position possible 
through Impravement of quality and delivery 
reliability (P01). 
* Necessary lmprovements in production
performance possible through an lncrease In 
production-control and flexibility, reducing 
uncertainties and Impravement of communication 
between sales and production (P02}. 
* Attempts should be made to use ldle capscity 
by putting more effort In acqulsition of production 
orders (P03). 
* Try to tune production management as best as 
possible to the external uncertalnties (supplier 
performances, governmental regulations & 
procedures, customer demands) (P04). 

Threats. 
* Fierce price competition from informal sector, 
especially in steel doorsjwindows (ET1}. 
* New entrants can emerge quite easily, therefore 
attention should be paid to safeguard an obtained 
profitable position in the market (ET2). 
* Too slow development of new product(sections) 
will allow competitors to gain a lead on CAL 
(ET3}. 
* Be caretul with price setting and payment terms, 
especially in relation to delivery performances in 
time and quality (ET4). 
* Production of steel doorsjwindows should be 
reconsidered, because the scale of the 
organization seems too large (too much 
overhead) forthese simple products. In fact every 
productgroup should be evaluated periodically 
(ETS). 

Threats.' 
* By not improving production performances in 
time and quality, market might be lost, especlally 
to forelgn campanles (PT1). 
* Total dependency on suppliers with all the 
consequences of uncertain deliveries and 
pricesetting(PT2). 
* lf no proper attention is paid to the technica! 
state of equipment, this might lead to lower 
productivity, more severe interruptlans in 
production and high maintenance-costs (PT3). 



* Effort should be put In developing closer 
relatlonshlps with suppliers (co-makership, 
delivery on call (planned orders))(POS). 
* Safeguard werking capita! sufficient to obtain 
raw materials (P06). 
* Optimizing of technica! state of production 
system through the appliance of a proper 
malntenance system (P07). 

Management. 
Opportunities. 
* The turbulent market situatlon in Tanzania asks 
for very reactive and effective management 
systems. Short lines, delegation of authority and 
responsibilities and effective communication links 
(M01). 
* An lnnovation policy should be developed to 
make structured use of the possibilities product 
and process development can offer (M02). 
* A well-considered information structure should 
be developed, which provides the right people, 
with only the right information at the right time 
(M03). 
* Attention should be paid to stock control and 
the possibilities to apply stock policies (safety 
stocks, etc.)(M04). 
* Management should be more focused on 
market demands (quality and logistics) for which 
suitable systems will have to be developed 
(MOS). 

Human resources & Organization. 
Opportunities. 
* More delegation, which is oftered to the right 
persons, with the right formality, authority, 
feedback and compensation may imprave the 
decisiveness of the organization (H01). 
* More use should be made of the lntellectual 
potentlal of persennel by offering of training and 
delegation (H02). 
* More intense and effective communication 
patterns should be developed, especially top
bottorn to lncrease effectiveness of activities and 
to prevent susplcion as a result of too llmited 
distributton of Intermation (H03). 

Finance. 
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Threats. 
* Avoid the risk of too bureaucratie, too 
centralistic and too formalized procedures, which 
may hamper the efficiency and effectiveness of 
decision rnaking processas (MT1). 
* Too few orders to make even production 
planning useful, let alone the achieved capacity 
utilization (MT2). 
* Operational management on several different 
levels (fire fighters) should be complemented with 
tactical and strategical management on the 
correct levels (MT3). 

Threats. 
* The development of the organization might be 
hampered by a suboptimal cooperation in top
management (HT1). 

The prelimlnary financlal analysls is based on completed financlal reports up to 1992, preliminary figures 
of 1993 and the annual plan for 1994. 

Opportunities. 
* More active role of accountancy department In 
prlcesetting and determlnation of payment terms 
(F01). 
* Adaptation of the accounting system to the 
diverse character of CAL-actlvities (F02). 

Threats. 
* Too strict debtor control (payment terms) may 
discourage customers from buying (FT1). 
*Inaccurate accounting (cost calculation) might 
lead to wrong pricesetting (FT2). 
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* Continuatien of diverse productrange will divide 
risks and stabilize cash flow (F03). 
* Expansion of trade-activities could provide 
funds necessary to re-organize production 
activities (F04). 

* Too rough accounting, not per productgroup, 
leads to poor insight in performances of specific 
product on which wrong strategie deelslons could 
be based {FT3). 
* Risk of further decline of productivity and 
capacity utilization if no reserves are built up out 
of depreciations, which will keep on eenstraining 
investments in the production system (FT4). 
* Rise In overhead should be controlled to 
prevent uncompetitive cost structure (FTS). 
* light (and further declining) financlal space 
(FT6). 

5.3.2 The tormulation of the IPR-strategy for CAL 

Normally the tormulation of this strategy is an iterative process, in which a conceptual strategy is 
formulated, discussed, adapted by additional investigations, discussed a ga in etc.. until a strategy is 
developed which is widely accepted and supported in the company. However this extensive iterative 
process has not been possible due to limited time available and the somewhat hectic state of aftairs in 
CAL The described strategy does therefore not fellow out of extensive discussions, but fellows out of 
the interpretation of the analysis results and ramarks trom employees with respect to these results. Th is 
strategy therefore stands midway between a conceptual and a definitive strategy and should also be 
regardedas such. 

In this strategy the following aspects wiJl be determined: 
1- The taskasslgnments with the respective objectives for the lmprovement projects. 
2- The persons (departments) who wiJl be responsible for the execution of the impravement 

projects. 
3- The priorities with which the impravement projects should be executed. 
4- A global timetabla for these Impravement projects. 
5- The taskassignments which need additional lnvestigations befere the real Impravement can be 

realized. 
6- Critica! factors for a successful implementation of the projects. 

Ad. 1, 2 Taskassignments, objectives and executors. 
Taskasslgnment: Marketing (promotion). 
Objective: Development of an effective marketing plan with attention tor the whole marketing mix. 

Executor: 

Special attention however should be paid to the possibilities of external werking 
salesmen. Growth in sales is aimed to be 80% annually, with an absolute minimum of 
30%. 
Marketing/sales-department together with General Management. 

Taskassignment: Quality. 
Objective: Development of an accurate quality system, which optimizes quality costs, reduces the 

number of human mistakes and thus waste figures. The most important target is that 
not one single product which does not meet the specifications wiJl leave the factory. 

Executor: Production department together wlth a Quality-officer (to be appointed). 

Taskassignment: lnnovation. 
Objective: Development of an autonorneus department for product and process engineering 

activlties. This department should be able to sustaln herself through the lnitlating of 
financially feaslble lmprovement projects w.r.t. products and processes. 

Executor: Production and sales-department. 

Taskasslgnment: Loglstlcs. 
Objective: Development of a more efficlent production system through: 

-smoothening of the suppller linkages; 

..... ' 
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-improving stock control with a stock holding period of 3 months as initia! target, 
without loosing on delivery reliability; 
-doubling of capacity-utilization before the end of 1995 along with increaseel productivity 

(suggesteel initia! target 20% for direct Iabour and 50% for Indirect Iabour in the same period); 
-shortening of throughputtime by decreasing production uncertainties. 
-stopping making louvres on stock, only the universa! components should be made on 
stock. 

Executor: Production, stores and purchase department 

Taskassignment: Production management (technology). 
Objective: Development of a maintenance concept, which maximizes the availability of machinery 

while the costs of maintenance are optimizeel. First make an inventory of the problem, 
then set targets. 

Executor: Production and maintenance department, with the help of an external consultant with 
respect to maintenance control (possibly a trainee). 

Taskassignment: lnformation. 
Objective: Development of an information system, which supports the operational activities. 

Therefore only the correct lnformation neeels to be at the right place at the right time. 
Executor: General management, with the help of an external information consultant (trainee?). 

Taskassignment: Costs management. 
Objective: Development of an accountancy system which represents the proper financlal 

performances per productgroup. The quality of this system should be suitable to be 
useel as a reliable tooi tor strategie (productrange) and tactical (pricesetting) deelsion 
making processes. 

Executor: Accountancy and general management. 

Taskassignment: Organization. 
Objective: Structuring of the organization according to the existing operational processas 

(functional structure, see enelosure 1 c). 
Executor: General management. 

Taskassignment: Human resourcesjCommunication. 
Objective: Apart from the structuring of the outline of CAL, also the internar managerial processas 

should be organized effective and efficiently. To be able to do so an optimal 
cernpromise between centralization, formalization and delegation should be 
accomplisheel. 

Executor: General management & persennel officer. 

Ad. 3, 4 Priorities and general timetable. 
In short the reeommendeel sequence In which the taskassignments should be tackleel (see also chapter 
3.3.3) and the estimateel time necessary for the respective projects to effectuate the new improveel 
situation Is as fellows: 

1. Quality (2 months) 

2. Accountancy (1 to 2 months) 

3. Logistics (stock control) (3 months) 

4. Marketing (promotion) (initial actions 1 month) 

5. Logistics (4 to 6 months) 

6. Production management (3 to 4 months) 

April'94 

May '94 

May '94 

July '94 

August '94 
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7. Jnnovation (1 month initially) January '95 

8. lnformation (3 months) March '95 

9. Organization Qess than 1 month) January '95 

10. Human resources and comm. (continuously) 

When this timetabla is followed, the execution of the total strategy will take around 1 ~ year and should 
be finisheet around June 1995. From that moment on the improvements have to be secured and 
regressJon into the old situation should actively be prevented. 

Ad.5 Taskasslgnments whlch require additionallnvestigations. 
These taskassignments are nat much more than a direction in which CAL should take steps to a better 
competitive position. In some areas it is even necessary to do some additienat research to get better 
lnsight In the actual performances of CAL This applies to the taskassignments Quality. Production 
management and Logistics. With respect to quality na proper standards exist, because of the absence 
of specifications. This has to be established first In order to be able to measure the actual performance 
and set a proper target for this taskassignment. Also with respect to rnaintensnee and delivery reliability 
extra effort has to be put into gaining insight in the size of the problem. First the actual performance has 
to be determined in order to set challenging and feasible impravement targets. This is necessary, 
because only then it bacomes possible todetermine how much effort for impravement wiJl be reasanabie 
and justifiable. 

Ad.6 Critica! factors for success. 
Of course the identification and priority setting of taskassignments is subjective to a certain extend and 
also dependent on the competitive environment, which is highly dynamic. Therefore befare starting a 
certain taskassignment, it wiJl be wise to check whether developments have occurred, which might have 
changed the necessity ar urgency of a certain Impravement project (e.g. the arrival of more expatriates 
from India, has affecteet the organizational structure). This implies the first condition tor success: only 
start an impravement project when it Is belleveel that it Is the right time and that it really will lead to 
impravement 

The secend condition for success refers to the next phase of the IPR-methodology. lf an Impravement 
project is undertaken, see to it that this project Is managed properly. Thls means: 

specity the destred results (make the objectives operational) and describe the path which wilt 
have to lead to this result; 
make a detailed timetabla including finishing date; 
make samebody responsible and offer him suftielent authority; 
make a deelsion of how much money can be spent on the project. This can be done by the 
establishment of a budget ar by close monitoring of the expenses by the Chief Accountant. 
see to it, that data with respect to the project and the results are properly controlled, sa that 
conclusions can be verified. 
specity the boundaries of each separate project and prevent any project trom becoming toa 
general, In order to remain able to control the project. 

The thlrd condition tor success refers to the support a project should get from top-management. lt wiJl 
nat be passtbie tor the top-management to carry out the projects themselves. However they should keep 
in close touch with the projects, show Interest and offer regular feedback In order to prevent 
discouragement of the executors. Also make sure that projects are nat delayed ar stopped, because of 
Jack of authority of the executors. Either by offering authority to the executors themselves, ar by 
ensuring attention and deelsion making trom top-management when necessary. Of course In the latter 
case the executors will have to deelde whether assistsnee from top-management is necessary and act 
accordingly. As executors should take own lnitiative, 1t should be made perfectly clear what the limits 
of authority are. 
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6. Adaptations with respect to the IPR-methodoloqy. 

6.1 lntroduction. 

The literature study resulting in the theoretica! framewerk and the case study, the practical side of 
the research, now have been finalized. Based on this combined theoretica! and practical foundation, 
the necessary adaptations to the IPR-methodology can be identified. For this purpose the environ
mental analysis framewerk from Austin, as described in chapter 3, will be used. However some 
observations, which call for an adaptation, do not fit in this framework. These observations together 
with the reason why they do not fit in the theoretica! framewerk are described in chapter 6.2. 

In chapter 6.3 the experiences during the case-study, which call for an adaptation and do fit In the 
theoretica! framework, will be described per analysis phase. The list of adaptations Is by no means 
expected to be complete, because they are based on experiences during only one case study. Many 
more case studies would have to be executed In order to arrive at an IPR-methodology, which is 
structurally and fully adapted to the Tanzanian circumstances. 

Only those factors will be discussed, for which adaptations appeared necessary during the execution 
of the casestudy. To be completely clear, the fact that a eertaio factor has notbeen discussed does 
not mean that no adaptations would be necessary, but that in this casestudy the IPR-methodology 
did not appear to require adaptation with respect to this factor. 

An overview of all distinguished factors and their subfactors is represented in enelosure 1. 

6.2 Adaptations beyond the scope of the theoretica! framework. 

During the case study, a number of adaptations to the IPR-methodology appeared necessary. Most 
adaptations will be placed In the theoretica! framewerk of chapter 3. However some observations 
resulted in the identification of adaptations, which can not be fitted into this theoretica! framework. 
There are two reasons for this; 
The first reason, which goes for observations 1 and 2 to be described, lies in the imperfection of the 
originaiiPR-methodology. These adaptations therefore would also be useful when applying the IPR
methodology In the Netherlands. 
The second reason, which goes for observations 3 and 4 to be described, lies in the way the IPR
methodology is dealt with. These adaptations apply to the method of working with the IPR-methodo
logy instead of the contents of the IPR-methodology. 

Observation 1. 
Before formulating a conceptual strategy, the strength of the different functional areas (departments) 
has to be assessed. This assessment Is then used in a risk analysis to determine priorities of taskas
signments, because taskassignments which are carried out by "strong" departments would have a 
higher chance of success than those carried out by "weak" departments. According to the IPR
methodology, the former ones should therefore receive higher priority. The assessment is made by 
assigning the strengths and weaknesses, which were identified during the analysis phase to the 
different departments and then counting the balance per department 

This method to set priorities is regarded not rellable, because of the following three reasons. 

First it is not always clear, where the cause of a weakness or strength lies. The responsibility for a 
certaln activity can not always be assigned to one particular department For instance, the fact that 
no preventive rnaintensnee is applied is due to: 
1. neglect of the rnaintensnee departmentor 
2. unwillingness of production to offer a proper possibility to do rnaintensnee or 
3. refusal of top-management to authorlze preventive rnaintensnee or establish a decent 

rnaintensnee system or 
4. refusal of purchasing department to purchase a certain spare part, necessary for preventive 

re placement 
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The IPR-analysis Is focused on determining the fact that the applied maintenance system is not 
functioning as 1t should, without investigating the cause38 of the particular strength or weakness. A 
certain strength or weakness could therefore be assigned to the wrong department 

Secondly, per department the balance of strengths and weaknesses Is determined in order to judge 
the strength of the department However, strengths and weaknesses may differ very much in 
severity. lt would therefore be unfair to simply count and subtract weaknesses trom strengths. In the 
analysis phase finance, the accounting department Is assigned the strength of having clear 
investment criteria readily available and the weakness of unclear costprice calculation. Although 
lnvestment criteria are available, those are used very scarcely, because the financlal situation does 
not leave much room for investments. Wrong costprice calculation, however, has a continuous effect 
on the profitability of the companfl'. The consequences of this •strength• and -weakness• are 
completely different. lt Is obviously not really sensible to cancel those two out against each other. 
To make a useful deelsion with respect to the strength of a department, the consequences of the 
strengths and weaknesses would have to be quantified In order to rate the lmportance per strength 
or weakness. This Is however for most strengths and weaknesses hardly possible. Eg. how could the 
consequences of too little delegation be quantified. 

Finally, a company like CAL Is oparating very centralized. This results In the fact, that In one way or 
another, almost all strengths and weaknesses can be asslgned to General Management. lt therefore 
becomes lmpossible to make a real comparison between the different departments. lf general 
management Is judged based on a balance of 46 items and purchasing or stores on only 3 items, 
the judgement looses much of lts comparative value. lf judgements were based on strengths
jweaknesses-ratlos, this would lead, according to annex 2: enelosure 11, to the following results: 
GM. 17/30 = 0.57 P. 8/24 = 0.33 S. 6/15 = 0.40 PU 1/2 = 0.50 
AC. 3/6 = 0.50 ST. 0/3 = 0.00 E. 1/3 = 0.33, 
on which a more subtie conclusion could be drawn with respect to the relative strengths of the 
departments. 

Observation 2. 
The priority of taskassignments is determined on a, questionable, risk analysis and a costjbenefit
analysls. No attention is paid to the lnterrelations which might exist between the different taskas
signments. lt Is implicitly assumed that taskassignments are standing on their own, while the realizati
on of one taskassignment might very well be a prerequisite for or depending on the realization of 
another. What Is, for lnstance, the use of streamlining production if no more efforts are put In the 
acquisition of orders and the impravement of product quality? 
Therefore the interrelations between the ldentified taskassignments wiJl have to be determined In 
order to prevent setting illogical prioritles. 

Observation 3. 
The analysis phase is quite extensive and when executed by only one researcher takes too long. 
This leads to distortien of the analysis results, because of environmental dynamics, like the 
establishment of new competitors, an alteratien of the organization structure, the introduetion of new 
products and so on. Furthermore the company under research tends to loose interest, lf it takes too 
long before practical recommendations are made. 
The analysis phase should be restrlcted to 4 to 6 weeks. Therefore various researchers should 
slmultaneously taëkle the analysis of the 5 entrepreneurlal areas. 

38the causes of problems are investigated during the execution of project plans for impravement 
or if necessary for the definitive strategy fonmulation, those causes might be examined as an additional 
investigation. 

39see case study, annex 3, chapter 4, p. 44, monthly toss for louvres 365000 Tshs. 
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Observation 4. 
As mentioned in the research structure, the Intention was to question some experts who are dealing 
with management consultancy In Tanzania. lt appeared not possible to find suitable persons to 
contribute in this respect. However, it still might be wise to involve local experts, when applying the 
IPR-methodology in an unfamiliar environment. They could assist in the determination of the most 
appropriate data collection methods and the most appropriate external sourees of information, 
including their location. Also they might be helptul in preventing •cultural· problems, due to inexpe
rience with the customs and traditlens of the research units. 

6.3 Adaptations within the scope of the theoretica! framework. 

The ldentification of adaptations following from the experiences during the casestudy, will take place 
per research phase and structured according to the environmental framewerk of Austin40

• In this 
framewerk 4 environment factors are distinguished: Economie, Politica!, Cultural and Demographic 
with their respectlve subfactors. A complete overview of the environmental factors and their 
subfactors Is represented in enelosure 1. 

In chapter 3.4 a number of environmental factors, which in theory have to be taken into account 
when eperating in developing countries, have been identified per research phase. The results of 
chapter 3.4 are summarized in table 6.1. This table will be repeated several times during this chapter, 
while the factor of discussJon will be highlighted, in order to keep an overview of the proceedings of 
this discussion. Some of the In theory ldentified factor did not seem to have any influence In practica 
and therefore will not be mentioned In this chapter. 

6.3.1 Phase 1. Formulation of the actual philosophy. 

2a.Prod./Market/Envlronm. A. C, D, E, Ft 

2b.Produetlon B,E,F 

2c.Management A. B, E, F2, 
F4,F5 

2d.Human Res. & B 

2e.Rnance C,D,F 

A·F 

Environmental factor: Culture. 

Politlcal 

A·F 

A. B,C 

A. B,C 

A. 0, E 

A·F 

A·F 

Dernog ra· 
phic:al 

A·D 

D,E 

D,E 

A·E 

A2.. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (OBJECTIVES); 

B1,C1,C4,F 

A:J, A4, 81, 82, 
B3,B4,C,E,F 

A·F 

A·F 

A2 

A·F 

The essential difference, which calls for an adaptation In this respect, is the existence of 2 different 
organizational objectives. On one hand the tormal objective, which is expressed in annual plans and 
so on. But on the other hand a, much more ambitieus, lnformal objective exists. The latter one is the 
objective, which is strived for by the management. 
The actual philosophy, in which these objectives are formulated, is a raferenee to which the 
performances of the company have to be related. A researcher should therefore be aware of the 
possibility of this dualistic objectives and find out what the details of those objectives are. lf he has 
to draw sensible conclusions about company performance, he should relate those performances to 
the objectives, which are really strived for. Obviously, these are not necessarily the tormal objectives. 

40 see [1], chapter 2 and 3, p. 29- 75. 
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82. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS (STRUCTURE OF RELATIONSHIPS); 
CAL has been organized very centralistic. lf the actual philosophy according to management has to 
be described, the researcher should be aware that only the General Manager deeldes upon the 
course the company will follow. lt would be better not to waste time during this phase with 
questioning all kind of executives, because the actual strategy as perceived by the management has 
to be described and not the opinions of employees. Through observations this management 
philosophy can be verified, while the opinion of employees will be questioned during the analysis 
phase. 

0. TIME PERCEPTIONS; 
Only short term strategies and deelsion maklng exist The management claims, that thls Is not a 
consequence of a cultural bounded time perception, but a practical consequence of the unstable 
Tanzanian lndustrial environment. Longer term strategies (> 1 month) would be doomed to become 
outdated, because of new developments. However it might be possible that this Is just a pragmatic 
sounding excuse (to satisfy a Western Interviewer'?) for not executing tactical and strategical 
management activities. Another reason could be the short term time perceptions, as a culture trait of 
the lndian general manager. 
N.B. This case study Is executed In an enterprise with lndian management. The philosophy Is 

therefore more determined by lndian management philosophies than African. 

Anyway the researcher should be aware of the reservations to formulate Jonger term strategies. lt 
might therefore be more reliable to focus on observation to retrieve the actual strategies. lt is, 
however, very important to have a philosophy formulated, in order to be able to make judgements 
about the production system performances in a later phase of the research. 

6.3.2 Phase 2. Analysis of 5 entrepreneurlal areas. 
Environmental factor: Economie. 
E1. INFORMATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE. 
Judgements during the 5 analysis on characteristics and performances of the investigated company 
can not be based on competitors' performances or branch averages. This because no reliable or 
recent lnformation about performances of lndividual competitors or the branch In general is availa
ble. No access Is allowed to competitor figures, while public year reports do not exist. Legislation, 
which torces campanles to publish their yearly figures, does not exlst as well. Most recent branch ln
formation from MEIDA41 is from 1988 and conslsts only of information about productrange. 
Judgements therefore will have to be based on trends in own performance and the knowledge of 
market developments as it can be retrieved from sales persennel and customers. 

Envlronm. factor -

Analysls phase I 

1.Phllosophy formulallon A2, 82,0 

A·D B1,C1,C4,F 

2b.Produdlon B, E, F A, B,C A3, A4, 81, 82, 
83, 84, C, E, F 

2c.Management A, B, E, F2, F4, F5 A,B,C O,E A·F 

2d.Human Ras. & B A,O,E O,E A·F 

C,O,F A·F ~ 

A·F 

41MEIDA = Metal Engineering Industry Development Agency. 
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GENERAL 
Before starting an environmental analysis, a researcher has to find out, what different kind of actors 
play an lnfluential role in this environment. In Tanzania the following actorscan be distingulshed: 
1. The government as buyer, legislator and administrator. 
2. Parastatal organizations as supplier or buyer. 
3. Business groups Qike the Corneraft group from which CAL Is a member) as buyer or 

competitor. 
4. Local non-business-group-firms and cooperatives as buyer or competitor. 
5. lnformal sector enterprises as competitors. 
6. Multi-national organizations as buyer. 
1. lnstitutions Qike the trade union), who do not play a direct role, but have a lot of influence on 

the environment. 

Environmental factor: Economie. 
C1&2. OOMESTIC CAPITAL AVAILABILITY (LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME); 
The level of income has a direct intluence on the dernand of a product as well in quantity as In 
quality. lf the income level (private as well as corporate) is rising, it can be assumed that the demand 
for higher quality products (in this case aluminium doorsjwindows) will grow together with a 
quantitative rise in demand. lt Is Important to gather figures about income trends. Those figures can 
assist in the predietien of market trends. Furthermore, In the Tanzanian case, also figures about 
income distribution are required. lt is necessary to gain insight In the distribution of lncome trends 
over the population. Is only a small part of the society experiencing high rises In their income, or Is 
the lncome of the whole society rising? Thls will be determining the products, which may expect a 
rise in demand. 

C3. OOMESTIC CAPITAL AVAILABIUTY (INFLATION); 

The annual intlationrate of between 20 - 25 % has a large intluence on the market operations of a 
company. Questions which wiJl have to be enclosed in this part of the analysis are; To what extend 
are the productioncasts affected by lntlation? How does the company arrive at her market prices and 
how often are they adjusted? What are the payment terms? In short: When investigating the 
marketing mix feature price, it is essential to take intlation into account. Furthermore the intlation 
mlght lnfluence the market demand, if the prices are rising with a different velocity than the incomes. 

01. FOREIGN CAPITAL AVAILABIUTY (SCARCITY); 
Especially a few years ago, forelgn currency was very scarce. The production of CAL is very much 
dependent on imperts of raw materials and subsequently dependent on the foreign currency alloca
tions of the government. Nowadays, this scarcity is more or less eliminated, due to the economie 
recovery programme. This programme however is still in the mlddie of execution, therefore it still is 
wise to take scarcity of foreign currency in account. Especially, when judging the power of (foreign) 
suppliers and the government. 

02. FOREIGN CAPITAL AVAILABIUTY (VALUATION); 
Through continuous devaluations of the Tanzanian shilling, lmports continue to become more 
expensive Omported lntlation). This affects the price(setting) of products and market developments In 
the same way as the dornestic intlation does. The valuation of forelgn capita! therefore should be 
included In the same way as the dornestic lntlatlon. 

E1. INFRASTRUCTURE (INFORMATIONAL); 
The underdeveloped lnformational lnfrastructure results In an unclear rnarket, where eperating Is 
more uncertain than in an industrialized country. Consequences like larger transaction costs, market 
inefficiencies, limited promotion possibilities etc. do affect the supplier and customer relations. lt Is 
therefore Important to find out how the company under research Is coplng with those lnfrastructural 
constraints when maintalning such relations. 
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E2. INFRASTRUCTURE (PHYSICAL); 
While investigating the features of the marketing mix, it bacomes apparent that due to the underde
veloped physical infrastructure, distribution is of very minor interest. Most customers have to colteet 
their goods from the factory, which means that the market is limited to a eertsin geographical area. lf 
market has to be reached outside this area extra attention ( = investments) will have to be paid to 
distribution. In the same way the links with suppliers are affected by the physical infrastructure. 
Physical infrastructure has therefore to be taken into account when investigating supplier and 
customer relations tagether with the feature of the marketing mix: distribution. 

Oernog ra- CuHural 
phlc:al 

A2, B2, 0 

A·O B1,C1,C4,F 

2b.Productlon B, E, F A,B,C A3, A4, 81, 82, 
83,84, E,F 

2c.Management A, B, E, F2, A,B,C O,E A·F 
F4, F5 

2d.Human Aes. & Org. B A, 0, E O,E A·F 

2e.Anance C,O,F A·F A2 

A·F A·F A·E A·F 

Environmental factor: Politica!. 
A,B&C. lEGISLATIVE, ADMINISTRATIVE AND DIRECT MARKET OPERATIONS; 
The influence of the government as actor in the market in Tanzania is very large. The government is 
supplier and customer at the same time. Furthermore as legislative and administrative power her 
actions have large consequences for the operations of a private company like CAL 
Therefore it is fully justified, as Austin42 suggests In hls lndustry Analysis framework, to regard the 
government as a sixth megaforce in the environmental analysis. The inttuenee of governmental 
actionsas market operator, legislator and administrator on entrepreneurlal operations should be thor
oughly examined, in order to arrive at a complete picture of the industrial environment. 
Another point which needs close attention are the links a company has with the government. How 
are the relations with the government organized? How effective and efficient is communication with 
the government and how difficult is it to obtain services from the government, like import licenses? 
This wOl have a large lnfluence on the competitive position of a company, especially now through 
economie restructuring a lot of changes take place. 

0. STABILITY AND IDEOLOGY; 
The politica! stability is not a big issue in Tanzania. However, the economie stability, due to a change 
In practised ideology of the government, Is very important. This change from a socialist lndustrial 
structure toa more privatlzed (capitalist) industrial structure Is accompanied by economie measures. 
These measures, like liberation of exchange rates, the possibility to establish private financlal 
institutions and so on, seriously influence the competitive environment. lf those changes in ideology 
and their consecutive measures are not acknowledged by a company, this company might be 
missing large economie opportunities. Those •ideologicat• changes should be taken into account 
when analyzing a company to judge the way the company is rasponding on those renewed circum
stances. 

42
see chapter 3.3 and [1], chapter 5, p. 109 - 111. 
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E. INSTITUTIONS; 
Governmental institutions in developing countries are aften characterized as being bureaucratie, 
making arbitrary deelslons and sensitive for corruption. In Tanzania, this will, toa certain extend, also 
be the case. A dynamic company like CAL. who is importing lots of their raw matenals and is 
experiencing large growth figures, has to deal a lot with governmental institutions like customs, tax 
offices or national banks. Befere recommendations are made, the researcher should tigure out, what 
the "strength" of relevant governmental institutions is. For example, lmported raw materials might be 
cheaper than local materiaL However they need clearance and the payment of, official or unofficial, 
import duties, which takes a lot of time and money. This might make the purchase of local materials 
in the end more attractive. 

F. INTERNATIONAL UNKS; 
An im- or exporting company, might be affected by international treaties. Trade between the 
members of theEast African community (Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda) might for Instanee become 
easier or cheaper. Recently there is a lot of movement In different international treaties, due to better 
relationships between the above mentioned countries. Though the recent political reforms in South 
Africa are worth noticing as well. This relatively large trade partner recently came again into play after 
years of economical isolation. Therefore international links can and will have a large influence on the 
eperatlens of Tanzanian firms and should be part of the investigation. 

Envlronm. factor - Economical Pol~ical 

2b.Produdlon B, E. F A, B,C I>:J, A4, 81, 82, 
83, 84, C, E. F 

2c.Management A. B, E. F2, A, B,C O,E A·F 
F4,F5 

2d.Human Res. & Org. B A,O, E O,E A·F 

2e,A..,_ C,O,F A·F A2 

3.Formulatlon of strategy A·F A·F A·E A·F 

Environmental factor: Demographic. 
lnfluence of this factor is more visible on macro level than on micro level. Their direct influence is 
limited, however their lmportance with respect to future expectations can be large. A researcher 
therefore should identify and analyze the demographical developments relevant to the company 
under research. In the case of CAL, a producer of building materials, trends like: popuiatien growth 
and urbanlzation, are Important. 

Environmental factor: Culture. 
81. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS (COU-ECTMSM VERSUS INDIVIDUAUSM); 
CAL Is member of an lndian buslnessgroup with lndian management. This results in a situation 
where the attitude towards ether lndians(especially these also member of the buslnessgroup) Is 
different from the attitude towards native Tanzanlans. Relatively many business partners, especially 
local suppliers, are lndian. This Is sernething whlch should be taken lnto account when reeom
mending on for Instanee personal promotion. When a lot of potentlal customers are from a certaln 
ethnic group, it mlght be worth considering to approach them by samebody from their own ethnic 
group. 
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C1. COMMUNICATION (LANGUAGE); 
In CAL, like in the whole of Tanzania, two languages are widely used. English for business purposes 
and Kiswahili for more informal purposes. The use of a certain language is sernething an investigator 
has to be sensitive about. The language in which a company promotas a product, for example, says 
already sernething about the status of the product and Is a means to segment the market A high 
quality product could be promoled in an English newspaper to give it a more serieus and businessU
ka image. 

C2. COMMUNICATION (NEGOTIATIONS); 
Business contracts with Tanzanians are normally arrived at, only, after establishing some sort of 
friendly relationship. In negotiations there should be room to establish thls. When promoting 
produels and handling customers only very businesslike, sales results will probably be less, than 
when attention Is paid to the relationship. The language plays again a role here. A sales officer who 
Is not able to speak KiswahRi, WJll have difficulties in establishing this informal relation and hence 
come to agreement with the customer. A researcher should take notlee of the facilities, which are 
available for sales personnet to establish more persenat relationships. 

0. TIME PERCEPTION; 
The fact that everybody insists on cash payments, could be attributed to the perception of time. 
Although this may play a role, inflation still seems the major cause for this payment condition. 
Furthermore, the reliability of suppliers to daliver on time is not very large, which could also be a 
consequence of the less strict perception of time of these suppliers. 

F. RELIGION; 
There seems to exist a strict line between religion and business. However especially in promotion, 
religion has to be taken into account, in order to prevent being effending and through that wasting 
all promotion efforts. 

6.3.4 Phase 2b. Production-analysis. 

2c.Management A, B, E, F2. 
F4,F5 

2d.Human Res. & Org. B 

2e.Finance C,D,F 

A·F 

Environmental factor: Economie. 
B. LABOUR; 

Pollilcal Demogra- Cultural 
phlcal 

A2. D 

A-F A·D B1,C1,C4,F 

A, B,C /13, A4, 81, 82, 
83, 84, C, E, F 

A,B,C D,E A·F 

A,D,E D,E A·F 

A·F 1>2 

A-F A·E A·F 

The limited availability of skilied Iabour will affect the production capacity (through lower productivity) 
and waste figures (through more frequent mistakes). While investigating the characteristics of the 
production system, the level of skRis of employees has to be taken lnto account. Furthermore the 
limited avallability of skilied Iabour might be a large eenstraint with respect to expansion of the 
production and the undertaking of new developments Qike the establishment of the aluminium wln
dow jdoors section). 
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E1. INFRASTRUCTURE (INFORMATIONAL); 

Due to underdeveloped lnformational lnfrastructure, no decent market predictions exlst. This 
lncreases the complexity and uncertaintles of the production system. So while lnvestigating these 
characteristics of the production system, this has to be taken into account. Another consequence Is 
the absence of information about production technologies, which affects the possibility to make an 
appropriate technology choice. Therefore this factor also has to be kept in mind when judging the 
technology choice (see also environmentalfactor F, Technology). 

E2. INFRASTRUCTURE (PHYSICAL); 

The underdeveloped lnformational lnfrastructure: bad roads, limited telecommunication and severe 
interruptlens of energy supply, lncreases the uncertainties of the production system with respect to 
productivity and efficiency to a large extend. Also the logistic activities, "purchasing and distribution• 
are heavily affected by the infrastructural constraints. When judging the characteristics of the 
production system or the purchaslng and distribution activity, these lnfrastructural constralnts have to 
be taken into account. 

F. TECHNOLOGY; 
The choice of the applied technology Is a strategical Issue. The successfulness of competitive 
strategies Is for a large part dependent on the application of the rlght technology. lf for instanee a 
strategy of cost leadership Is followed, then this strategical choice should be supported by a pro
duction technology, which is able to produce low-cost products. The formulated organizational 
philosophy should be regarded tagether with the technica! abilities of the production system in order 
to be able to judge the appropriateness of the applied technology. This has to be done in developed 
countries as well as in developing countries. Thls technological fit to the market requirements, as 
implied by the competitive strategy, is therefore already covered by the original IPR-methodology. 
The appropriateness of the technology In a developing country, however, does not only depend on 
the tuning of the competitive strategy to the technology. Also the variables; factor costs, technica! 
constraints, Input scarcities and competitive dynamics, as typical for Tanzania, should betaken into 
account while judging the applied technolog~. 

A lot of effort could be put in the judgement of the technological choice. However, the existing 
production system may originate from ~echnological choices" in the 60s or 70s, while nowadays no 
financlal possibilities exist to adjust this technological fact. Even if the technology at the moment of 
research might seem inappropriate, it often wiJl have to be regarded as a technological fact instead 
of a technological choice. In this case, the researcher will have to make a deelsion about how much 
effort should be put in analyzing the appropriateness of the technology. Because spending a lot of 
time on such an analysis to finally come to the concluslon that indeed the technology should be 
changed, but that no money is available to do so, sounds like a waste of time. A thorough inves
tigation of the technology •choice• should therefore be postponed till at least after the financlal analy
sis, where the room tor investment is assessed. 

lf a researcher does start an analysis of the technology-cholce, the following variables will have to be 
dealt with; 
F2. TECHNOLOGY (FACTOR COSTS); 

The relativa costs of Iabour and capita! should be weighed against each other tor different producti
on technologies where those factors are substitutable. 

F3. TECHNOLOGY (TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS); 
Here characteristics of technological alternatives, like quality, productivity, maintenance requirements, 
necessary spare parts, available lnformatlon and safety, should be studled in order to come to the 
right technological choice. 

43see [1], chapter 8, p. 237- 261. 
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F4. TECHNOLOGY (INPUT SCARCITIES); 

Every production system needs inputs, like Iabour, materials, energy, equipment and technology. 
Point of study here Is to find out to what extend the necessary inputs are available at the place of 
operation. The question then has to be answered which technological alternative is best tuned to the 
local scarcity of Inputs. 

F5. TECHNOLOGY (COMPETITIVE DYNAMICS); 
The Issue here Is to find out with what technologies the technology under research has or wiJl have 
to compete. lt appears that if competition is constrained by governmental regulations, companies 
tend to put less effort in seeking the most appropriate alternative. 

2c.Management 

2d.Human Res. & 

2e.Rnance 

A, B, E, F2. 
F4, F5 

B 

C, 0, F 

Environmental factor: Politica!. 
A LEGISLATIVE; 

A, B,C O,E A·F 

A, 0, E O.E A·F 

A·F A2 

The level of skilis of employees has a lot of influence on the characteristics and performances of the 
production system. These skRis might have to be learned trom expatriates. The application of 
expatriates might, however, be restricted by Iabour laws. Furthermore, a basic level of education of 
the werkforce is often determined by governmental laws, which force people to send their children to 
school. The legislative power of the government therefore is sernething to be taken into account 
during the production-analysis. 

8. ADMINISTRATIVE; 

All kind of tax colteetion or license issuing procedures complicate the actlvities of cernpanles and 
especially the admlnistrative order processing. These governmental procedures should be taken lnto 
account while judging these activities. The IPR-methodology regards administrative order processing 
as part of the production, so therefore it is in this part of the analysis where this adaptation has to 
take place. 

C. DIRECT MARKET OPERATIONS; 

Through the presence of the govemment as actor in the competitive environment, the varlety of 
acters and thus the complexity of this environment increases. Also the government as suppller, 
through her parastatals, Is directly affecting the uncertainty (reliability of delivery time and quality of 
raw materlals) of the production system. While judging the characteristics of the production system, 
the government as actor In the market should therefore be taken into account. 
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Environmental factor: Culture. 
A3&4. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (SENSE OF DUTY ANC QUAUTY OF CRAFTSMANSHIP); 
These characteristics of persennel have a large lnfluence on motivation, absenteeism, quality, waste 
and productivity figures. In ether words the characteristics and performances of the production are 
heavily influenced by these factors and should therefore be part of the analysis. 

81. SOCIAL STRUCTURES ANC DYNAMICS (ATTITUDE TOWARDS OTHERS); 
The acquisition of new persennel is often executed through the existing employees. This leads to the 
appointment of acquaintances andfor family membars on vacant jobs. The extend to which these 
people are competent will be of lnfluence on the production performances. The extend to which 
competence is checked befere appointment on a job takes place should be part of the investigation. 
Furthermore loyalty towards the family is larger than towards the employer. The absence due to 
private issues will probably be larger than in developed countries, this increases the uncertainty of 
availability of personnet 

82. SOCIAL STRUCTURES ANC DYNAMICS (STRUCTURE OF RELATIONSHIPS); 
lf the relationships between employees and management are net good, the production performances 
might be affected. This is especially important in developing countries, because of the strict 
hierarchical structure an employee will not quickly express criticism on hls superior. So a bad 
relationship will net be expressed in words but in werk. A researcher, therefore, has to be very 
sensitive in his assessment of the existing relationships. 

83&4. SOCIAL STRUCTURES ANC DYNAMICS (DELEGATION ANC DECISION-MAKING STYLE); 
The style of leadership and the extend of delegation will have a large influence on the efficiency of 
production and should therefore also be taken into account during the production-analysis. These 
factors will be further elaborated in the Human Resources-analysis. 

C. COMMUNICATION; 
Communication as a means to tune the different actlvities to each ether is very important, in 
developing as well as in developed countries. lf no proper communication between the different 
departments exists a lot of mistakes and inefficiencies will result. Although this issue is also covered 
by the originaiiPR-methodology, it is extra emphasized in a company in Tanzania like CAL, because 
of the existence of a strict hierarchical structure together with the different language groups. The 
fermer tact hinders a smooth communication process and the latter complicates the communication 
process. These two facts together make a company therefore much more sensitive for communi
cation problems. 
Furthermore, some communicative links could need some extra attention. These are; 
Customer-production relation, especially with respect to delivery times, technica! specifications and 
production progress. 
Customer-engineering relation, with respect to the extend in which engineering reacts on customer 
complaints. 

0. TIME PERCEPTIONS; 
One of the reasen forthefact that production orders are often toe late, could be the perception of 
time of production persennel including production management. Time is regarded less strict as in the 
Netherlands. The necessity to daliver on a predetermined date, and the need to fellow a production
planning are net always acknowledged by most of the production personnet 

F. RELIGION; 
Religion has net much influence on the daily production performances. However some issues have 
to be taken lnto account, like that during the Ramadan, muslims will net be able to werk in the 
nightshift and that during this month their productivity might be somewhat lower. 
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A. NATURAL RESOURCES; 
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management-analysis. 

Logistics management should take lnto account possible scarcities of raw materlals due to import 
restrictions, foreign capital scarcity etc. Material acquisition is aften mentioned as the Jargest problem 
for production planning. The main cause of this problem nowadays are the time and money 
consuming import procedures, either faced by CAL herself or faced by her suppliers. This leads to 
large shortages and delays of raw material supply. This situation wilt probably nat imprave on short 
notice, because no natural (iron) resources are explored in Tanzania at the moment. This will remain 
the case for at least another decade. Jt is important therefore to take into account the way the 
company is erganizing their material inputs. Especially the way import procedures are dealt with and 
the management of relations with suppliers are important. 

B. LABOUR; 
The skilis of personnet are determining the flexibility of the werking force. Unskilled or limited skilied 
personnet will eenstrain the possibilities of capacity adaptation and increase the uncertainty with 
respect to productivity. Furthermore in casts and quality management the level of skilis of personnet 
has to be taken lnto account, because the consequences of unskilled Iabour for the product quality 
and the productioncasts can be quite severe. Also the lnnovative potentlal of unskilled Iabour wiJl be 
less than that of skilied eraftsman. A possible lnnovative policy wiJl have to take this lnto account. 

C1. DOMESTIC CAPITAL AVAIL.ABIUTY (INCOME LEVELAND SAVING RATES); 
The lncome level of Tanzania Is very low. This leads to a situation, where the neeels of persennel are 
of another level, than these In the Nethertands. Thls has its eonsequences for the way personnet can 
be motivated In exerting higher levels of efforts towards organizatienat goals. The researcher has to 
acknowledge the ditterences in effectiveness of motivators In order to be able to judge management 
systems and reeommend on thls. 

E1. INFRASTRUCTURE {INFORMATIONAL); 
The underdeveloped lnformational lnfrastructure leads to uncertaintles In sales predietion, as already 
has been explalned In the P /M/E-analysls phase. This leads to uselessness of taetical logisties 
management activities. lt is necessary therefore to judge the quality of intermation on whieh 
management systems are based, In order to preeliet the effectiveness of the management systems. 
The informatienat lnfrastructure does nat provide up to date intermation about quality standards, 
which affects the quality management. Also limited lnformation eenstrains innovative management, 
because dissemlnation of lnforrnation about new teehnological, managerlal or organizational develop
ments does nat take place effectively. Management therefore will have only limited knowledge about 
potentlal innovations, which eenstrains their innovative policies. 
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E2. INFRASTRUCTURE (PHYSICAL); 
During the analysis phase Production, the consequences of a deficient physical infrastructure on 
operational logistics have been discussed. These consequences, interrupted energy supply, 
uncertain transportation times and limited communications means, are also faced and feit by 
legistles management. The development of a reliable production planning system is almest 
impossible. When judging the logistic management systems, it is therefore important to find out, in 
what way they cope with the infrastructural deficiencies. 

F. TECHNOLOGY; 
In lnnovation management the different aspects determinlng appropriate technology should be taken 
into account (see also technology adaptations (F) in the Production-analysis). 

F4. TECHNOLOGY (INPUT-SCARCITIES); 
Material Input scarcitles are a large eenstraint for the logistics management activitles. When judging 
these activities lt is Important to uncover to what extend the logistics management systems as 
applied in the company under research are able to cope with these input scarcities. 

Environmental factor: Politica!. 
A. lEGISLATIVE; 
Earlier it has been mentioned that for a large part the raw materials for CAL are imported, either 
direct or indirect. The Import regulations and procedures and tax regulations are of large lnfluence 
on respectively logistics management and costs management. Especially when judging a company 
who is heavily dependent on imports, governmental regulations with respect to import duties and -
restrietlens should be taken into account. 

B. ADMINISTRATIVE; 
The administrative procedures with respect to clearing and torwarding of imports, can have 
enormous influence on the leadtime from foreign suppliers. Logistics management actlvities are 
somelimes completely lmpossible, because of these bureaueratic procedures. The costs involved 
with such governmental services can also be quite extensive and will have to be taken into account 
when lnvestigating costs management. 

C. DIRECT MARKET OPERATIONS; 
As supplier of raw materials, the parastatals have a large lnfluence on the logistic features (timing, 
amount and location), the quality features and the cost features of the Input. 
lt appeared that their supply Is not suftielent to satisfy the demand, which has large consequences 
for the delivery time and the costs of the Input. Furthermore, because of their monopolistic position 
in Tanzania, they did not seem to care too much about the quality of their products. The tact that 
legistles management as well as quality and costs management are seriously confronted with the 
effects of the parastatals' performances, should be retrievable in the way these management systems 
are organized. 

E1 
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Environmental factor: Culture. 
A1. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (CORRUPTION); 

When a company Is subjeeteef to governmental services, the issue of corruption has often to be dealt 
with. lt depends on the management perceptions, how a company deals with corruption. However in 
Tanzania, it Is widely regarded as common practica to speed up administratlve processas by paying 
some bribe or so-called •chai•. lt is difficult to indicate how a researcher should deal with corruption 
in the investigations, but be aware that confrontation with this phenomenon Is insurmountable. 

A3&4. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (SENSE OF DUTY ANC QUALITY OF CRAFTSMANSHIP); 

The perception of management on the sense of duty and craftsmanship of persennel will be 
represented In the applied management systems. lf the perception of management of those factors Is 
low, then probably strict centrolling management systems leaving little treedom to persennel can be 
found. The researcher will have to acknowledge thls perception and find out the extend to whlch this 
perception is justified in order to judge the approprlateness of the management systems. 

81. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS (ATTITUDE TOWARDS OTHERS ANC RELATIONS BUILDING); 

A lot of business partners will be of the same ethnic group as the management, because the 
management deeldes with whom business will be done. This is a given tact, which the researcher 
should be aware of, in order to give sensitlve and therefore also sensible recommendations. 

82. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND OYNAMICS (STRUCTURE OF RELATIONSHIPS); 

The hierarchy as found in a company like CAL is much more rigid than in Western companies. This 
has its consequences for the management systems. Those will probably be more centralistic and 
leave all the control to the management. 

83. SOCIAL STRUCTURE ANO DYNAMICS (DECISION-MAKING STYLES); 

Deelslons are made very centralistic. Somatimes meetings to discuss certain issue are held, but in 
practica those meetings are more used to deelare a deelsion than to discuss possible decisions. The 
role meetings play In the management actlvities are different from what Western researchers might 
be used to. lt must be kept In mind, while judging the decision-making style, that it is very difficult to 
come to real participatlve decisions. The hierarchy Is just too strict and the distences too large to 
come to an equal dlscusslon, whlch can form the base for a particlpatlve decislon. 

84. SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS (DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY ANC RESPONSIBILITIES); 

Despita the strict hierarchy and centralistic decision-making, management demands own lnitiatlve 
and responsibilities. However management does not delegate any authority. Lot of actlvities are 
tormalizeef strictly and only then asslgned to someone else. This management style is probably 
applied In order to exert better control over the actlvitles, which the management can not do herself. 
This hesitation to delegate the responsibilities and authority of actlvities, could find its cause in 
management's perception of the quality of personnet 

Those seclal structures between management and personnet are very Important to be able to 
understand the logic of the applied management systems and to become able to come to a sensible 
judgement on them. 

C1. COMMUNICATION (lANGUAGES); 

The tact that the top-management Is not able to speak the same language as the operators, will not 
smoothen the cooperation. This fact may lead to even more centrolling management systems, in 
order to prevent problems due to misunderstandings in the communication. 

D. TIME PERCEPTIONS; 

The tact that legistles management does not look further than 1 month ahead, could be explained by 
the short term time perception of management as a culture tralt. However it Is very wen possible that 
pragmatic reasens form the foundation for thls short planning horizon Qike the uncertalnty of sales 
predictions). Furthermore time perceptlens of suppliers rnay lead to uncertaln dellvery times, which 
affect logistics management. 
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& Organization-analysis. 

The negative consequences of unskillec:l Iabour for production and management have already been 
elaboratec:l. The question, the researcher should ask here is: "What does the company do to develop 
her hu man resources?". Do training programmes or -policies exist In the company to improve the 
technica! andjor managerial skilis of employees? Those trainings can take place at a specializec:l 
training lnstitute, which are available in Tanzania, like the vocational training centres. lt is however 
not necessary to go outside, because through apprentice systems, the training could also take place 
intemally. 

Environmental factor: Politica!. 
A LEGISLATNE; 
Wlth respect to the legislative role of the government, specific attention here should be paid to the 
existence and compliance of Iabour laws. Normally employees are very wen aware of the existence 
of governmental regulations with respect to working conditions, working time and so on. All the 
Tanzanian employees are also automatically member of the union, the OTTU, so if the management 
deeldes not to comply with a certain regulation, they will have to give a very good reason for that, in 
order to prevent working conflicts. 
The so-callec:l "Voluntary Agreement", is a yearfy proposal of the OTTU, which includes statements 
with respect to wage lncrements. lf the management deeldes not to comply with this proposal, 
another souree of confilets will be bom, which may range from decreasec:l work motivation to strikes. 
Finally, the management is confrontec:l with increasing governmental restrictions with respect to 
expatriates. A researcher should be aware of those issues, in order to be able to judge the company 
on this and come to sensible recommendations. 

0. STABIUTY /IDEOLOGY; 
For more than 25 years people have been usec:l to work in a socialistic system. This has had large 
influence on the working attitude of people. The absence of market orientation, for instance, has led 
to low quality consciousness. Furthermore people have not been motivatec:l to take initiative, while 
judgements on people was not always basec:l on their performances and so on. The implementation 
of the Economie Recovery Programme has as objective to come to a more market orientec:l econo
my. This programma, however, will not change the working attitude people overnight. Still people 
have to become aware that the company has to achleve results, because the government Is not 
golng to compensate company losses and that the employees together are responsible for these 
results. lt Is remarkable, but In this light not surprising, that people ec:lucatec:l after 1986 when the 
implementation of the first ERP startec:l, have a more lndividualistic market orientec:l attitude and seem 
to be better able to cope with the new economie system than older employees. 
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E. INSTITUTIONS; 
lt has become apparent that the employees were divided in two groups. The politica! group, activa 
OTTU-members and the non-politica! group. The management as well as the researcher should be 
aware of the tensJon this division creates, in order to predict confilets and anticipate on this, as well 
in deelsion making as in the making of recommendations. 

Etwtronm. factor • Economielil Pollilcal 

Analysls phase I 

1.Philosophy fonnulllllon 

E1 

2a.f'lod./MarketJEnvlronm. A,C, E, F1 A-F 

2b.Productlon B, E,F A,B,C 

2c.Management A,B,C 

Environmental factor: Demoqraphic. 
0. AGE-STRUCTURE; 
The age-structure of the employees is regarded as indicative for the readlness to accept organizatio
nal changes. Additlonal consequence of the age-structure in Tanzania is the extend to which 
employees are influenced by the socialistic system. The older they are, the langer they have worked 
in a central planned economy, the more determining has been the influence of this system on their 
werking attitude and finally, the more difficult wiJl it be to adapt these attitudes to the altered 
economie system. 

E. HEALTH STATUS; 
One of the elements of this analysis phase is absenteeism. Because of the poor living conditlans and 
underdeveloped medica! service, it can be expected that the health status of the popuiatien will be 
less good than in Western countries. This wiJl probably lead to higher absence figures. This is 
sarnething which the researcher should take lnto account when judging absenteeism. 

Environmental factor. Cultural. 
A2.. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (OBJECTIVES OF EMPLOYEES); 
The objectives of the organlzation as a whole are known. However how can the objectives of the 
individual employees be tuned to the organizational goals. In other words, how can the motivation of 
employees, their willingness to exert high levels of effort towards organlzational goals, be lnfluenced? 
The effectiveness of motivators differs in Tanzania trom, for instance, the Nethertands. This is nat so 
surprising since the effectiveness of motivators is dependent on the needs of people, and the 
schema of needs in Tanzania Is definitely different trom the one in the Nethertands. The hlerarchy of 
needs theory of Maslow"" will make thls clear. In the Netherlands globally spoken everybody has 
futtilled thelr physiologlcal and safety needs and is In the worklng environment focused on esteem 
and self actuallzatlon. Motivators almed at fulfilling these needs, like recognitlon and responsibility, 
will therefore be effective. In Tanzania, the average employee is hardly able to fulfil hls/her physiolo
gical and safety needs. Motivators aimed at fulfilling those needs, like Incentive money, will be more 
effective here. Of course a Tanzanian employee also seeks recognition, but recognition, without 
financlal extras, will nat pay for food and houslng and therefore will be limited effective. 

44see [19], chapter 5, p. 122- 124. 
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More or less the same reasoning will be valid with respect to job satisfaction. Recommendations 
aimed at lmproving motivation or job satisfaction in order to achleve better results as organization, 
will have to take into account those ditterences In order to be sensible and effective. 

~. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (SENSE OF DUTY); 
The sense of duty of employees is coherent with other cultural as well as financlal factors and is one 
of the factors lnfluencing the absenteeism and efforts of employees. Sense of duty Is coherent with 
loyalty, which In Tanzania is more directed towards the family than the company. During family 
problems, employees will not report for work, because the family problems will be given priority. 
Sense of duty is also coherent with the appropriateness of the reward system. Employees who feel 
that they are not compensated well enough for their efforts will probably lower their efforts either by 
not reporting for work or by working less hard. Although sense of duty is regarded as a separate 
cultural factor, it can be influenced by non-cultural factors. This makes it easy to draw wrong 
conclusions on the sense of duty of employees. A researcher should be aware of the backgrounds 
of a manifested low sense of duty, before having hls recommendations influenced by this. 

A4. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (OUAUTY OF WORKMANSHIP); 
Werkmanship is not necessarily learned at school. The level of education as criterion for the quality 
of personnet could lead to wrong percaptions towards employees, as well by the management as by 
the researcher. Good werkmanship can and is often obtained by apprenticeship and through 
practical (informal) training. Wrong perception of the quality of personnet will lead to an inappropriate 
human resources management system, where excessive paternalistic control over activities is 
exerted and management is too centralized. 

81. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS (COLLECTMSM VERSUS INDMDUAUSM); 
Tanzania is a collectivistic society. Although tenslons between the different tribes in Tanzania have 
almost been nullified, the family as most important social entity has remained. Loyalty towards the 
family, which Is often much larger than In the Netherlands, may lead to somewhat higher absence 
figures. Furthermore, the socialistic system has created a sharp distinction between the collective of 
workers and managers. The close colleelive of workers has as consequence that workers hardly can 
be sanctioned or rewarded lndivldually. When lndivldual sanctions and rewards are lssued, the 
management can expect serious reactions from the union (OTTU). While reeommending on a reward 
system this will have to be taken into account. 

82,3&4. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS; 
CAL is a company with a dualistic hierarchical structure. The distences between the 3 bottorn 
hierarchicallevels are very small, while the distance between this block and the lndian top-manage
ment Is extremely large. Whether this distance Is typical for Tanzanian companies in generalor only 
typical for companies, where the cultural background between management and employees Is 
different, can not be concluded from one case study. In this case, however, it results in a situation 
where cooperation between the top management and the lower levels is severely constrained, with 
all lts logica! consequences, like: centralized deelsion making, paternalistic control systems, a lot of 
formalization to compensate the Jack of delegation, excessive top-down Instructiens and very limited 
bottorn-up communication. 

This structure of the manager-employee relation farms the most influential ditterenee in the field of 
human resources management between Tanzania and the Netherlands. The most important reasans 
for the large distance between management and employees are the perceptlans of management on 
the abilitles and efforts of personnel, whlle the employees accept this large dlstance without much 
comment, because it fits In the structure of their society. lt Is however remarkable, that management 
and employees claim to share the deslre of dimlnishing the distance through more particlpative 
deelsion making and more delegation. However they are not able to achleve thls. 
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Delegation of activities often does not werk out right, due to the following reasons: 
1. Only delegation of responsibility takes place, without delegation of authority, which results In 

formalization. 
2. Delegation Is effered to lncapable persons, without being accompanled with proper training. 
3. Delegation takes place without the right formality, because of whlch it is not acknowledged 

by ether people. 
4. Delegator does not offer feedback, which Is necessary to keep the delegatee motivated. 
5. Delegation Is not accompanied by proper financlal compensation. More responsibilitles 

should be rewarded by a raise In lncome. 
6. Employees are not able to convince management of their ablUties and do not request 

explicitly for more responsibilities. 

More participative deelsion maklng does not work out either and results In frustration. This is mainly 
due to the fact that during well-meant meetings, employees do not participate actively. These 
meetings are characterlzed by a monologue of management. Subsequently management blames 
personnet for not taking any lnitiative to particlpate, while persennel blames management for not 
giving a real opportunity to do so. 

Recommendations of a Western external advisor indicating more delegation and participative 
deelsion maklng styles, should be made very carefully. Such recommendations appear to imply large 
cultural changes. The realization of such recommendations has to be taken slowly and well 
prepared, taking into account the existing large and strict hierarchical distances, which are net easily 
overcome. 

C. COMMUNICATION; 
As mentioned above, the structure of management-employee relations eenstrains the communicatlon 
processes. This leads to scarce format communication, especially bottorn-up but also top-down. 
Uncoordinated activities and confused or susplclous personnel, while problems, which are well 
known wiJl net be solved, because nobody expressasthem are the logical consequences from this. 
The problems of communlcation are even worseneet by the fact that management and employees, 
literally speak a different language. These communication problems have large influence on the 
effectiveness of the organization as well as the effectiveness of potentlal lmprovements. A researcher 
should accurately assess the lnfluence of the seclal structures on the effectiveness of communlcation 
processes, in order to be able to preeliet and prevent problems during the execution of hls 
recommendations. 

D. TIME PERCEPTIONS; 
Differences In the time perception of Tanzanians have already been discussed earlier. In the human 
resources context, this less future oriented and less strict time perception has to be taken into 
account, when reeommending on reward structures or when future plans or appointments are made. 
Rewards are much better appreciated if they are effecteet immediately. A daily bonus will be more 
effective than a monthly bonus. Recommendations on reward systems, therefore will have to take 
time perceptlens lnto account. 

F. REUGION; 
The partilion between werk and religion is quite strict. The lnfluence of religion therefore on the 
human resources at werk Is very limited. A researcher wiJl only have to acknowledge the fact that In 
Tanzania, Muslims and Christians are more or less equally represented and that in the planning of 
werking days Christian as well as lslamic holidays have to be taken lnto account. 
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C3. DOMESTIC CAPITAL AVAILABILITY (INFLATION); 
The annual intlation in Tanzania is 20 to 25%. This has large financlal consequences, which will have to 
be managed adequately. Judgement of financlal management, will have to take into account the way 
intlation and all its consequences are managed. 

First consequence is the necessity to continuously adjust the pricesetting. When operatien starts with 
a profitmargin of 1 0%, it will take less than half a year befere intlation turns this profitmargin into Josses, 
if the pricesetting is not adjusted. This means, that at least on a monthly basis the productioncasts wilt 
have to be assessed and the sales prices revised. 

A secend consequence Is the stock- and debtorcontrol. The Jonger money is stuck in stocks and 
outstanding debts, the more this money will loose its value. For CAL an lncrease in the Stock Holding 
Period of 1 month, meant a loss due to intlation of 3 miJlion Tshs45

• lt is therefore necessary, to execute 
a proper stock policy and to reeover debts as soon as possible, without jeopardizing relations with 
customers. 

A third consequence of high intlation are the high interest rates of loans. In the beginning of 1994 
interest on overdraft was al most 35%. lf this overdraft is not rnanageef properly, it may lead to enormous 
financlal expenses, which heavily undermine the profitability. For instance, stocks were mostly financeet 
by overdraft, which means that an increase In Stock Holding Period of 1 month wilJin practice lead to 
an increase in financial expenses of over 5 miJlion Tshs. lnstead of the earlier mentioneet 3 million. The 
problem nowadays in Tanzania Is not the scarcity, but the high costs of capital. 

Finally financlal management has to have clear investment criteria, which take into account intlation and 
Interest rates. The feasibility of such investments has to be determined, taking into account a discount 
rate of over 30%. Also a caretul consideration about which souree of finance, equity or Jeans, will be 
used for lnvestments, has to be made. 

The high Intlation also should have an altering effect on the judgement of the financlal performance and -
structure of the company. Solvency, for example, Is used to assess the long term capability of a 
company to pay for her debts, which should give some lnsight in her long term continuity. This Total 
assetsjTotalliabilities-ratlo in the Netherlands should be around 2, in order to be percelveel as a healthy 
company. In Tanzania, solvency can not be used as such. First, totalliabilities have to be divided in 
equity and loans, in order to get suftielent inslght in the way the organization is financed. 

45 see Case study, annex 3, chapter 3.4, p. 44. 
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Second, a healthy company should be less dependent on leans, than In the Netherlands, because of 
the high casts such Jeans imply. lf the financlal structure of a company in Tanzania is toa much based 
on Jeans, the financlal expenses will become an immense burden on the company and will make the 
company financlally vulnerable. 

C5. DOMESTIC CAPITAL AVAJLABIUTY (FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS); 
Financial institutions have for a long time completely been owned and controlled by the government. 
This has led to weak institutions which are bureaueratic and sensitive for corruption. Only very recently, 
the first private commercial bank has been opened in Tanzania. However such banks are supervised by 
the Bank of Tanzania, withall bureaueratic consequences, and have to manoeuvre carefully in order nat 
to Joose their Jicense to operate in Tanzania. A company like CAL therefore stm has to rnaintsin her bank 
relations very carefully, in order to keep up her credibility and to prevent from drowning in the 
bureaucracy, when a laan is needed. Therefore also the rnanaging of bank relations should be part of 
the judgement on financlal management. 

03. FOREIGN CAPITAL AVAIL.ABILJTY (SCARCITY AND VALUATION); 
Due to the economie restructuring, nowadays foreign exchange is nat scarce any more and has ceased 
to be the large eenstraint for raw material acquisition for importing companies, Jike CAL However the 
same economie restructuring has liberated the exchange rates, which leads to continuous devaluation 
of the Tanzania shilling. This makes imparts more and more expensive and is a farm of imported 
inflation, with the same consequences as dornestic inflation. 
Judgements on financlal management should therefore also take into account the possibility of imported 
intlation and the way a company is rasponding to that. 

F1&2. TECHNOLOGY (MARKET REOUIREMENTS AND FACTOR COSTS); 
The aarlier mentioned high interest rates results in a situation, where investments are rarely feasible and 
therefore scarce. Campanles will tend to more Iabour intensive werking techniques, because these aften 
do require Jess initial investments. The trend in the capitalflabour-ratio gives an indication of the direction 
in which campanles are moving, towards capita! intensive ar Iabour Intensive technologies. This aften 
has large implications for the production output. The question then has to be answered, whether thls 
direction is In line with market developments. lf the market requires better quality, but the company Is 
financially forced to a Iabour Intensive technology, which produces low quality products, marketshare 
mlght be lost to foreign companies, who are eperating in a triendlier investment climate. 

Ouring the discussJon about the factor technology in the production analysis, it became clear, that only 
after the financlal analysis, a sensible judgement about the applied technology could be made. In the 
financlal analysis, the financlal room for investment and the investment elimate should become clear. 
These aspects rnay reprasent the justification of the applied technology and give insight in the 
possibilities to do sarnething about lt. 
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2c.Management A. B, E, F2, 
F.C,FS 
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Environmental factor: Politica!. 
A&B. LEGISLATNE & ADMINISTRATNE; 

The financlal performances of companies are lnfluenced by government taxes, like custom & excise 
duties, lncome taxes, sales taxes and so on. This is of course also the case in the Netherlands, however 
in Tanzania the rates are more subjected to fluctuations and especially custom dutles are higher (up to 
40% of the networthof the product). This makes that the influence of those taxesis higherandtoa 
lesser extend predictable. Financlal management should keep themselves informed very well about 
taxrates and -regulations and take appropriate actions in pricesetting, taxevasion and sourcing. 

0. STABILITY /IDEOLOGY; 

The Tanzanlan economy has seen a change in ldeology, from soclalistic to capitalistic (more market 
oriented), during the last 8 years. The economie consequences of this transition are extensive, from 
declining intlation rates to continuous devaluation and the availability of foreign as well as dornestic 
capita!. In the judgement on financlal management the extend of thelr acquaintance with those restructu
ring measures and their operational consequences, has to be taken lnto account. 

Environmental factor: Culture. 
0. TIME PERCEPTIONS; 

Under the economie restructuring measures from the IMF and the Worldbank, urban Tanzania Is 
transforming from a traditional society to a more modern society. In "traditional• Tanzania time 
perceptions are history oriented and only the short term future Is looked at. Those time percaptions 
seem to fit the actual economie characteristic of high inflation. However, a researcher should be carefut 
not to confuse this culture trait of short term thinking with a pragmatic financlal-economie necessity to 
do so. This, because recommendations, which affect cultural time perceptions are to be put into practice 
differently from recommendations affecting the financlal time perceptions. 

6.3.8 Phase 3. Formulation of the IPR-strategy. 

Envfronm. factor • Economk:al PoliUcal Dernog ra· Cu~ural 

phlcal 

1<2,82,0 

E1 

A, C, 0, E, F1 A·F A·O B1,C1,C4,F 

2b.Productlon B, E, F A, B,C 1>3, A4, 81, 82, 
83, 84, C, E, F 

2c.Management A, B, E, F2, A,B,C O,E A·F 
F4,F5 

2d.Human Res. & B O,E A·F 

Ourlng the case study, only the tormulation of the IPR-strategy has taken place. The strategy has not 
been implemented. Therefore only adaptations with respect to the tormulation process of such a strategy 
will be discussed. This means that only factors lnfluencing the context and not the content of the 
tormulation process will be discussed here. Although it is acknowledged that the practical execution of 
a formulated strategy, might also require adaptation. Taking this restrietion into account the following 
factors will be discussed, see table 6.14. 

Envlronm. factor • Economk:al Pol~ Oemogra- Cultural 
phk:al 

Analysls phaM I 

3.Forrnulatlon of strategy B 0 0 A2,A4,B,O 

able 6.14: Ex eriencea ada tat1on factors strate p p · tormulation gy phase. 
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Economical factor: Economiçal. 
B LABOUR (EDUCATIONAL LEVEL); 
eised on the findings In the analysls phase, a discussion will have to start about what future strategy 
should be formulated. This discussJon will have to take the available educational and intellectual level 
of employees lnto account lf the analysis results are represented in such academica! terms, that only 
the well educated management understand what is talked about, the chance on active participative 
discussion Is nullified. Management will nat want to waste a lot of time on explaining the point of 
discussion and employees are nat able to participate. This al sa applies in the Netherlands, however the 
ditterences In educational level in Tanzania are much more extreme and should be taken into account 
more emphatically. 

Environmental factor: Politica!. 
0. STABIUTY /IDEOLOGY; 
Tanzania has been a socialistic country for more than 25 years. This ideology might stillleave its traces 
in the reasonlng of partleipants in the discussion. However, this ldeology has changed, sa a researcher 
should be able to recognize reasoning which is based on the •atd• ideology and assess to what extend 
such a reasoning is still valid and to what extend it can be allowed to inttuenee the strategy formulation. 

Environmental factor: Demographic. 
0. AGE-STRUCTURE; 
The age-structure of the partielpants In the discussJon wilt have to be taken into account. First, because 
as aarlier mentioned, the older people are, the more indoctrinated their reasoning might be by the 
socialistic ideology. Second, older people are respected more than younger people. Their apinion might 
be judged of a higher value and therefore have more inttuenee on the strategy farmuiatien than the 
apinlans of younger people. 

Environmental factor: Culture. 
A2. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (OBJECTIVES); 
In order to have a fruitfut discussion, it is necessary that the objectives of the discussion and 
subsequently the new strategy are unambiguous clear. lt might be possible that all partleipants have 
different persenat objectives, which they will try to secure during the discussion. The researcher therefore 
has to reach consensus between the partielpants with respect to the objectives of the strategy, in order 
to prevent suboptimilization. lf this is nat done properly, in the strict hierarchical structure management 
will probably state her objectives as given facts and participation of employees might be lost. 

A4. HUMAN NATURE PERCEPTIONS (OUAUTY OF WORKMANSHIP); 
Especially in a company like CAL, where management is from another ethnic group then the employees, 
the perception of management on the quality of employees might be biased by prejudgments. This has 
to be recognized by the researcher, because in cases where this perception Is low, the willingness to 
discuss on equal terms will be low. The chance on participative deelsion making subsequently will be 
red u eed. 

B. SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS; 
The question might have rlsen, why so much emphasis is laid on participative discussJon and deelsion 
making In the tormulation of the IPR-strategy. Thls is contradictory to the exlsting seclal structures and 
so much emphasls might lndicate ethnocentrism. However, In the original IPR-methodology lt Is 
emphasized that partlclpative discussJon Is necessary to ensure the tormulation of a broadly supported 
strategy. A strategy, whlch Is nat broadly supported could nat be put lnto practlce successfully and 
would therefore be useless. 

However, as mentloned before, participation of employees Is nat usualln the actual culture of the guest 
organlzation and format opportunities to participate In the tormulation of the IPR-strategy have nat taken 
place. Although, as became apparent In a more ar less lnformal context, certain employees did have 
thelr apinlans about the analysis results and the necessary strategy. 
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The question, whether a strategy without havlng employees participate in the tormulation of the IPR
strategy will proof to be successful or not, is difficult to answer. lt might be very well possible that ~ 
precondition for successful application of the IPR-methodology, also in a Tanzanian enterprise, is the 
formal and active participation of employees in the tormulation of the strategy and consecutive action 
plans. lf the strict hierarchy and the tradition of centralized deelsion making do not allow this kind of 
participation, one might have to conclude that the IPR-methodology presumes a Western organization 
culture, and as such can not be applied successfully in a Tanzanianenterprise like CAL 

To be completely clear, the strategy has not yet been put in action and therefore did not yet have the 
chance to succeed or fail. The only fact so far is, that this braad discussion has not taken place, which, 
according to the original IPR-methodology, reduces the chances of success considerably. However, 
maybe braad support in Tanzania does not have to be achieved through participative deelsion making. 
This might be achieved in other ways, which can be adopted by the IPR-methodology in order to 
become a successful tooi of analysis. 

0. TIME PERCEPTIONS; 
In the IPR-strategy plans are formulated for a future period of more than one year. This requires the 
acceptation of the necessity to formulate actionplans for such a period and also the willingness to 
commit to such a plan. For a sensible and successful execution of the IPR-methodology, the executor 
has to be convineed of the usefulness of the tormulation of a mlddie to long term strategy and be able 
to convince partielpants in the strategy tormulation of this usefulness. 

6.4 Overview of the found adaptations. 

6.4.1 Categorizing of the found adaptations. 

The in chapter 6.3 discussed factors, which require adaptation have been summarized, per research 
phase, in table 6.15. 

Envfronm. faetor • Economlcal PoiHical Demogra- Cullutal 
phlcal 

Analysls phase l 

1.Phllosophy lormulation 1>2,82,0 

2.Analysls E1 

2a.Prod./Mar1<et/Envfronm. C1,C2,C3,01,03,E A·F A,8,C 81, Cl, C2, 0, F 

2b.Production B, E, F A,B,C A3, A4, 81, 93, 94, 
C,O,F 

2e.Managemant A, B, C1, E, F4 A, B,C A1, A3, A4, B, C1, 0 

2d.Human Res. & Org. B A,O, E O,E 1>2, A3, A4, B, C1, 
O,F 

2e.Finance C3, CS, 01, 03. F1, F2 A,B,O 0 

3.Formulallon of stralegy B 0 0 A2,A4, B, 0 

able 6.15: Total of ex erienced ada tation factors. p p 

During the case-study in Tanzania, all these factors have been remarked as different from the 
Netherlands and as such influencing the IPR-analysis. Of course the extend and way in which those 
factors influence the IPR-analysis differs from factor to factor. In order to bring some nuance in the 
enumeration of adaptations, 2 categories have been distinguished. 
I. Category I applies to those adaptations, which imply an advlee with respect to the analysis 

methodology. Those adaptations are represented in table 6.16 
11. Category 11 applies to those factors, which have to be taken into account, in order to arrive at 

an accurate and complete picture of the company and its environment. Thus arriving at an 
thorough analysis from which adequate conclusions can be drawn and sensible 
recommendations can be formulated. Those adaptation factors are represented in table 6.17. 
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In the case of category IJ, to which the large majority of adaptation factors belong, the extend to which 
a factor is going to betaken into account has to be assessed by the researcher. Whether the influences 
of a particular factor should be investigated into detail or that the simpte acknowledgement of influence 
wilt do, depends on the necessary effort to be put into an investigation and the added value of the 
information that wilt result from such an investigation. 

Envfronm. factor • Economlcal PoiHical Oernog ra· Cu Hu ral 
phlcal 

Analysis phase I 

1 Phllosophy lormulation 0 

2.Analysla Et 

3.Formulatlon of strategy A2 

able 6.16: Ada tation factors concermng methOdology of t p he IPR-analysis. 

Envfronm. factor • Economlcal Political Oernog ra· CuHural 
phical 

Analysis phase I 

1.Formulation of philosophy 1<2,82 

2.Analysis 

2a.Prod./Markei/Environm. Ct, C2, C3, A·F A,B,C 81, C1, C2, 0, 
01,03,E, F 

2b.Produetion B,E,F A,B,C A3, A4, 81, 83, 
84,C. 0, F 

2C.Management A, 8, C1, E. A,B,C A1, A3, A4, 8, 
F4, C1,0, 

2d.Human Res. & Org. 8 A, O,E O,E 1<:2, A3, A4, B. 
Ct,O,F 

2e.Finance C3,C5, 01, A, 8, 0 0 
03, F1, F2 

3.Formulation of strategy 8 0 0 A4,8,0 

abie 6.17: Ada tat1on factors concernin p g content of the IPR-ana ysis. 

6.4.2 The adaptations of category IJ - elaborated. 

When looking at table 6.17, it bacomes apparent that in saveral cases the same factors are influencing 
various research phases. lt would, however, be nonsense to investigate the same factors more than 
once. In order to keep the renewed IPR-methodology efficient, the content and the location of the 
additional investigations with respect to these factors wilt be represented here. The assignment of the 
investigation of an adaptation factor to a certain analysis phase, does nat mean that this factor can be 
neglected in the ether phases. The factors wilt have to be taken into account as represented in table 7.1 
and the information trom the investigations must be transferred from one analysis phase to another. 

To be completely clear, for content and location of those factors, which are nat discussed in this 
chapter, raferenee is made to chapter 6.3. 

Economical factor B: Labour: 
The level skilis of personnet is influencing production, management and human resources. In order to 
assess this influence, the level of skilis of all employees should be investigated. This type of investigation, 
belengs to the Human resources and organization analysis. In this analysis already attention is paid to 
the education of personnet This is nat enough base for judgement about the level of skilis of personnel. 
Also their (informal) apprenticeships andjor training and werking experiences wilt have to be part of this 
investigation. 
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Economical factors C3&D3: lnflation and Valuation of capita!: 
These factors concern the dornestic and imported inflation and are influencing the financlal analysis as 
well as the marketing mix, which is part of the P /M/E-analysis. This additional investigation should be 
focused on all consequences of inflation. In the P /M/E-analysis only the consequences with regard to 
pricesetting are relevant. Therefore, this additional investigation could be part of the financlal analysis, 
because all consequences are relevant for this entrepreneurlal area. 

Economical factor E: the lnformational and physical infrastructure. 
These factors complicate communication and transactlans with customers and suppliers. This has 
consequences tor the relations with customers and suppliers, which have to be investigated in the 
P /M/E-analysis. Most important in this investigation is to find out to what extend the geographical 
market is limited, due to infrastructural deficiencies. 
The internal consequences, complication of production and logistics management can be investigated 
in bath production or management analysis. However consequences of the physical infrastructure are 
directly feit In the operational production processas and should therefore be investigated in the 
production analysis. The informational infrastructure is more emphatically complicating managementand 
is therefore proposed as part of the management analysis. Especially the assessment of the reliability 
of information is an important objective in this lnvestigation. 

Politica! factors A&B: Legislation and Admlnistration: 
Subject of analysis here are the consequences of relevant governmental regulations and accompanying 
procedures for the eperatlans of a private company. The extend to which these political factors are 
influencing the eperatlans in time, in the case of production and logistics management, and money, in 
the case of financlal management has to be determined. The identification of the relevant regulations and 
procedures are part of the environmental analysis. The investigations with respect to the quantification 
of the consequences should be part of the management analysis, because the financlal consequences 
can also be regarded as part of casts management. Casts management as can be seen from the 
description of the IPR-methodology (annex 1), is a part of the total entrepreneurlal area management. 

Politica! factor C: Direct Market Operations: 
Subject of analysis here are the consequences of direct market operations from the government on the 
competitive environment, production and management. According to Austin (see chapter 3), this 
additional analysis should be part of the environmental analysis in order to get a complete picture of the 
environment. The influence of governmental direct market operations on the production and 
management analysis can then easily be derived from the environmental analysis. 

Political factor D: Stability/ldeology: 
The relevant aspects of the altered economical ideology of the Tanzanian government have to be 
determined in the environment-analysis. This factor is, however, mentioned two times more. Once in the 
human resources & organization-analysis and once in the financlal analysis. Although, the factor is the 
same, two different analysis are meant. In the human resources & organization-analysls, the 
consequences of the allered ideology for the werking attitudes of the human resources have to be 
assessed, while in the financlal analysls the economie consequences of the change in ideology have to 
be assessed. These investigations, therefore can be executed in their own respective entrepreneurial 
area-analysis. 

Demoqraphical factor D: Aqe-structure: 
The age-structure of employees should be determined in the quantitative part of the human resources 
analysis and can be taken into account as such, bath in the qualitative human resources analysis and 
in the strategy tormulation phase. This because of the simple fact that the human resources analysis 
precedes the phase of strategy formulation. 
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Cultural factor A2.: Objectives. 
This factor is mentioned twice, in the philosophy tormulation and the human resources-analysis. However 
two differentsubjectsof investigation are meant, which can be executed separately. In the former, the 
existence of a dualistic setting of organizational objectives has to be determined. In the latter, the 
personal objectives of employees should be lnvestigated, In order to be able to determine effective 
motivators. This factor applies to the cultural determined effectiveness of motivators and Is closely 
related to economical factor C1., the level of income, the economical determinator of effective 
motivators. 

Cultural factor A3&A4: Sense of dutv and craftsmanship: 
Those two factors have large influence on production performances, but also on the management
employee relations. Subject of this analysis is therefore twofold. First, an assessment of the actual sense 
of duty and craftsmanshlp of personnel has to be made. Second, the management percaptions on those 
attributes has to be assessed. This analysis, could be executed separately, but could also be combined 
in the human resources & organizatlon analysis, because it directly concerns employees and 
management, which are both part of the human resources of an organization. 

Cultural factors 82. 83, 84: Structure of relationships: 
This analysis focuses on the relationship between management and employees. The subject of this 
analysis should be, the extend to which the strict hierarchical social structures of the Tanzanian society 
influence issues like: delegation, deelsion making style, centralization and formalization. Those issues 
could be best characterized as concerning the management of human resources. Therefore, this 
analysis, which Is one of the most important adaptations, should be executed as part of the human 
resources analysis. 

Cultural factor C1: Language. 
This factor does not imply an extensive lnvestigation, but merely the determination that 2 different 
languages are widely used, in the market as well as within the organization. The lmplications for 
marketing has to be assessed In the P /M/E-analysis. The most important internal lmplication is the 
complication of the communication processas between management and employees, because of thelr 
inability to speak each others language. The consequences of this will be also vlsible in the eartier 
mentioned human resources issues: delegation, deelsion making style, centralization and formalization, 
and should therefore be investigated as part of the human resources analysis. 

Cultural factors D&F: Time percaptions and religion. 
lt lies outside the scope of a strengthsjweaknesses analysis to investigate the consequences of those 
two factors into detail. Their lnfluences wiJl have to be kept in mind during all research phases, whenever 
recommendations or strategies are formulated. 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations. 

7.1 Conclusions. 

Baseet on the combineet findings trom a literature and a single case study, it Is lmpossible to give a 
definitive answer on the research question: ·which adaptations in the IPR-methodology to the Tanzanian 
industrial environment are required to transfarm this methodology lnto a successful tooi of analysls for 
commercial enterprises in Tanzania?•. Unfortunately, the conclusion has to be drawn, that the problem 
has been tormulateet too broadly and that an answer to the research question, which is valid tor all 
commercial enterprises can not be given. 

However, it Is possible to answer the research question and draw conclusions with respect to the 
applicability of the IPR-methodology in Tanzania, if only these answers and conclusions are restrieteet 
to the research subject. 

Therefore, totransferm the IPR-methodology into a successful tooi of analysls for Casements Africa Ud., 
the adaptations as summarizeet in table 7.1 are requireet. 

Environm. factor • Economk:al Polftk:al Oemogra- Cuttural 
phk:al 

Analysls phase I 

1.Formulallon of /42,82,0 
philosophy 

2.Analysis E1 

2LProduci/Malkal/ C1, C2, C3, A.8.c.o, A, 8,C 81, C1, C2, 0, 
Environment 01, 03, E1, E2 E.F F 

2b.Productlon 8, E1,5i, F A,8,C A3, A4, 81, 83, 
84,C,O,F 

2c.Management A, 8, C1, §!, &!!.C A1, A3, A4, 8, 
E2, F4, C1,0, 

2d.Human Resources & !! A, D,E Q.E A2, A3. A4. 8, 
Organlzallon C1,D,F 

2e.Flnance C3,C5,01,~ A, 8, D D 
F1, F2 

3.Formulation of strategy 8 D D A2,A4,8,D 

able 7.1: t;onc1us1ve enumerat1on ot ada tat1on tacters p p er resear eh phase. 

When these adaptations are taken into account, application of the IPR-methodology will result In a 
complete and accurate picture of the company and lts environment. This complete and accurate picture 
is necessary to provide a clear insight In the potentlal technical, managerial and organizational 
improvements of the operational processas at CAL 

lt is not possible to generalize these adaptations to the whole Tanzanian industry, however they will 
probably give an lndication In what direction a better applicable IPR-methodology under Tanzanian 
circumstances may be found. 

The underlineet codes In table 7.1, reprasent the analysis phase in which an active investigation to a 
partJeular factor, which is mentioneet more than once, has to be e:teecuteet. The results of these 
lnvestigations then, can be useet In the ether relevant research phases. 
For an explanation of the codes raferenee Is made to enelosure 1. 

The adaptatlon factors as representeet In table 7.1 will now be further elaborateet. Thls qulte extensive 
list of adaptation factors can be divldeet In 2 categories, namely: 
I. Adaptationfactors, whlch affect the analysis methodology. 
11. Adaptationfactors, whlch affect the contents of the analysls. 
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With respect to category I, the followlng adaptatlons appeared necessary; 
1. To get better lnsight In the actual philosophy of the organization, lt might be helpfut to 

complement information obtained through interviews wlth management with intermation obtained 
through observations (this conclusions rafers to culturai(C) factor 0, time percaptions as 
mentioned In table 7.1 ). 

2. During the analysis phase, judgements about performances and developments of the subject 
of research can not be based on comparative branchfigures or figures trom competitors. For 
this purpose internal trendfigures and the knowledge of persennel will have to be used (refers 
to economic(E) factor E1 from table 7.1). 

3. Before starting the tormulation process of the IPR-strategy, the researcher will have to ensure 
that a clear objective of thls strategy Is determined and supported by all participants. lf the 
objective of the strategy Is not clear, the tormulation process can not be focused and the 
chance of arriving at a successful strategy wiJl be small (CA2). 

Furthermore lt appeared, that the duration of the analysis phase wiJl have to be limlted, in order not to 
loose lts credibility and interest trom the subject under research. 
Finally, the assistance of local experts In the organization and execution of the research might be very 
useful. 

With respect to category 11, the following adaptations appeared necessary. 
4. Ou ring the philosophy formulation, a lot of time can be saved by the acknowledgement that the 

actual philosophy is fully determined by the general manager (refers to culturai(C) factor B2). 
Furthermore, the management might have formulated more or less dualistic objectives, which 
both have to be determined before drawing concluslons from the analysis phase (CA2). 

5. The ProductjMarketjEnvironment-analysis can only be fully comprehensive, if the 7 influential 
actors in the market government, parastatals, cooperations, informal companies, 
businessgroups, multi-nationals and lnstltutions, are accurately distinguished. Furthermore 
attention has to be paid to: 
* the consequences of dornestic and imported inflation, for the pricesetting of products (EC3 
& ED3), 
* trends In the level and distribution of income of potentlal buyers (EC1 & EC2), 
* the lnformational & physical infrastructure, especially regarding geographical constraints of the 
market (EE). 
* the consequences of relevant legislative & administrative actions trom the government (politica! 
(P) factors A & B), 
* the consequences of direct market operations from the government and parastatals for the 
competltive environment (PC), 
* the changes In the lndustrial environment due to economie restructurings (PO), 
* the efficiency of services oftered by governmental institutions (PE), 
* the changes in the international relations in sub-saharan Afrlca and especially In the region 
East Africa (PF), 
* the way the company is rnanaging her relations wlth the government (PA, PB & PO), 
* the possible influence of demographic trends on the market demands (demographic (D) factor 
A toD), 
* the exlstence of different ethnic groups in the environment and lts consequences for business 
relations (CB1 & CC2), 
* the consequences of 2 widely used languages for the marketing of products (CC1) and 
* the influence of culture bounded time percaptions on the customer and supplier relations (CF). 

6. The production-analysls can only lead to sensible judgements if attention Is paid to: 
* the level of skilis of Iabour and lts implications for productivity and efficiency in the oparationat 
processas (EB), 
* the consequences of the lnformational and physical infrastructure on the production 
performances (EE), 
* if financially advlsable, the approprlateness of the applied technology, with all lts determining 
factors (EF), 
* the consequences of legislative and adminlstrative procedures as imposed by the government 
for production and lts related processas (PA & PB), 
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* the consequences of having parastatals as most Important suppliers (PC), 
* the sense of duty and craftsmanship of employees as distingulshing features of the labourforce 
(CA3 & CA4), 
* the extend to which ascriptive acquisition of personnet is influencing the quality of production 
(CB1), 
* the extend to whlch productionmanagement and supervisors are autonomous in their deelsion 
making, lncluding its consequences for the efficiency of production (CB2, CB3 & CB4), 
* the effectiveness of communication to, within and from the production department (CC) and 
* the influence of time percaptions of production personnet on the delivery reliability of the 
production department (CF). 

7. The management-analysis can only lead to sensible judgements, if attention is paid to: 
* the extend management Is complicated by input scarcities in raw materials, skilied Iabour and 
infrastructural facilities (EA, EB, EE & EF4) 
* the extend to which the informational infrastructure allows the gathering of reliable information 
to be used In the management systems, like sales predictions In tacticallogistics management 
(EE1), 
* the effectiveness of rewarding systems (EC1), 
* the efficiency of legislative and administrative governmental services with its consequences 
in termsof time and money (PA & PB), 
* the consequences of having parastatals as monopolistic suppliers (PC), 
* the contribution of corruption to the efficiency and effectiveness of management processas 
(CA1), 
* the management percaptions of sense of duty and quality of employees and its consequences 
for the applied management systems (CA3 & CA4), 
* the strict hierarchy in the company and lts influence on the applied management systems in 
terms of centralization, control and deelsion making style (CB) and 
* the role meetings are playing In deelsion making and coordination of actlvities (CC). 

8. The hurnan resources and organization-analysis will only lead to sensible judgements, if attention 
Is paid to: 
* the level of skilis of Iabour and the possibilities for training and development of personnel (EB), 
* the influence of Iabour laws from the government and agreements from the union (PA), 
* the extend to which the working attitude of employees is indoctrinated by politica! ideologies 
(PO & DO), 
* the existence of different Interest groups within the company (PE), 
* the extend to which absenteeism is lnfluenced by health status, sense of duty and loyalty 
towards the family (DE, CA3 & CB1), 
* the determination of effective motivators for personnet (CA2), 
* the extend to which the actual sense of duty and craftsmanshlp of employees is deviating from 
the perception of management on those features, with lts consequences for the management 
of human resources (CA3 & CA4), 
* the extend to which the hierarchical social structures of the Tanzanian society lnfluence: 
delegation, centralizatlon, forrnalization, the deelsion making style and communication (CB), 
* the role language Is playing In the management-employee relations and the consequences for 
the effectiveness of communication (CC1 ), 
* the influence of short term time percaptions on payment terms, future planning and rewarding 
systems (CD) and 
* the lnfluence of religious norms and values on the working Jives of the hurnan resources (CF). 

9. The financlal-analysis will only lead to sensible judgements, if attention is paid to: 
* the consequences of dornestic and lmported lnflatlon on pricesetting, stock- and 
debtorcontrol, loan policies, lnvestment criteria and financlal parameters (EC3 & ED3), 
* the efficiency of servlees of financlal lnstitutlons end the way relallons with those lnstltutions 
are rnanageef (ECS), 
* the approprlateness of technologyIn the light of the campany's room for lnvestment (EF1), 
* the trend In capitalflabour-ratlo In the light of the investment elimate (EF2) and 
* the economie consequences resulting from the change In ldeology of the government (PO). 
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1 o. The tormulation of an IPR-strategy wiJl only lead to a successtut strategy if: 
* the formulated strategy wiJl be broadly supported by the employees (CB). The employees can 
make and break a new strategy, because they are the ones on whom implementation depends. 

lf this broad support has to be gained through a process of participative deelsion making, as suggested 
In the original IPR-methodology, then further conditions for a successtut process of tormulation are: 

* persons, who are allowed to participate in the tormulation process, should be able to 
understand what is talked about (EB), 
* ideological instead of rationat reasoning has to be recognized and valued at its true value (PO 
& DO), 
* management should be able to discuss on equal terms with subordinates and perceive them 
as equal discussJon partners (CA4) and 
* the usefulness of tormulation of such a long term strategy should be acknowledged by all 
partleipants (CD). 

lt is acknowledged that this process of participative deelsion making is somewhat Contradietory to the 
existing social structures and might therefore be difficult to apply. 
However, if the management does not succeed in finding a successtut alternative to obtain broad 
support from employees, the chance of arriving at a successtut strategy wiJl be reduced considerably. 
In that case, the conclusion might have to be drawn, that the IPR-analysls can be very well executed 
in a Tanzanianenterprise like CAL However, the successtut execution of the subsequent IPR-strategy 
will be difficult. 

In short, the conclusion can be drawn, that the IPR-methodology could be applied in a metal processing 
company, like CAL in Tanzania. However, to arrive at a complete picture of the company and her 
environment, a variety of adaptations concerning methodology and content of the IPR-analysis are 
required in every phase of the research. Whether the (adapted) JPR-analysis wiJl be a successtut tooi of 
analysis, which can help to improve the competitiveness of an organization, can not be concluded yet. 
Therefore, the IPR-strategy wiJl have to be implemented and the results of such an implementation wiJl 
have to be investigated. In order to become successful, broad support from employees for the IPR
strategy seems to be imperative. 

7.2 Recommendations. 

Besides the above mentioned conclusions, which in fact already imply recommendations, two further 
recommendations will be presented. 

1. The IPR-methodology has been applied at CAL and an IPR-strategy has been formulated, but 
has not been implemented yet. The first recommendation, therefore, is to start the 
implementation of the IPR-strategy at CAL lf the execution of the IPR-strategy indeed results 
in an impravement of the competitiveness, through an increase in the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the oparationat processes, a definite answer can be given with respect to the 
successfulness of the IPR-analysis at a Tanzanian company. At the moment of writing, a student 
of the univarsity of Technology Eindhoven, is already in Tanzania to assist with the 
implementation of the IPR-strategy at CAL 

2. The original objective of the research was to reformulate the IPR-methodology in such a way, 
that it would become a successful tooi of analysis for commercial industrial enterprises in 
Tanzania. Especially, when the IPR-methodology at CAL wiJl proveto be successtul this wiJl be 
interesting. To achleve this objective, the IPR-methodology wiJl have to be structurally and fully 
adapted to Tanzanlan circumstances. lt is obvious that this can not be achieved by the 
executlon of a single case study. The IPR-methodology should therefore be applied at saveral 
industrial campanles reprasenting the diverse lndustrial sectors. The results from these 
applications with respect to the identified necessary adaptation factors should then be combined 
In a reformuialed JPR-methodology, whlch is completely adapted to the Tanzanian industrial 
environment. 



Enelosure 1: 
Environmental factors which may have to be taken lnto account when eperating In development countries: 

Economie factors: 
A- Natura! resources (availability), • 
8- Labour (educational level). 
C- Dornestic capita! availability. 

1- Level of Incames and savings rates. 
2- lncome distribution. 
3- lnflation. 
4- Capita( flight. 
5- Financlal institutions. 

0- Foreign capita! availability. 
1- Scarcity (trade-deficit, foreign debt service, foreign aid). 
2- Variability (commodity export-line). 
3- Valuation (foreign exchange rates). 

E- lnfrastructure. 
1- lnformational. 
2- Physical (transport and energy). 

F- Technology Qevel and structure). 
1- Market requirements. 
2- Factor costs. 
3- Technica! constraints. 
4- Input scarcities. 
5- Competitive dynamics Qevel, flow and structure). 

Politica! factors: 
A- Legislative. 
8- Administrative. 
C- Direct market operations. 
N.B. A,B & Carecategoriesof policy-instruments which can be used by the government to imprement her policies1• 

0- Stabilityfldeology (communism, socialism, capitalism). 
E- lnstitutions (distribution of power). 
F- International links. 

Demographlc factors: 
A- Popuiatien growth. 
8- Urbanization. 
C- Migration. 
0- Age-structure. 
E- Health status. 

Cultural factors: 
A- Human nature perceptlens (good vs. bad & changeability). 

1- Corruption. 
2- Objectives (material profits vs. social responsibility). 
3- Sense of duty. 
4- Ouality of werkmanship (expertise). 

8- Social structures and dynamics. 
1- Attitude towards others (collectivism Qoyalty toone's social group) vs. individualism). 
2- Structure of relationships (hierarchical vs. egalitarian). 
3- Decision-making styles (autocratie vs. participative). 
4- Delegation of authority and responsibilities. 
5- Respect (tradition vs. modern elite). 
6- Gender roles (role patterns). 

C- Communication. 
1- Language (lncluding message formulation, symbols and colours). 
2- Negotiations. 
3- Showlng of emotions. 
4- Non-verbal communication patterns. 

0- Time perceptions. 
E- Space perceptions. 
F- Religlon. 

1see [1], chapter 4, p. 76- 77. 
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The lntegral Production Renewal (IPR)-Methodology, a summary1
• 

The IPR-analysls is originally meant for campanles who want to imprave their operational production 
processes. These lmprovements can be of a technica!, organizational as wen as a managerial nature. 
Probably every company would like to do so, but the inevitable condition is, that a company must 
also be willing to lnvest, in order to realize these improvements. 

From a strategie perspective, through the execution of a number of analyses, one will become able 
toa) recognlze possibilities for production renewal and b) to set priorities tor this. After getting these 
priorities straight one can start to develop projectplans to realize lmprovements in the operational 
processes. 

As the name lndlcates, the methodology focuses on production renewal. Production renewalls the 
whole of all potentlal lmprovements whlch have Impact on the production processes, whlch rnay also 
be found In for Instanee engineering or administration. 

The main steps in this methodology are the following: 
1. Fermuiatien of the actual philosophy of the organization. 
2. Analysis of 5 entrepreneurlal areas. 

-ProductjMarketjEnvironment. 
-Production (primary process). 
-Management 
-Human resources and organization. 
-Finance. 

3. Fermuiatien of a conceptual strategy. 
4. Additional lnvestigations and tormulation of a definitive strategy. 
5. Development of projectplans to realize the potentlal improvements. 

This methodology especially focuses on the coherence between the different entrepreneurlal areas. lt 
will therefore provide a clear insight in the possible improvements in the operational processas of an 
organization and their priorities without the risk of suboptimalisation. 
Also this methodology should establish a better understanding amongst the co-werkers of each 
ethers problems. Furthermore it will lead to consistency about what the goals of the organization 
should be and what changes these imply. Altogather the lntegral Production Renewal-analysis should 
lead to more effective changes which will benefit the effectiveness and efficiency of the whole organi
zation. 

Ad.1 Formulation of the actual philosophy of the organization. 

The specific objective of this step Is to achleve a description of the characteristics and objectives of 
the organization. Tagether with this description, the most obvious practical consequences that fellow 
from the character and objectives will have to be registered. 

Same aspects whlch wlll have to be dealt with are: 
the expected optima! scale of operations, either in turnover or in number of persenneL 
primary focus of the organization either on market, product or productionprocess. 
the most important factors of success. 
bottlenecks In the actual organization. 

1An extensive description of the IPR-methodology can be found fn [20], the reader: Analysisme
thodology for lntegral Production Renewal, betonging to the course 11Redesign of Technical Production 
Systems" of the faculty of Iradustrial Engineering and Management Sciences, University of Technology, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Lecturer: Prof. Ir. P.W. Sanders. 
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Based on these responses, it must become possible to formulate the philosophy or mission of the 
organization, according to the management, in a concrete way. 
The porter-model2, which distinguishes three basic strategies an organization can fellow, can be a 
helpful tooi for defining this mission. 
These three basic strategles are: 

costleadership, if comparative advantage is achieved by produclng against the lewest costs; 
differentiation, if comparative advantage Is achieved by offering a product or service which is 
percelveel unique; 
focusstrategy, if comparative advantage Is achieved by focusing on a particular buyer group, 
segment of the product line or geographic market; 

This with the critical remark that a firm, that is •stuck in the middle" is in an extremely poor strategie 
situation. 

The question here is not which strategy the organization wants to apply, but which strategy gives the 
best description of the current position the organization holds in the market 

Ad.2 Analysis of 5 entrepreneurlal areas. 

The objective of this step is to coneet and analyze information with respect to the actual situation 
and the future without a change In the organizational policies. 

This analysis is divided in 5 areas; 
-ProductjMarketjEnvironment. 
-Production (primary process). 
-Management. 
-Human resources and organization. 
-Finance. 

Each analysis should be concluded with an enumeration of the strengthsjweaknesses and 
opportunitiesjthreats of the specific entrepreneurlal area. 

ProductjMarketjEnvironment-analysis. 

First a qualitative image about the products and markets will have to be constructed. 

What product does the organization, in the braadest sense, provide? This means, that net only the 
product but also the services the organization provides along with the product (installation, 
maintenance, distribution, etc.) will have to be described. 

The description of the market environment is somewhat more complicated. This environment 
continuously changes and it is difficult to distinguish the most important trends and influential factors 
of the market environment. An useful tooi hereby is again a model of Porter, In which the competiti
ve environment with its 5 competitive forces are described; 

lntensity of rivalry, between the actual competitors. 
barriers to entry, for potentlal competltors. 
substitution pressures from potentlal substitutes. 
supplier bargaining power of the suppliers. 
buyer bargaining power of the buyers. 

2see [17], chapter 2, p. 35 - 46. 

3see [17], chapter 1, p. 3 • 29. 
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After the market environment has been mapped In qualitative terms, these findings will have to be 
supported by more quantitative data. 
First ProductjMarket-combinations will have to be identified together with quantitative characteristics 
(turnover, profit, market share, trends) and future expectations. These data make it possible, with the 
help of portfolio techniques, to state some trends and future expectations4

• 

The final part of this analysis is the description of the way the organization is handling the marketing 
mix (product, price, distribution and promotion). This should result in a comparison between the 
organizatien's performance and the market demands with respect to the marketing mix. 

Production-a na lysis. 

The objective of the production analysis Is to get acquainted with the characteristics of the primary 
process including operational logistics. 

The first object of investigation is the primary process. The issue is to get insight in the (relativa) 
importance of the existing productgroups, the structure, the process parameters, the most important 
characteristics and bottlenecks and the physical lay-out of the primary process. 

Besides the primary process, attention will have to be paid to actlvities like: 
Purchasing and transportation of commodities. 
Ouality control of product and process. 
Product- and process engineering. 
Administrative order processing. 
Technology control. 

Management-analysis. 

In this analysis phase, all processes within the organization with respect to directing and centrolling 
production will have to be described. 
A distinction must be made between tactical management processas (monthly or quarterly recurring 
process where translation of the organizational goals to operations Is carried out) and operatlonal 
management processas (daily recurring tasks which concern directly with production). 

This analysis has been divided in 5 managerial areas to cover the managerial processas as complete 
as possible. 
Those 5 managerial areas are: 

logistics management. 
costs management. 
quality management. 
information management. 
innovation management. 

4
see [13], chapter 6, p. 75 - 84. 
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Human resources and organization-analysis. 

The analysis with respect to human resources and organization can be divided in two parts. 

In the first part quantitative information wiJl be collected with respect to the human structure of the 
organization. The use of an organizatienat chart can be very helpfut and should be constructed if not 
already available. Furthermore information about personnel, like age, education, years of service, 
absenteeism, should be collected. 

The secend part deals with the culture and organization philosophy of the company. 
Indicators which can be of help by achieving a description of the organization culture are: 

number of hierarchical levels; 
the way higher placed executives are addressed; 
the way the organization makes use of delegation; 
vulnerability of individuals within the organization (collectivism); 
the expressed work satisfaction of employees; 
independenee with which employees answer questions; 

Those indicators say sarnething about the real functioning of the organization. 
On the other hand the management wiJl (or should) have an apinion about the way the organization, 
with respect to cultural aspects, should function. This is the organizatienat philosophy which can be 
derived from statements about: 

centralization and formalization; 
the desirability of a flat organizatienat structure; 
the motivation of employees; 
the independenee of individuals or individual departments; 
the avoidanee of staff functions. 

Significant aspects of the organization culture are communication and the way intermation is 
transferred through the organization (effectiveness and efficiency). 

By combining the quantitative information with the cultural characteristics an image will be construc
ted of the way people cooperate in the organization. lt becomes clear whether the organizational 
philosophy and the culture suit one another and whether they suit the market requirements and the 
way the organization is managed. 

Finally this analysis might make an assessment possible, of the flexibility and readiness of personnet 
with respect to organizational changes. 

Financial-analysis. 

This analysis aims to draw a picture of on one hand the current performances of the enterprise and 
on the other hand the financlal space available for new developments. 
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Ad.3 Formulation of a conceptual strategy. 

Now the analysis phase is finalized and a complete SWOT -enumeration has been drawn up, the 
most difficult phase, the tormulation of the conceptual IPR-strategy has to be realized. This phase 
can be divided in 4 steps. 

First step is the structuring of the arbitrary enumeration of strengthsjweaknesses and opportunl
tiesjthreats by determining so-called functional- and actionareas. 

First the strengthsjweaknesses will be grouped In functional areas in order to come to an asses
sment of whether a partJeular part (department) of the organization is strong or weak. Therefore each 
strength or weakness .will be assigned to one or more parts of the organization. The aaslest way to 
divide the organization in parts is according to the existing organization structure. When all 
strengthsjweaknesses have been asslgned to certain departments, it bacomes possible, by counting 
strengths and weaknesses per department, to judge departments on their relativa strength. 

Secondly the opportunitiesjthreats will be grouped in so-called actionaraas in order to identify in 
what entrepreneurlal areas action has to be taken to make use of opportunities or to reduce threats. 
In other words, what improvements are possible. Therefore for each opportunity and threat it has to 
be decided with which entrepreneurlal area each they are concerned. However, it is necessary to 
determine the concerned entrepreneurlal area into more detail than the distinguished 5 areas in the 
analysis phase. The management-analysis for Instanee has been divided in 5 managerial areas 
Qogistics, costs, etc.). Determination of the specific managerial area, in this case, will be more useful 
than just the entrepreneurlal area Management. All the organizational aspects which have been 
analyzed in the preceding analysis phase, can be translated in actionaraas to which certain 
opportunities and threats can be assigned. 

lt might be possible that some actionaraas are combined, because the same items have been 
assigned to them or their objectives appear to be the same. When the actionaraas have been identi
fied a first preliminary priority setting can take place. The actionaraas wOl have to be distinguished in; 

necessary actions, first priority; 
improving actions (ratlonality), second priority; 
renewing actions, last priority. 

The first step of this phase is finalized with the identification of strong and weak parts of the 
organization tagether with an enumeration of the areas on which action for impravement should be 
considered and a preliminary priority setting. 

The second step is the linking of functional areas with actionaraas in order to come to a description 
of impravement projects, including targets and responsible departments. These form the so-called 
taskassignments. Therefore the aarlier identified actionaraas are looked into, in order to deelde 
exactly what the impravement Is which has to be achieved and which department is the most 
suitable to carry the responsibility of this project. 

The third step Is to come to a definltlve setting of prlorities. This should be based on: 
the risks of each taskasslgnment, depending on the extend to which projects are carried out 
by strong or weak parts of the organization (the functional areas). The more they depend on 
weak departments, the higher the risks, the lower their priority. 
the costs and benefits of each taskassignment. 

The fourth and last step is the tormulation of the conceptual strategy itself. This tormulation should 
consist of: 

The actionaraas with thelr objectives and the responslble departments ( = the taskas
signment). 
A reasoned choice of the renewal directlans (the priorities of taskassignments). 
A plan with respect to additional lnvestlgatlons. 
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Ad.4 Additional investigations and tormulation of a definitive strategy. 

Now the conceptual strategy has been formulated, it also has become clear which issues need 
further investigation to come to a definitive deelsion about which actions will be part of the producti
on-renewal plan. 

The reasans for additional investigations are: 
problems in the setting of priorities In the possible renewal-directions; 
the necessity to strengthen reasoning by using more quantified data; 
new areas of renewal (new markets or technologies) might have emerged, which will need 
further lnvestigation; 

lt might be useful to consider to let employees of the lnvestigated organlzation conduct (or 
cooperate In) these lnvestigations. This may stimulate the motivation. The way the additlonal 
lnvestigation is executed depends on the sort of investigatlon. 

After completing these additional investigations a definitive strategy will be formulated. This definitive 
tormulation is an iterative process and will take some time befere it Is fermuiateef unambiguously and 
with broad support. 
In this definitive strategy Important aspects are: 

the objectives of the production-renewal along with a global timetable; 
the definitive priority-ranking and description of the action-plans; 
the definitive assignment of action-plans to organizational-units or departments: 

Ad.S Development of projectplans. 

The last phase in the IPR-methodology is the translation of action plans, which are menticneef in the 
definitive strategy, lnto project plans. 

The basic elements In these project plans are: 
taskassignments; 
specificatien of the desired results; 
time scheeluie till completion; 
budget (costs); 
responsibilities and authorizations; 

The scale of these projects may vary from very small, taking a few days, till very large, taking months 
or years. 

These projects in the integral production renewal programme may involve a lot of people. lt Is 
therefore necessary to carefully coordinate these activities. This can be done by the application of 
systems managements. 

5see [14], chapter 5, p. 157- 159. 
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Summary. 

Casements Africa Ud. (CAL), a metal processing company In Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, Is eperating In 
a very turbulent competitive environment. To survive these competitive dynamics, CAL wiJl have to 
Imprave her competitiveness by increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of her operations. 

In order todetermine what kind of actions are necessary to realize those improvements in performances, 
CAL is subjected to a socalied lntegral Production Renewal (IPR)-analysis. 

Through the execution of a number of analyses, this analysis-methodology should help to ldentify the 
strengthsfweaknesses and opportunitiesfthreats of the organization. Based on this information one wiJl 
become able to: 
a) recognize possibilities for improvements in the operational processes, 
b) translate those possibnitles into socalied taskassignments 
and c) set priorities for these taskassignments. 

Each taskassignment consists of an actionplan with a respective objective for impravement Furthermore 
a specific department is assigned to each actionplan, which is held responsible for the successful 
execution of this actionplan. All the taskassignments together, including a global timeframe, form the 
socalied lntegral Production Renewal-strategy. 

The IPR-strategy, which has been drawn up for CAL consistsof the following 10 taskassignments: 
1. Marketing, with the objective to develop a marketingplan consldering all marketingmix-features, 

which should help to realize an increase insales of 30 to 80% annually. 
2. Quality, with the objective to develop a quality system, which optimizes quality costs and 

ensures that only correct products leave the factory. 
3. lnnovation, with the objective to establish an organizational and financlal self-reliant innovation 

department 
4. Logistics (stock-control), with the objectives tosmoothen the supplier linksges and reduce the 

stock holding pertod to 3 months In the coming year, without looslng on delivery reliability. 
5. Logistics (production), with the objectives to double capscity utilization accompanled by a rise 

In productivity, shortening of throughputtimes by decreasing production uncertainties and 
transfer of the customerorder disconnection point of the Iouvre production to after component 
production. 

6. Production management (technology), with the objective to develop a rnaintensnee concept, 
which maximizes the availability of machinery and optimizes rnaintensnee costs. 

7. lnformation, with the objective to develop an informationsystem, which supports the operational 
actlvities by taking care that the right lnforrnation wiJl be at the right place at the right time. 

8. Accountancy, with the objective to develop an accountancy system, which represents an 
accurate picture of the financlal performances and trends for each productgroup. 

9. Organization, with the objective to design a functional organization structure with less 
hierarchical levels and no dualistic leadership. 

10. Hu man resourcesfCommunication, with the objective to streamline all internal processas by 
a reorganizatlon of the rnanagementsystems In terms of delegation, centralization, formalization 
and controt 

The execution of the whole IPR-strategy wiJl take between 1 and 2 years. When those taskassignments 
are organized and executed property, this strategy should improve the competitiveness of CAL 
conslderably and safeguard the posltion of CAL In the market However, the execution of the IPR
strategy Is not an endsituatlon, but rnarks the beginning of a new organizatlon, whlch has to continually 
improve herself in order to survive In the everlasting game of dynamic competitive forces. 
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1. lntroduction. 

Casements Africa Ltd. (CAL) is a metal processing company located in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 
This company Is oparating in a very turbulent industrial environment with new competitors and 
customers arising swiftly, while the whole Tanzanian economy Is subject to extensive restructurings. 
These large changes In the competltive environment lmply all kinds of threats and opportunitles, 
which are affecting the successfulness of the operations of CAL lf CAL will not be able to come to 
decisive reactions to these competitive dynamics, the continuity of CAL will be in danger. 

In order to safeguard her continuity, CAL will have to take action to strengthen her organization. In 
other words, CAL will have to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of her operations. Those 
improvement actions, however, will have to be structured, in order to prevent suboptimalisation or 
the setting of wrong priorities, which will hinder the strengthening process. Therefore an effective 
structured strategy for improvement has to be developed, which, based on her own strengths and 
weaknesses, will make CAL better able to cope with the opportunities and threats in her competitive 
environment 

To arrive at such a strategy, CAL will be subjeeled lo a sercalled Inlegral Production Renewal (IPR)
analysis. In this analysis, the strenglhs and weaknesses of the whole organization will be idenlified, 
logether with the subsequent opportunities and threats. This StrengthjWeaknesses-Opportuni
tiesjThreats-analysis will be transformed in a renewal strategy, the so-called IPR-strategy. This IPR
strategy will consist of a number of actionplans, including a setting of priorities, which cover the 
improvement of the whole organization. These actionplans are detailed to the extend that they can 
easily be transformed in improvement projects, including the determination of objectives, responsible 
departments and timeframes. 

The execution of the complete IPR-strategy may take several years. However, if carried out right, 
CAL should have become a more effective and efficient organization, who Is much better able to 
cope with the competitive torces and safeguard her own future. 

The structure of this report will be as fellows. Chapter 2, will present a short description of the IPR
methodology. Chapter 3, 4 and 5 will give an extensive description of the analysis and her results. In 
chapter 6, finally, the conclusions from this analysis will be presented in the tormulation of the IPR
strategy for CAL 
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2. The what and why of the IPR-analysis. 

The IPR-analysis Is originally meant for cernpanles who want to improve their operational production 
processes. These improvements can be of a technical, organizational as wen as a managerial nature. 
Probably every company would like to do so, but the inevitable condition is, that a company must 
also be willing to invest, In order to realize these improvements. 

From a strategie perspective, through the execution of a number of analyses, ene has to become 
able to: 
a) recognize possibilities for impravement of the operaticnat processes, 
b) translate these possibilities in so-called taskassignments and 
c) to set priorities for these taskassignments. 
After getting these priorities straight ene can start to develop projectplans to realize the improve
ments in the operaticnat processes. 

The main steps in this methodology are the following: 

1. Formulation of the actual philosophy of the organization. 
2. Analysis of 5 entrepreneurlal areas: 

-ProductjMarketjEnvironment, 
-Production, 
-Management, 
-Human resources and organization and 
-Finance, 
which leads to an enumeration of the StrengthsjWeaknesses Opportunities Threats (SWOT). 

3. Fermuiatien of a conceptual strategy. 
4. Additienat lnvestigations and tormulation of a definitive strategy. 
5. Development of projectplans to realize the potentlal improvements. 

This methodology especially focuses on the conneetlens between the different entrepreneurlal areas. 
lt will therefore provide a clear insight in the possible improvements in the operaticnat processas of 
an organization and their priorities without the risk of suboptimalisation. 

Also this methodology should establish a better understanding amongst the co-werkers of each 
ethers problems. Furthermore it will lead to consistency about what the goals of the organization 
should be and what changes these imply. Altogather the Jntegral Production Renewal-analysis should 
lead to more effective changes which wiJl benefit the effectiveness and efficiency of the whole organi
zation. 

To achleve this, a lot of intermation about the company and her environment is needed. A great 
portion of this intermation has to be provided from within the organization itself. A condition for a 
successful analysis is the willingness of people werking in the company to cocparate and assist in 
obtaining this information. This could be seen as the first investment in the realization of potentlal 
improvements. 
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3. Formulation of the actual philosophy of Casements Africa Ltd. 

3.1. Jntroduction. 

The objective of the tormulation of the actual philosophy is to achleve a description of the characteristics 
and objectives of the organization together with the strategies the organization is using in her attempt 
to reach these objectives. Th is information is based on percaptions of management and may differ trom 
the actual real situation. The real situation will be described in analysis. 

Especially when the strategies are discussed, a lot of complexities and uncertainties are encountered. 
The management of the organization claims that Casements Africa Ud. does not apply, and does not 
want to apply, predetermined strategies and enhanced philosophies. The reasen for this is uncertainties 
in the economy of Tanzania, which force companies to be flexible and to continuously adapt their 
strategies to the ever changing incfustrial environment. Causes of thls unstable economy are numerous, 
but the most important are due to the actual restructuring of the economy uncfer supervision of the 
Worldbank and the IMF, the socalied Economie Recovery Programs. Because of thls, importtaxes are 
relieved and again applied in another form, exportsubsidies are withdrawn, the exchange rate of the 
Tanzanian Shilling Is left to the free market, parastatals (the largest organizatlons In the Tanzanian 
economy) are privatized, alleviatien of foreign exchange restrictions, 1 etc .. 

But besides these changes which directly fellow from the Economie Recovery Programs, the industrial 
environment also is affected by; 

Co-operation agreements with neighbouring countries which are renewed. 
Unreliable and very bureaueratic financlal institutions (although the first private bank has been 
established, a lot of problems remain). However it is hoped that this situation will soon improve. 
Auctuating inflation, exchange rates and interest rates. 
Still a very unclear market lt Is still difficult to find out what productscan be obtained where. 
Although this situation should be lmproving, the papers are still tilled with tender opportunities 
for the most basic products. 
And Jastly, foreign aid programs. Due to political changes In donorcountries, the foreign aid 
policies continuously change. Somatimes to the advantage of a specific industrial sector, 
somatimes to the disadvantage. 

Despite these uncertainties in the Tanzanian economy, it might be useful to assess the strategy which 
is applied at the moment. This actual philosophy at least provides a starting point on which further 
analysis can be reflected. This assessment of the actual philosophy is therefore, besides based on 
interviews with the management of the organizatlon also based on observations of how customerorders 
are dealt with and on interviews with customers. This has led to the following tormulation of the 
philosophy of Casements Africa Ud., from now on referred to as CAL 

3.2. The actual philosophy. 

CAL today produces a wide productrange of architectural products, packaging materlafs (styropor ancf 
strappings) and storage systems next to a range of tradeables. The rnain reasens for these diverse 
productlines Is the desire to divide risks together with the fact that installed productlon-systems are not 
left idle. The tradesbles are oftered lnitially as an addition to the produced goeds In order to serve a 
customer as complete as possible. However it happens often that tradeables are sold lndependently. 

Referring to the Porter-model of competitlve strategies2
, the strategy which CAL applies could be best 

described as a combination of a focus- and differentlation strategy. Competitive advantage is obtained 
through the offering of a distinguished product in comparison with competitors, but the aspect on which 
differentlation Is obtained depends on the specific customer as well as the product itself. 

1see [26], p. 30-31 and [28]. 

2 see [17], chapter 2, p. 35-46. 
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E.g. with respect to the packing materlals, differentlation might be obtained by offering taster delivery 
times. 
With respect to starage systems, differentlation might be obtained through higher reliability ancl 
customerspeclfity of the product. 

The backbone of CAL are supposed to be the architectural products. These products, steel 
doorsjwinclows, Iouvre-windows ancl aluminium doorsfwinclows, will therefore be the main subject in 
this IPR-analysis. 
With respect to the architectural products, CAL tries to be as customerspecific as possible. This is 
achieved by making an assessment of what the customer especially is interestad in. Then it is tried to 
meet this specific customer requirement as close as possible. Is the customer in urgent need of the 
product? Then short delivery-times are offered. Does the customer want high quality? Then this will be 
offered. Although it may not always be certain whether In practice these requirements can be met. 

The philosophy can therefore be summarized as •never say no toa customer-. Convince the customer 
to buy first and deal with production problems later. Focus of management therefore is more on 
marketing aspects and account management than on organizational and technica! issues like delivery
times and quality. 

This strategy can last only temporary, because it is solely based on shortterm results. lt is however also 
not the apinion of the management that this is a prosperous longterm strategy. The purpose of this 
strategy however, was to survive and it seems to serve the purpose. CAL was close to bankruptcy and 
was in desperate need of liquidity. Therefore an ultra short-term strategy has been applied to get out of 
a financially very vulnerable position, with a very negative working capital. Nowadays the working capital 
is still negative but approaching zero. 

By now, the management is preparing a mlddie term strategy (1 year) especially for the architectural 
products, whlch could be described as a focus-strategy. Focus will be placed on the construction
industry of hotels, restaurants and other more touristical buildings. CAL wants to provide especially those 
buildings with a productrange as complete as possible. Next to produced items (door- ancl 
windowframes) also tradesbles (false ceilings, sunbreakers, wall claddings etc.) wiJl be offered. This 
should have a limiting effect on the overheadcasts of the customer and simplify communications, 
because the customer will have to deal with only one supplier. Thls forms the competitive advantage in 
which CAL has put her faith. 
Next to this the production of packing and starage products, very simpte products if you have the right 
production installations, will continue to be used merely as extra money-generator to divide risks. 

The quantified objective (not format) of CAL is to achleve an annual salesturnover of over 1.000.000.000 
Tanzanian Shillings3

, with a profitability of 20 to 25 % in 1995. An exact timeframe has not been given. 
This however means an annual growthrate of total sales of over 83% if this is to be reached in the 
coming 3 years (turnover in 1993 will be around 300 million). This should be achieved by using more 
or less the same amount of people, but by achieving a higher productivity and imprave the capacity
utilization from the now estimated 25 % to at least 50 %, tagether with the selling of much more 
tradeables. 

3soo Tanzanian Shillings (Tshs.) 7 1 USS, 01/01/1994. 
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4. Analysis of the 5 entrepreneurlal areas. 

The objective of these analysis is to come to a description of the actual situation and to assess the 
strengths and weaknesses of the organization in the 5 analysis-areas; 

ProductjMarketjEnvironment. 
Production. 
Management. 
Human resources and organization. 
Finance. 

4.1. ProductjMarketjEnvironment-analysis. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, CAL produces door- and windowframes, packing materials 
(strapping and styropor (also applicable for insuiatien purposes) products) and storage systems. In the 
IPR-analysis, which is used to recognize possibilities for improvements In the operational production 
processes, the attention will be funy focused on the by CAL produced architectural Products, because 
of the central position those products wiJl play In the future of CAL and the limited time available for the 
IPR-analysis. 

4.1.1. Products. 
The door- and windowframe production can be distinguished in 3 sections: 
1. steel doors and windows, 
2. steel and aluminium Iouvre windows and 
3. aluminium doors and windows. 

Wlth respect tothesteel doorsjwindows and the louvres, the traditional products, one could say that 
CAL simply produces the physical products. Customers collect the goods trom the factory and perferm 
the installation, In the large majority of the cases, themselves. The responsibility of CAL ends at the gate 
of the factory. The only additional service CAL provides is technica! advlee on instanation and 
applicability of the products. Sometimes these •do it yourself' activities go wrong, because especially 
the instanation of steel doors and windows requires some craftsmanship. In those cases clients will 
complain about the products and although it was not part of the deal, CAL normally tries to save the job 
by assisting with or by repairing the instanation. 

Wlth respect to the aluminium doorsjwindows, CAL provides a broader service. The installation of these, 
higher value, products requires good craftsmanship and therefore CAL has her own Instanation crew who 
win deliver and instan the products on the construction site. The responsibility of CAL in these cases will 
of course go much further and is meant not to stop befere instanation is completed to the satisfaction 
of the customer. 

4.1.2. MarketjEnvironment. 
To obtain a qualitative description of the market and environment, the •structural analysis of industry-
model of PorterA is used. This model distinguishes 5 competitive forces; 

intensity of rivalry, between the actual competitors. 
barriers to entry, tor potentlal competitors. 
substitution pressures trom potentlal substitutes. 
supplier bargaining power of the suppliers. 
buyer bargaining power of the customers. 

Data about those torces is obtained through open interviews with government officials, customers and 
casements-employees and through the use of internat and external obtained reports. 

4see [17], chapter 1, p.3-26. 
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As mentioneet In the research-proposal a sixth environmental force will have to be assessed. The 
government as described In the model of Austin5

• 

Distinction should be made between the different products with respect to barriers to entry and 
intensity of rlvalry. The other 3 torces have more or less the same effect on each of the 3 
productgroups. The assessment of those forces has led to the following conclusions; 

4.1.2.1. Barriers to entry. 
Steel doors and windows. 
Barriers to entry are extremely low. Low lnvestments necessary, no governmental proteetion and small 
scale production Is quite suitable for this kind of products. The fact that barriers of entry are low is 
backed by the establishment of numerous smalt scale (informal) manufacturing enterprises of steel 
products. 

Louvres. 
Here the barriers of entry are relatlvely high, because the necessary investments are higher and require 
a larger scale of production. Furthermore the market is saturated and a lot of criticlsm exists about the 
quality of these windows In genera!. So the future of new entrants will be a tough one, except if they are 
able to make a very strong durable Iouvre against a competitlve price. 

Aluminium doors and windows. 
Barriers of entry are moderate. Necessary investments are lower than In the case of louvres, but higher 
than steel. The future however of aluminium doors and windows looks much brighter, especially in the 
utility building sector. The one and only real eenstraint here is the number of skilied personnel. 
Nowadays quickly new entrants emerge, mostly with the help of foreign skilied personnet 

4.1.2.2. lntensity of rivalry. 
Steel doors and windows. 
lntensity of rlvalry Is strong. Especially the competition with smalt scale informal sector producers is 
fierce, because those companies do not pay taxes and obtain raw materials on the black market again 
without taxes paid. Competition Is mostly based on price to obtain marketshare, however CAL is able 
to selt mostly because of the trustworthiness in terms of solvency and continuity of their services. This 
is of course an lnteresting competitlve advantage. But if the ditterenee in price becomes too large, more 
and more customers will cease to buy from CAL 

Louvres. 
In the past rlvalry was very weak, because of the unavailability of raw materials. But today this constraint 
Is less severe. This together with the tact that the market is also accesslble for foreign louvres, has led 
to very tieree competitlon. The ratio prlcefquality Is the central issue In competition. And especially 
louvres from Kenya seem to be stronger and cheaper, which has led to the accusstion that Kenyan 
enterprises are dumping louvres on the Tanzanian market 

Aluminium doors and windows. 
These products do not have a large hlstoryIn Tanzania yet. They are still in the Introduetion phase. The 
potentlal proflts look good and the number of competitors Is rising. At the moment of writing there are 
2 serlous competitors, Dar Es Salaam Glassworks and Sanitary Appliances. And especially the former 
one seems to be ahead of the others. The lnteresting point however Is that CAL and DSM-glassworks 
seem to be fighting with the same weapons (manufactured goods next to tradeables), are hiring each 
others people, apply for the same projects and have more or less the same promotional actlvities 
(advertising In same magazines, billboards along the road). Although there are not yet many competitors 
the competition seems al ready quite Intense and growing, because although the potential market seems 
large, the actual market Is still smalt. 

5see [1], chapter 5; p. 109-111. 
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4. 1.2.3. Substitution pressures. 
The pressure CAL Is experienclng from substitutes Is only the pressure of the wood en windows, because 
the rest is covered by thelr own products. The pressure of wood Is at the moment still streng, because 
it Is the traditional material for framingworks and still favoured by many architacts (who are the ones who 
deelde on the material used for framing, lncludlng advlee on the manufacturer). 
Furthermore timber Is lndigenous available and therefore promoted by the government', despita the 
scarcity and environmental policies. The pressure however Is declinlng because of the scarclty of timber 
and the consequentlal rislog of the prices. 

4.1.2.4. Bargaining power of buyers. 
The bargalnlng power of buyers Is moderate. Because on one factor their power seems to be large Qow 
differentlation and hardly any switching costs) and on the ether factor thelr power seems to be smal! 
(buyers are not concentraled and are not very welllnformed about their different alternatives). Thls does 
not apply to the aluminium doorsjwindows, because these orders are relatively large, but here the 
number of alternative suppliers Is still low, whlch Is however changing. 

The bargaining power of buyers Is therefore likely to grow in coming years. Also because the costs of 
window and doorframesforma considerable portion (up to over 25 %7

) of the total construction costs, 
depending of course on the design. 
Although buyers are not concentrated, there are some (potential) buyers, who, because of the volume 
of their (potential) purchases, deserve some special attention trom the sales department Examples are 
the bigger contractors Qike NOREMCO), architacts (who have a great influence on the choice of the 
supplier of the building materials) and the government, who is a large eenstructor herself. 

4.1.2.5. Bargalning power of suppliers. 
The suppliers of the most cruelal Inputs, raw materials and Iabour, are handled. The lnfluence of 
suppliers of machines and energy will be neglected. The fermer because of the absence of this power, 
no machines have been purchased slnce 1980. The latter because of the unability of CAL to lnfluence 
this power In any way. The existing problems with energy supply are acknowledged but will be handled 
later. 

Suppliers of raw materlals. 
The bargaining power of the steel and aluminium supplier in Tanzania, the parastatal ALAF, is declinlng. 
Their power was Immense because it was the only supplier in Tanzania and no foreign exchange was 
avallable to make purchases abroad. Nowadays forelgn exchange is avallable and ALAF now faces 
competition from abroad. Forelgn suppliers are able to daliver much better quality whlch leads to much 
lower wastage flgures and therefore lower production costs, which compensate transportation costs. The 
only large problem with foreign productsIs that they have to be cleared by customs, which is a time
and moneyconsuming process. 
But although there are some alternative suppliers nowadays, so their individual power might be 
declining, in total it will remain considerable because of the tact that CAL is only a small customer while 
the Input is very Important for CAL 

Suppllers of Iabour. 
The power of personnel, the suppliers of Iabour, Is considerable. They are well organized and every 
werker Is autornatically membar of the OTTU (Organization of Tanzanian Trade Unions) which is a 
powertul organlzatlon. Furthermore the power of skilied persennel could be large, because the scarcity 
of skilied Iabour Is severe. However they do not seem to exert that power very much. 

6see [30], chapter 7, p. 16- 17. 

7Figure based on tenders, e.g. costs of doors end windows in a new building for Tanesco were 
estimated at Tshs. 7 million, while total project costs were estimated at Tshs. 25 million. 
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4.1.2.6. The government force. 
The governmental force can be assessed through the use of the public-policy-impact-chain8

• In Tanzania 
the national goals & strategies are formulated in the Rolling Plan & Forward budget tor Tanzania, 1993-
1996. These goals and strategies are further elaborated upon In different secteral policies. For the 
construction sector, including the building materials sector, the national construction industry 
development strategy has been developed. In this secteral policy the government cernmits herself to 
support the lndigenous construction industry by, among others9

: 

1. the preparatien and implementation of an R&D programme to identify appropriate methods and 
technologies for the construction sector. 

2. stimulating architacts to use local building materials in construction designs. 
3. Allocating suftielent funds, local and foreign currency, to safeguard the provision necessary 

Imperts (materials as wel as equipment). 
4. Organizing adequate training programmes to make up human resource deficiencies and 

shortfalls. 
5. Smoothening the arrangement of requiredinfrastructural resources, like water, electricity, 

telecommunication and roads. 
6. Determining local quality standards and procedures. 

The instruments which can be used to realize these objectives can be distinguished in legal, 
administrative and direct market operations10

• lf these governmental intantions are projeeteel on the 
industrial environment in which CAL is placed, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

A company like CAL, which is part of the non-indigenous building materials sector faces a more or less 
paradoxical governmental attitude. On one hand the governmental is stimulating the use of indigenous 
building materials, through education, the establishment of informationsystems, research and financlal 
support. But on the ether hand the government is both a large consumer of aluminium and steel building 
materials and the largest supplier, through ALAF, of aluminium and steel raw materials. So whenever 
ALAF is promoted, the secteral policy seems to be undermined. The attention of this policy however will 
probably focus on these building materials for which reasonable local substitutes can be found. For 
doors and windows only tlmber is a local available substitute. But the use of this substitute is 
discouraged by lts scarcity and therefore rising prices and the existence of environmental policies. 

The influence of the secteral pollcies wiJl therefore not have a large effect on the activities of CAL CAL 
wiJl probably be more confronted with the direct market eperatlens of the government as a very large 
and powertul player In the market, as buyer and supplier, than as a policy-maker. So relations with the 
government should be managed properly, In order not to miss a big customer and to be assured of still 
scarce raw rnaterials. 

Bestdes through these socalied direct market operations, CAL will also be affected by non-secteral legal 
and administrative actlens of the government. Most important in the legal sphere are the tax regulations, 
which can heavily influence the financlal results (salestax 30% and profittax is even 50%). In the legal 
sphere especially Iabour laws will have their impact, like the voluntary agreements and regulations for 
hiring of expatriots. 
In the administrative sphere the import procedures, credit regulations, tax colleetien procedures (a 
certain amount of tax has to be incorporated in the prices) etc., wiJl have a notifiable effect. A 
complicating factor is that often when government officials In a procedural way are lnvolved in the 
eperatlens of a private company the problem of corruption arises. This makes dealing with the 
government often a very time- and moneyconsumlng effort. lt seems that everybody, who is doing 
business in Tanzania simply has to learn to live and deal with it, because lt does notseem that this 
problem wiJl be solveel on short notice. 

8see l[1J, chapter 4; p.76-77. 

9tor more details about the construction sector development policy see [30]. 

10see [1], chapter 4. 
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In general those non-secteral actions of the government will, like in all countries although the extend 
might differ, hinder the actlvities of private companies. However every local competitor has to deal with 
the same regulations and will suffer the same hindrance. Therefore there is no real harm in these 
governmental actions as long as those actions are taken with good intantions (like improving 
infrastructure) and those intantions also become reality. lt must be said that facilities oftered by the 
government with respect to communication, infrastructure, R&D institutes and education have improved 
a lot the last few years, but could and should lmprove further. 

4.1.3. Quantitative product-analysis. 
Next to this qualitative description a more quantitative description of the position in the market of the 
respective productgroups should be obtained. The following characteristics 11 will be used to come to 
thls description; turnover Oan. to sept. 1993), profltability, salestrends {1987 till1993), an estimation of 
the actual market share and the product perspectives. 

Steel doorsjwindows. 
Turnover On '000' Tshs.): actual: 32259 budget: 30238. 
Profitability: 
Sales trend: 

Market share: 
Perspective: 

Louvres. 

unknown. 
annual growth (87-93) = 35.7% (neglecting inflation). 

= 8.6% (annual intlation 25%). 
When comblning tormal & informal sector, it is estimated below 5%. 
Declining market, but not disappearing for cost and security reasons. lt will be 
very difficult to keep up competition with low-cost intermal sector.The good 
name CAL has built with this product should be explored in new products. 

Turnover (in '000' Tshs.): actual: 18881 budget: 25259. 
Profitability: 
Sales trend: 

Market share: 
Perspective: 

unknown. 
annual growth (87-93) = 7.6% (neglecting inflation). 

= -14.0% (annual intlation 25%). 
Formerly around 60%, nowadays estimated at 20% or even less. 
Declining market share and sales trend, due to more competitors (trom abroad) 
in a decllning market Very tieree price-competition and low margins. Also 
quality not as good as foreign competitors. Without improving quality against 
low price, the prospects will not be good. 

Aluminium doorsjwindows. 
Turnover in ('000' Tshs.): actual: 1740 

unknown. 
budget: 21740. 

Profltability: 
Sales trend: 
Market share: 
Perspective: 

Total products. 

not yet applicable, but rising very fast. 
± 10 % of dornestic market and should be rising. 
Bocming market, high profits and good prospects to develop. But you must be 
in the market In time with competitive performances In quality, delivery reliability 
and prices. 

Turnover in ('000' Tshs.): actual: 195405 budget: 230443. 
Profitability: 
Perspective: 

actual: 18845 (9.6%) budget: 24603 (10.7%). 
Expectations tor local building materials industry are very positive. A lot of 
construction actlvities are expected in Dar Es Salaam region due to 
urbanlzation, continuing popuiatien growth and acceleration of development 
programs 12

• 

11 information from the half-year report of first half of 1993 and monthly management reports of 
septeniler and noveniler 1993. 

12see [12], chapter 2, p. 8- 12. 
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Detailed figures about total sales trends and per productgroup are represented in the financlal analysis 
(Chapter 4.5, table 3). 
The future expectations and market position of the different productgroups are represented in tigure 1. 

4.1.4. The marketing-mix. 
The final part of this analysls deals with the 
marketingmix. Here the performances of CAL in 
the different aspects will be compared with the 
demands of the customers13

• 

Wlth respect to the productfeatures, CAL tries to 
be as customerspecific as possible even though 
the steel doorsfwindows and the louvres are 
more or less standardized products. lf the 
customer wants sarnething else, it is possible but 
more expensive and therefore the customer will 
often agree with a standard product. Only the 
aluminium doors/windows are designed 
completely customerspecific. The quality of all 
these product is their most important feature and 
deserves a lot of attention. Especially the 
aluminium doors/windows, because CAL is still in 
the introductionphase, so there is still a lot left to 
learn. 
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The actual quality performance of CAL is Figure 1 : Portfolio chart. 
regarded as not more than moderate. All 
customers claim to find quality the most 
important, but not most satisfying feature of their purchases from CAL Especially the quality of 
aluminium windowsfdoors is regarded as imperative, because those are normally used in high-cost 
building for their durability, low maintenance requirements and good looks. 

The prices of the products are initially composed out of material costs + manufacturing costs + 
·overhead costs + profit This price is then somatimes adjusted to the marketsituation (e.g. only supplier 
of styropor therefore the price is increased). 
The pricesetting of the products is normally regarded as quite reasonable. lf we compare the price of 
louvres, it appears that alllouvres are in the same pricerange. With doors/ windows this comparison is 
more difficult, but it has already happened that CAL lost orders, because of too expensive quotations. 
Besides that payment terms of CAL are regarded as very (too) strict. Norrnally 50% in advance and the 
rest withln 30 days after delivery. This strict terms are a consequence of the high intlation rates 
combined with the liquidity problems of CAL 
There is no price-control from the government. 

Promotion Is focused on letting people know what products CAL can deliver. For this purpose mainly 
newspapers and billboards are used. Only one of the salesman is also carrying out some sort of 
representative function, whereby he informs potentlal customers more detailed about CAL-products. Thls 
more personal approach is perceived more effective and sensible by customers. They appreciate when 
from time to time (not too often) they are brought up to date with the services of CAL and also use these 
contacts to be able to assess the credibility of a supplier. 

Distributlon (defined here as the place and time, the goods are made available) is not very much 
developed. Normally customers collect their own orders from the factory. Only aluminium 
doorsfwindows are distributed to and installed on site. Delivery times seem to be regarded by CAL
persennel as not so Important. The delivery time is somatimes used as a marketing tooi to seduce a 

13informatfon obtainecl through interviews of sales persomel, different types of customers and the 
use of a questfomaire (see enelosure 8). 
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customer to buy trom CAL even though CAL knows that they wiJl not be able to finish the order in time. 
The fact that customers have to coneet goods from the factory Is not strange in Tanzania and customers 
do not mlnd about that. However they do mind very much that the delivery reliability of CAL is very low. 
This seems to be the largast frustration of customers with respect to the performances of CAL 
Especially because they are obliged to fellow strict payment terms and even when they pay up to 50% 
in advance they do not recelve there goods in time. 

The opinion of customers with respect to the importance of the respective marketing features and the 
performances of CAL on those features have been summarized in tigure 2. The importance to the 
customer is indicated with ·o· on a scale with 5 steps ranging from not important to very important. The 
performance of CAL as expressed by the customer is indicated with ·x· on the same scale ranging trom 
bad to good. 

Figure 2: Analysis competitlve factors. 

Marketing Bad/Not Goodjvery 
feature important important 

I 

Price x 0 
Payment terros x 0 

Product 0 
quality x 

delivery x 0 
reliabil. 

distribution 0 x 

serv./advice xo 

0 = importance to customer. 
x = performance of CAL. 

4.1.5. StrengthsfWeaknesses P /M/E-analysls. 
At the end of every analysis phase an enumeration of strengths and weaknesses, socalied items, will be 
presented. Behind these Items an abbreviation will be glven, which applies to the department{s) 
responsible for these Items. This is to identify the strength and weaknesses of functional areas in the 
next phase of the research, the tormulation of a conceptual strategy {see chapter 3). In this chapter the 
explanation of the abbreviations will be given. 

Strengths 
*wide productrange which covers a large part of 
the market {GM). 
*different productgroups to dlvide risks {GM). 
*longtime experience, which is lncorporated in 
image. 
*well known trustworthy name. 
*good product knowledge w.r.t steel 
doorsjwindows and louvres {S). 
*not dependent of only very few customers {S). 
*customer loyalty w.r.t. steel doorsjwindows and 
louvres {S). 
*reasonable pricing {GM&S). 
*financial responsible payment terms {GM&AC). 

Weaknesses 
*continuous threat of new entrants. 
*coststructure, too much overhead {steel 
doorsjwindows) (GM). 
*limited productdevelopment, so stuck with 2 
products without growth perspectives (GM&E). 
*pricejquality ratiolouvresIs moderate (P). 
*introduction of aluminium sectien has taken too 
much time {GM&E). 
*government is not one of the large customers 
{S). 
*large dependenee of ALAF {PU). 
*no efficient links wlth forelgn suppliers {PU). 
*declining market share louvres {S&P). 
*payment terms too strict for customers 
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4.2. Production-analysis. 

4.2.1. The primary production system. 

(GM&AC). 
*tow detivery reliabitity (P&S). 
*tow quatity performance and consciousness (P). 
*too few efforts in persenat product promotion 
(S). 

During this analysis an effort wiJl be made to get insight in the productionsystem of CAL. Hereford 
lnformation wiJl be gathered with respect to: 
1. -the existence and scale of different productgroups; 
2. -production characteristics (comptexity, uncertainty and dynamics, flexibility); 
3. -the structure of production (productionflow, extend of standardization and modularity, the point 

where customerorders are disconnected trom production); 
4. -the physicallay-out (efficiency); 
5. -processdata (processtimes, throughputtime, capacity-utilization, productivityfigures and trends, 

wastefigures). 

Ad. 1 Existence and scale of productgroups. 
To assess the relativa importance of the different productgroups under investigatlon, steel 
doorsjwindows, louvres and aluminium doorsjwindows, 2 di menslons wiJl be used; 1) contribution of 
the productgroup tototal turnover and 2) number of production personnelinvolved. 

Table 1 :The contribution to the turnover of the first 11 months of 1993 per productgroup.14 

Salesvalue % contribution Qncl. % contribution (excl. Budgetted contribut 
('OOO'Tshs.) resaleables) resaleables) Qncl. resaleables). 

Steel 40284 14.8 22.8 13.1 
doorsfwindows 

Louvres 24757 9.1 14.0 8.3 

Aluminium 1762 0.6 1.0 6.0 
doorsfwindows 

Table 2:The number of employees per productgroup on 15/12/93. 

Number % of total workforce % of direct Iabour 

Steel doorsfwindows 11 14 35 

Louvres 11 14 35 

Aluminium 6 8 17 
doorsfwindows 

One must be carefut to draw conctuslons from these figures, because of the fact that personnet Is often 
lnterchanged between the different sections. However the devetopment of the aluminium sectien is 
definitety not progressing as swiftly as planned. 

Ad. 2 Production characteristlcs. 
Three general aspects which give a good qualitative sketch of the characteristics of production are 
complexity, uncertainty and dynamics and flexibility of resources 111

• 

14figures taken from flash report of november 1993 in which only finished projects are accounted. 

15see [5], chapter 1, p. 15-23. 
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The complexity of the production of CAL is determined by: 
variety in products. 3 different productgroups with a wide variety of types. 
variety of customers. Quite wide, customers can be architects, contractors, wholesalers, 
retailers, governmental clients and •do-it-yourself individual oreerparate customers. Besides 
the type also the scale of customers differs a lot. For instanee a sample of louvre-orders showed 
that the average orderscala for louvres is 70 pairs, but the standard deviation of the scale of the 
orders Is 66 (assumed normally distributed). 
variety In processes. Nat so wlde with respect to type of process (sawing, welding etc.). 
However the varlety In dies is large. 
variety in routing is neglectable and the number of processas per routing is also more ar Jess 
stable. 
variety In resources. Lew with respect to louvres, because most of the components are made 
out of metal sheets with nat more than 5 variaties, and very wide with respect to steel and 
aluminium doorsfwindows because the different types of sections are numerous. 

Uncertainty and dynamics. Uncertainty is determined by the unexpectancy of changes and dynamics 
is determined by the scale of the changes. Difference should be made between the demandside and the 
resourceside of production. 

The uncertainty and dynamics on the demandside are quite large, because this has to do with the 
predictability of orders, which is, due to the informational infrastructure and the macro-economie 
uncertainties (see chapter 1) in Tanzania, nat very high. 

Uncertainty and dynamics on the resourcesside are determined by: 
reliability of machines, which is nat high because of the fact that no serieus maintenance system 
is applied, only corrective maintenance ( repair after breakdown) no preventive actions. The fact 
that the machinery is very old (1960s and 70s) also decreasas the reliability. 
fluctuations in processtimes, which is quite high16

• Fluctuations in daily productionreport are 
considerable and the results of a small timestudy also showed considerable fluctuations. 
absenteeism. From the productionmanagement a lot of complaints are heard about a lot of 
people being absent so aften. Only the records show an annual absenteelsm of ± 5% only. 
the degree of technological control is weak. Waste figures are high and fluctuating, however 
because of the relativa simplicity of the products and the nat toa critical attitude of customers, 
which might be typical for Tanzania, this weakness is nat toa apparent. 
the reliability of delivery times of raw materlafs and components. This aspect is ene of the 
largest problems in the productionplanning, because no reliability at all as far as delivery times 
are concerned. The same goes for the quality of the matenals and components, although this 
problem seems less severe than the delivery time. 

Aexibility of resources is represented In: 
flexibility of persenneL Personnet is willing to be shifted from ene sectien to another tor 
temporary urgent jobs. However most of them will have to tultil unskilled functions outside their 
own section. Only very few are multi-skilled, what is more a result of these people's own 
initiative than of deliberate training programs. 
flexibllity of machlnery. The Iouvre section, steel doorsfwindows sectien and the aluminium 
sectien are all equipped with multipurpose machines (presses, different types of welding 
machines, sawing & cutting machines). lf the technical state of the machines is disregarded, 
then also ether products with more ar Jess the same quality standards could be manufactured 
In these sections (battle openers, metal furniture etc.). The only necessary adaptation might be 
the design of approprlate dies and the change of cuttingtools. 
commonality of components and subassemblies, whlch does only apply withln a productgroup. 
Components can hardly be exchanged between the productgroups. 
leadtimes of materials and components. These are very unpredlctable and therefore cannot be 

16As an exa~le: from time study in the hoopplant it appearecl, that normally a roll could be notchecl 
in 10 minutes while sametimes it took more than half an hour. 
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usecl to cover ether uncertainties. 
avaDable evereapacity is quite extensive. To make use of this however requires some drastic 
organizatlonal changes with respect to balancing of persennel and equipment, motivation and 
productivity and the technica! state of equipment. 
adaptability of capacity. Only through the use of overtime capacity can be increasecl on 
immecliate terms. At the moment the discussion is going on whether a financial incentivesystem 
might be helptul to increase productivity and through that capacity. lt is difficult to subcontract 
jobs and the use of casual Iabour is only applicable tor simple jobs, like cleaning, not normal 
production Iabour. 
stocks, are only to a limitecl extend available, because the liquldity postition of CAL Is still very 
weak. A lot use has to be made trom overdrafts al ready which leads to large financlal expenses. 
In order to hold more stock more money would have be loanecl, which would cause the financlal 
expenses to rise even further. However the financlal situation Is improving. 

Aexibility on lts own is useless. lt should be usecl sensible, that is to cover uncertainties. So when 
judging flexibDity also the uncertainty should be taken into account and the ether way around. 

When flexibDity and uncertainty are judgecl together, it is obvious that the uncertainty CAL has to deal 
with is large. Reliability of machines and delivery times are low. Ouality is fluctuating and availability of 
persennel Is said to be an uncertain factor. lf the flexibility of CAL is looked into, it becomes clear that 
this one is also not large. Persennel Is only limitecl flexible, capacity-flexibility is limited and stocks 
cannot be affordecl. Without going into very scientific details, it seems safe to say that within CAL the 
uncertainty is not coverecl by the flexibility. So work has to be done on either side to create a more 
effective balance between these two characteristics of the organization. Th is might be one of the causes 
of the low delivery reliability. 

Ad. 3. The structure of productlon. 
The basis for this analysis will be the production flowcharts (see enelosure 2) of the 3 productgroups; 
steel doorsfwindows, Jouvres and aluminium doorsfwindows. These flowcharts present the physical flow 
of materials by showlng the most important productionsteps, stockpoints and the interfaces between the 
different parts of the organization. 

The extend of standardization differs per productgroup. 
Steel doorsfwindows are standardizecl in a way that an extensive catalogue has been developecl in 
which all standard doors and wincfows are representecl. A customer therefore can choose the standard
type of window or doors which best serves his purposes. lt is also possible to get a completely 
customerspecific product, which is different from the ones in the catalogue. But first saleswiJl try to 
persuade the customer to change his demands to a standard-type. lf the customer sticks to his original 
demands, than the demandecl product wiJl be manufacturecl against higher prices and with a, known to 
the customer, higher risk of productionfailures!? 

Louvres are standardizecl and a customer can choose the number of blades (from 2 to 12) and the 
material (steel or aluminium). This productrange is said to cover for a large part the normal demanded 
dimensions. 

Aluminium doorsfwindows are customerspecific. According to the demands of the customer, the product 
wiJl be designecl. CAL ltself chooses the most appropriate profiles (sections) and wiJl manufacture and 
instaU it the way the customer likes it. 

The point where customerorders are disconnectecl trom production differs also per productgroup. 
In the steel doorsfwindows sectien this point lies between lncoming stock and production. Basecl on 
salesprecliction ancf experience raw material Is purchasecl for the coming month(s). And only after the 
actual order of the elient has arrivecl, the production process Is startecl. 
The same goes for aluminium doorsfwlndows. 
Hereby attention should be pald to the earlier mentionecl uncertainty of demand and the absence of 
accurate records of demandecl products to distinguish slow- and fastmovlng items. 
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In the Iouvre sectien this point lies after production. Sales predictions, traditional stocks and actual 
orders farm the base for productionorders in a particular month. This should lead to the situation that 
customers can be provided lnstantly with the demanded louvres. 

Ad. 4 The physical lay-out of production. 
The lay-out of the production is according to productgroups. Every productionsection has lts own 
specific machines, which are more or less placed tagether (see enelosure 3). The only exception Is in 
the aluminium windowsjdoors section, where the cutting machines are located far away from the 
assemblytables. Plans already exist to re-arrange this situation. Besides that the absence of a proper 
starage areas for especially finished productsof the aluminium and steel doorsjwindows sections should 
be considered. 
To come to a more detailed judgement of the lay-out a thorough lay-out study will have to be 
conducted. Through the use of the Systematic lay-out Planning methodology insight can be obtained 
about materialflows and relations between the different activities, on which a proper judgement can be 
based. The revenues of such a time-consuming lay-out study do nat seem very lmpressive. Therefore 
it was decided to leave this for the moment. 

Ad.5 Processdata (see also enelosure 4). 
Timestudies have been done to assess an average for the processtimes. These data however are nat 
used in productionplanning or -registration because of the fact that the number of productionorders is 
toa lew to make it worth the effort. 

Set-up times have nat been studied. These times are mainly determined by the change-time of dies. 
The most complicated die-change activity takes nat more than 30 minutes. lt is estimated that a die
setter can set 5 to 6 machines per hour. Furthermore a policy of production management is nat to 
disturb productionbatches using a particular die. lf possible production management also tries to 
minimize the changing of the dies by combining orders and enlarging the series for which the same dies 
are used. This however is only seldom possible. 

Throughputtime as being the sum of processtimes, set-up times and waitingtimes from start till the end 
of production has nat been studied. This would be a very timeconsuming effort, because heavily 
influenced by quite large fluctuations in waitingtime and operator efficiency. E.g. throughputtimes of 2 
weeks are normally accepted for steel doorsjwindows, while the productionprocess does nat have to 
take langer than 2 to 3 days. 

Based on the standard processtimes and estimates about setup times total capacity is estimated. 
The Iouvre sectien should be able, under optima! technica! state of the equipment, to produce 20,000 
blades per month. Now due to problems with the pressbrake and the guillotine-cutter production 
capacity lies around 12,000 blades per month. 
The steel windowsjdoors sectien should be able to process 10 tonsof steel per month. Actual capacity 
because of technica! problems Is estimated around 3 tons per month. 
The aluminium windowsjdoors sectien is still in the introduction-phase, so nat much can be said yet 
about the available capacity, because this depends on the number and skilledness of workers ( = 
bottleneck in capacity, nat the machines). 
lf the available capacity and the actual production Is known, the capacity utilization can be assessed 
Oanuary till sept. 1993). 
Louvres: 33 % (55 % taking lnto account technica! problems). 
Steel djw: 21 % (70 % ). 

Production targets have been set based on timestudies In the past. These however are nat being used 
or updated, because of the same reasans processtimes are nat being used In the productloncontrol. 

Productivity here will be distingulshed in productivity of materlals and Iabour. Therefore productivity Is 
defined as the production per unit of Input over a certaln perled (1 year). 
labourproductivity can nat be determined per productgroup, because of the lnterchanging of persennel 
between the groups. The productivity for CAL as a whole will be calculated as turnover per employee. 
Because of the productdiversity lt Is lmpossible to quantlfy production In units of product. This figure will 
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also be adjusted for intlation 
(22.5%). See figure 3a and enelosure 5. 

Productivity 
(trend) of 
materials is 
calculated as 
turnover fexpendit 
ures on raw 
materials, see 
figure 3b and 
enelosure 5. Also 
an estirnate has 
been made of the 
material 
productivity of 
louvres and steel 
doorsfwindows. 
These figures can 
be found In 
enelosure 5. 

Also the cast of 
sales per 
employee (figure 
3a) and per 
shilling raw 
material (figure 
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Table 3: Wastefigures Louvres and steel/doars windows sectlon. 

Productgroup Total weight samples Total waste %waste 
(kgs.) samples (kgs.) 

Louvres 16111 2392.5 14.8 

Steelfdoors window section 11529 1298 11.3 

ne waste ercenta es are considered high and ditter ve mucn trom com onent to c p g ry p omponent. 
However when 10 to 15% of the raw materialsIs wasted, although some of it may be re-utilized, the 
potentlal saving on raw materials Is considerable. 

Besides the primary production process the following actlvities have been analyzed: 
Purchasing and distribution, 
Qualitycontrol, 
Engineering, 
Administrative orderprocessing and 
Technology. 

4.2.2. Purchasing and distribution. 
There are a few important suppliers, ALAF (steel and aluminium sheets for louvres and coils for 
strapping), Booth Manufacturing (aluminium profiles) from Kenya and Metochem Exports (steel profiles) 
from India, which account for the large majority of the purchases (80 %) 17

• Besides those 3 large 
suppliers, only small components remain, like balts and nuts, which are bought locally and account for 
the remaining 20 % of the material purchasing casts. 

The total material casts account for 40 % of the total casts, while other materialistic purchases like fuel, 
oil and lubricants, light, power and water, stationery and printing, books and periadieals account for 4.8 
% of the total casts. 

Al ready in the P /M/E-analysis elaboration has been made on the CAL-supplier relations and the fact that 
the suppliers of raw materials have quite a powertul position. This fact is supported by the large amount 
those purchases contribute to the total casts of CAL 

The distribution system Is nat very much developed. Customers coneet their purchases and CAL collects 
normany her local purchases with her own piek-ups. A plan however exist to purchase a vehicle which 
can be used to coneet raw materials bought in Kenya from the border. This to become more 
independent of others in the extremely uncertain field of material acquisitions. 

No specific attention has to be paid to the different aspects of a distribution system, like timing, shape 
and size of products, lay-out of productionsystem etc. The distributioncosts of materials (input and 
output) are slmply represented in vehicle expenditures for manufacturing which form 3 % of the total 
casts. 

4.2.3. Qualitycontrol. 
No explicit quality-system is established within CAL Nor an explicit quality policy is available. On paper 
the steel doorsfwindows are manufactured according to British Quality Standards, but in practica all the 
quality control, also in the other sections, consist of a visual check. This visual check however is more 
concerned with whether the right type of product has been manufactured and whether it is working right 
now than whether the right dimensions have been achieved and whether the product is expected to 
function satisfactory for a long period. The original specifications as far as they existed have 
disappeared. So nowadays no explicit norms are applied, of course the different types have specified 
dimensions, but no tolerances are given and no check on the dimensions is being done. Quality 
performances are nat monitored or reported and no preventive actlans are undertaken to preserve 
quality. Therefore qualitycosts only consist of scrap- and repaircasts as consequences of misproduction, 

17accumulated figures from managementreport of september 1993. 
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which are sent back to production. No specific records of those casts exist. The amount of money which 
is lost, because customers simply go somewhere else, the hidden casts, can only be guessed at. 

4.2.4. Engineering. 
The steel doorsfwindows and louvres are standardized products with a certain range of products. Those 
products are in the mature phase of their lifecycle and it is claimed that they are more or less at the end 
of their development. So only lncidentally some attempts are undertaken, triggered by 
customercomplaints, to Imprave the product(ion). No structual actions are taken because of the bad 
technica! state of the equipment. When this Is not improved, than efforts in lmproving the products will 
not be feasible and therefore regarded useless. 
Customers claimed that especially the open/close mechanism of the louvres is too weak and should be 
strengthened, which could trigger some productengineering on the louvres. Besides that especially when 
products are In their mature phase, action should be taken to imprave the efficiency of the 
productionprocess, in order for the products to remain profitable and consolidate the competitive 
position. Therefore processengineering in those two productgroups should take place. Jmprovisation to 
overcoma technica! problems however could also be regarded as some sort of processengineering. 

The aluminium doorsfwindows are still in the introductionphase. A lot of product- and • 
processengineering still has to be done, befare this section can be incorporated as a normal 
productionsector. Therefore two experts from Kenya have been appointed temporarily. The actlvities of 
those two people should focus on the transfer of the concerned technology to local employees. However 
these two people are now mostly involved with the execution of normal productionorders. They are not 
given the time and the necessary local manpower to effective transfer their knowied ge. Th is leads to the 
situation that the introductionphase Is taking too much time. The most important causes can be found 
in the way those sections have been organized and facilitated, which resulted in a Jack of provision of 
suftielent skilied personnel, lnsufficient equipment and the absence of a proper timeframe (projectplan). 
Recently actlans have been initialed again, to alleviate these problems by initiating a re-arrangement of 
the lay-out, starting a new attempt to hire extra people (including a fair selectionprocedure), setting the 
first steps towards quality-control and -assurance, improving informationtransfer between sales, stores 
and production and by investigating the requirements for a well-equipped section. 

4.2.5. Administrative orderprocessing. 
When a customer inquires about a certain product a proforma invoice (quotation) is offered. As soon 
as the customer agrees and confirms the order, the normal operational procedure is that a ·sales
confirmation-order- is prepared. This form speelfles the product, the quantity and the delivery time and 
is directly passed on to production. This procedure trom the moment the order is confirmed till the order 
is In the hands of production is normally all done on the same day and can be regarded as reasanabie 
efficient. Some remarks, especially with respect to the content of the information transfer, have to be 
made. First product information is normally only suftielent in case of standardorders, when sarnething 
special (all aluminium orders) has to be done, sales only provides a raw sketch, which is a potentlal 
souree of mistakes. Already elaboratlon has been made on the absence of quality-specifications. 
Furthermore in the large majority of the cases delivery-time Is •As Soon As Possible•, which can not be 
used as a proper base for the setting of priorities when planning the production. In praetJee sales 
sametimes delermines priorities In production by assessing the patience of the customer. Progress Is 
monitored by sales through physlcal checks In the factory. The question therefore arises; What Is the 
productionmanager for?. 

Besides the operational procedure, also a monthly procedure exists, which will be elaborated upon in 
the management-analysls. 

4.2.6. Technotogy. 
A lot can be sald about the technica! state of the productionsystem. The machines all date from the 60s 
and the 70s and may on first slght seem outdated. But 1t seems that those machines, if kept in a 
reasanabie working conditlon, still suit the technlcal market demands. Thls tagether with the fact that 
no financlal resources are available for large new investments and depreciation of fixed assets is used 
to prevent Jasses, leads to the conclusion that all efforts should be directed at maintaining the actual 
production equipment as good as possible by the use of a proper maintenance system. Also the 
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organizational implications of buying new machinery are regarded as much to complicated, which is 
another reasen why the actual equipment is preferred. 

4.2.7. StrengthjWeaknesses Production-analysis. 
Strengths 
*comprehensive productrange {GM). 
*productflexibility of equipment Is high {P). 
*customer specificity of aluminium sectien 
{GM&S&P). 
*operational administrative orderprocess Is fast 
{GM&S). 
*increasing activities in engineering circuit 
{GM&E). 
*attempts to lncrease lndependency In distribution 
{GM&PU). 
*quite good knowledge of processparameters 
{nat updated) {P). 

4.3. Management-analysis. 

This analysis has been divided In 5 managerial areas. 
1. Logistics management. 
2. Casts management. 
3. Quality management. 
4. lnformation management. 
5. lnnovation management. 

4.3.1. Logistics management. 

Weaknesses 
*high uncertainty combineef with low flexibility 
{represented in most of their aspects) {GM&P). 
*complexity high, while production control Is 
meagre {S&P). 
*slow development In aluminium sectien {GM&E). 
*quality problems of CAL are accepted ancl 
lncorporated In sales advlee {S&P). 
*place of customerorder dlsconnection point, 
regarding unpredictability of sales {GM&PU). 
*no accurate detalled sales records {S). 
*no adequate starage area for finlshed steel and 
aluminium products (GM&ST). 
*throughputtime toa uncertain and toa long 
regarding processtimes (P). 
*capacity-utilization very low (S&P). 
*absence of explicit quality system (GM&P). 
*absence of maintenance policy or system (incl. 
spare parts)(GM&P). 
*interference of sales in production (S). 
*informationtransfer sales to production 
inadequate {S&P). 
*declined labourproductivity in camparisen with 2 
to 3 years ago when assumlng 22.5% lnflation 
{GM&P). 
*high waste figures (P). 
*no packing procedures and area {P). 

Officlally tactical18 logistics management Is done on a monthly basis. There is supposed to be a 
monthly sales plan, which must lead to monthly material requirements. These requirements are checked 
with stocks and a monthly purchaslng plan is constructed. The purchases then will have to be made 
after checking the financlal consequences. Simultaneously a monthly productionplan should be derived 
from the sales plan. 

In practice however, thls procedure Is onty foliowed with respect to the aluminium ancl steel profiles for 
the aluminium and steel wlndowsjdoors sectlons, whlch come from abroad. Those are ordered only 
perlodically, because they have to be ordered In large quantitles to reach a financlally responsible 
orderscale. ft happens quite aften that there are no monthly plans at all. Thls Is nat so strange, the sales 
plan and lndirectly all the ether plans are derived from exlstlng orders and safes predictions. As eartler 

18tor differences between operational, tactical and strategical management, see [131, chapter 1, 
p.16-18. 
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mentioned, these prediction are very uncertaln, so that the practical accuracy and value of the sales plan 
are questionable. Furthermore these tormal plans supply people with a lot of bureaueratic work, whlch 
they seem only too happy to skip, whenever sarnething else can be given priority. lt would therefore be 
more realistic to say that no regular tacticallogistics management actlvities are carried out (e.g. last 
monthly productionplan sterns from august 1993). 
Now focus will be placed on the operationallogistics management activities, like productionplanning,
control and the daily Interactlans between sales, production and stores. 

First elaboration will be made on the organization of production, see enelosure 1 a. The production is 
structured according to the productgroups, which are supported by the tooiroom and maintenance 
department Every group consists of skilied labourers. But only very tew of them have the skilis to 
operate In different groups as a skilied worker. More than seldom workers are exchanged, but if not 
working In their own department they normally operate as unskilled Iabour. 

Every morning the production manager (senior engineer) deeldes which orders will be handled that 
partJeular day. Befare a production order can start a check has to be executed whether the necessary 
materials are available in store (tor description of lnformationflow see enelosure 7). lf they are, the order 
can proceed, if not than a purchasing request will be lssued and the· order has to be postponed. 
Especially this material avaDabDity is the largest eenstraint in the application of a proper 
production planning. 

After checking whether the materials are available, the order is braken down in actlvities and passed on 
to the foreman, who divides the actlvities amongst the operators. The ongoing production can be easily 
disturbed by new orders trom which the urgency is perceived higher. All the communication with respect 
to these actlvities is verbaL In the past production targets have been set as a standard tor the quantity 
of work to be done in a 9 hour workingday. However those targets are not really applied any more. 
Normally the amount of work is not enough to reach a target and if there is enough work there is not 
much active supervislon, to stimulate the achlevement of certain productivity standards. This is one of 
the reasans why the lmplementation of an incentives system is considered (of which the workers are 
proponents). Now, at the end of the day the quantity produced is reported to the production manager 
and that is all. 

When a production-order is finished, the goods are handed over to stores, furthermore a daily 
production report of finished orders is sent to the general manager. Sales is not notified explicitly, 
because they normally keep close watch themselves on the progress of production and normally know 
exactly whenever an order is finished. 

No stockpolicies on the staragepoints between productionsteps are applied. Also not a separate 
stockpolicy is applied in the stores department with respect to the stockcontrol of raw materials and 
components, however the intention has been expressed to start applying some sort of stockpolicy. The 
stores only reports on actual stocks and on flows, they do not initiate purchases themselves. 

lf the question whether this kind of production management fits the market demands, has to be 
answered, the following can be sald. 
No reliable lnformation can be given with respect to delivery times. This Is worseneet by the fact that no 
objective priority rules exlst. However, this seems not to be uncommon In Tanzania. lf a company would 
be able to have lnformation like delivery times readily and reliable available, it could turn out to be of 
competitive advantage. 
lf the technica! posslbilities, uncertaln throughputtimes, processtlmes and leadtimes of the 
productionsystem are taken lnto account. Then the conclusion must be drawn that In order to come to 
more effective management systems a lot of those uncertainties should be taken away. Finally 
uncertainty of avallability of manpower, materials and machines makes it ditticuit to design an 
approprlate planningsystem. 

Another aspect of logistics management is distribution. lt is common practice in Tanzania that the 
customer takes care of the collection of hls purchased materials. Sametimes CAL arranges transport on 
the customers expenses. Here lies another competitive advantage possibility. Only the costs of providing 
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transport to customers are quite high (taxes and high maintenance casts on top of fuelcosts) and should 
be analyzed against the benefits, which is regarded as a too detailed analysis at this moment. 

Final aspect of logistics management is purchasing and material acquisition. A lot of problems exist with 
this aspect. lt is however impossible to do much about it, as long as there are not more local alternatives 
available next to ALAF while the acquisition of materials from abroad Is hampered by all kinds of 
bureaueratic procedures and insincere officials. So logically no vendorrating system is applied and the 
most important feature is the ability to deliver within a reasanabie time instead of price or quality. The 
consequences of these supply-problems are of course quite severe, because this affects, among other 
causes as mentioned ear1ier, the delivery reliability of CAL This In its turn leads to delayed payment 
Omerest casts), to claims and ultimately the possible loss of a customer. 

Unreliable quality of the raw materials may lead to service-, repair- or replacementcosts and to a loss 
of market share because of a bad image. 
Agaln emphasls Is placed onthefact that unreliable suppliers only contribute to unreliable performances 
of CAL, but are not the sole cause. 
In the cases where uncertainties can not be taken away, management systems have to be designed 
which deal as effective as possible with those uncertainties, which of course is easier said than done. 

4.3.2. Casts management. 
Costs management can be looked at from 3 different angles; 

Budgetting (per department), 
Costcalculationsystem and 
Profitability calculations. 

No budgettin Is applied to control costs. The only existing budgets are a salesbudget in Tshs., a profit 
budget in Tshs. and a productionbudget in units of products. Those budgetshowever could better be 
described as targets. 
Since there are no budgets with respect to what each department is allowed to spend, almast all 
expenditures have to be approved by the general manager personally, who tries to keep an overview 
of what Is spent on what and where. The expenditure autonomy of even the Chief Accountant and Senior 
Engineer are very limited. 
This Jimited delegation of financlal responsibilities may have a very good hlstorical reason, however a 
review of delegation of financlal responsibnities through an accurate budgetsystem might be worth 
considerlng. 

The applied cost calculation per product Is the surcharge calculation method. In this methad material 
costs are determined and Iabour costs are estimated. The total Is are the direct costs. 
A percentage of these direct costs for overhead is surcharged to these direct costs, which results in the 
total costs. Those total costs are surcharged with a profilmargin to arrive at the selling price. 
This might seem as an acceptable methad to calculate costs, however two remarks have to be made. 
First the estimation of Iabour costs Is not done accurately (e.g. Iabour costs aluminium louvres are 
estimated at 50 Tshs. per blade, while from management reports direct Iabour costs appear to be around 
140 Tshs. per blade). Secondly 
Second, only a precalculation Is carried out. Afterwards no calculations are done, so it becomes not 
clear whether sales have been suftielent to cover overheadcasts or whether the estimations have been 
accurate. 

Calculation of profltability Is only done in total, not per productgroup. Consequently it is unknown which 
products are profltable and where the exlsting Jasses come from. Maybe from experience CAL Is able 
to distingulsh profltable from not profltable products, but details about how profltable or how much loss 
In Tshs. can only be guessed at. 

4.3.3. Quality management. 
In the productlon-analysls already some remarks with respect to the absence of quality policles and a 
quality system or procedures have been made. lt has become clear that product- and processquality 
are not central Issues In the actual organizational philosophy. The objective In this analysis of quality 
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management Is to come to conclusions with respect to customer satisfaction, the appropriateness of 
the applied quality system and the lmportance of quality control for the market 
Quality Is often defined as the extend to whlch a customer Is satisfied over the total performances of the 
supplier. Through a questionnaire {see enelosure 8) and personallntervlews with a number of customers 
an assessment has been made with respect to customersatisfaction. In general some sad concluslons 
have to be drawn. Customers are only moderate satisfied with the delivered quality and the main reasen 
why they still buy trom CAL Is because they do nat know another supplier or because they do nat want 
to give up a Jongtime relationship yet. 

Jt is however apparent that CAL have to imprave their quality performances, because without exception 
all customers state that quality Is the most Important feature of the products. 

Another questionnaire19
, which can be used as a lnternal tooi to judge the quality system (see 

enelosure 9), leads inevitably to the conclusion that the currently applied quality management system 
of CAL is not appropriate. 

There seems to be a ditterene between the quality demands of customers and the demands CAL 
imposes on herself. This leads to the conclusion that a lot has to be done on the quality consciousness 
of employees. 
This managerial area therefore will have to be given much more attention in the future. 

4.3.4. Jnformation management. 
The operational lnformationflows {see enelosure 7) will be used as a base to judge the intermation 
management Criteria wiJl be whether the right intermation is going to the right persen at the right time. 
lt however Is difficult to judge whether intermation has arrived somewhere at the right time or not. 
Therefore focus is placed more on the structure {the intermation linkages) than on the timing of the 
informationsystem. 
With respect to the informationflows one missing link did seem remarkable; The absence of transfer of 
intermation from production to sales that a productionorder is finished. Furthermore with respect to the 
sense of some lnformationflows some questions did arise. 

1. Why is a confirmatien of order sent trom sales to accounts, while the financlal intermation is 
already given in the lnvoicefReceipt? 

2. Why is a confirmatien of order sent trom sales to stores? Action in stores w.r.t. orders is initialed 
by production and they provide stores with the necessary information. 

3. What does accountancy have to do with a daily stock position? 
4. Why is a copy of a delivery note sent to accountancy? 
5. What is the sense of having two more or Jess ldentical farms, delivery note and delivery order, 

next to each ether? 
6. Why Is a copy of the gate pass sent to accountancy? 
7. Why is a copy of an International Goods Receipt-note sent to the GM? 

The argument forthese on first sight abundant informationflows is to double-check information. Also for 
thls reasen store Is sald to be under supervision of the accountancy department lt is of course difficult 
to judge whether these checks are necessary or exaggerated. Out of efficiency considerations abundant 
informationflows are not recommendable and their existence therefore remarkable. 

Another point worth mentlening is the Intention to have more administrative activitles done on a 
computer, like the updating of the pricelist or the establishment and maintenance of a database of 
business relations. Slowly people wiJl Jearn to understand the advantages of doing some things 
automatized, but taken into account the totallack of exposure people have had to automatization, the 
introduetion of automatization wiJl take a lot of time and patience. 

19see [20], Chapter 11Management analysis11 , p. 37, figure 12; betonging to the course "Redesign of 
Technical Procluctionsystems11 , University of Technology Eincl\oven, the Netherlands. 
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4.3.5. lnnovation management. 
The last machines, these of the aluminium section, have been bought secendhand in 1980. Since that 
time the same workmethods are used, with some improvisations here and there to evereome technica! 
problems. Nowadays samebody is supposed to be responsible for product- and productiondevelopment. 
He is supposed to assist the two earlier mentioned Kenyan experts to guide the aluminiumsectien 
through the introductionphase, a problem which al ready has been elaborated. Fortherest no i nnovation 
management worth mentlening is taking place. The innovative actlvities take place fragmentic. No 
predetermined policy exists, which could be used as a guideline tor future innovationactivities. 
Currently the intention exists to imprave the productquality of the louvres. This again is nat a 
consequence of a deliberate policy for productrenewal, but a sudden reaction on customer complaints. 
However at least some sart of engineering activities are taking place. 

4.3.6. StrengtsfWeaknesses Management-analysis. 
Strengths 
*operational procedures seem to be effective as 
long as everybody perfarms hisfher task. 
*good knowledge of possibilities of employees 
and machines (P). 
*no anxiety w.r.t. automatization (GM). 

4.4. Human resources and organization-analysis. 

Weaknesses 
*tactical logistical procedures toa bureaueratic 
(GM). 
*toa much hierarchical levels involved in 
operational production management (GM&P). 
*availability of manpower fmachinesfmaterials (P). 
*no decent planningsystem but toa few orders to 
make productionplanning sensible (S&P). 
*technica! state of machines (GM&P). 
*no effective Intermation transfer between sales 
and production (S&P). 
*stock control of raw materials in 
aluminiumsectien nat accurate (ST). 
*no sensible stockpolicies (ST). 
*quality-and logistical management performances 
do not fit market demands, due to internal as wen 
as external causes (GM). 
*toa centralistic castcontrol system (GM). 
*inaccurate costcalculation (AC). 
*inaccurate profitability calculation (AC). 
* moderate customer satisfaction (S&P). 
* absence of a innovationpolicy, this leads to 
scarce fragmentic lnnovative actlvities (GM). 
* the existence (or even worse, the necessity) of 
abundant informationflows. 

This analysis is divided into a quantitative part and a qualitative part. Basis of this analysis is the 
organizational chart which is represented in enelosure 1 a and 1 b. When looking at the organizational 
charts, three points attracted special attention: 
1.- The number of hierarchical levels ( = 5) is rather large tor an organization of the size of CAL 
2.- There is dual leadership in some production sections, where the foreman as well as the 

supervisor seem to be directly responsible over the operators. 
3.- The fact that the storedepartment Is managed by the Chief Accountant, which seems to be a 

strange combination of functions. Especially because the store is an Important linkage in the 
primary process, tor which another manager is responsible. This complicates communication 
and decision-making. 

4.4.1. Quantitative analysis. 
The quantitative part will consist of information with respect to number of employees, wage as % of total 
casts, age, years of service, education, skilis and absenteeism. 
All intermation is retrieved from existing company records, which were nat always completely up to date. 
Therefore it might be able that In some cases the intermation does nat cover all employees. 
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Number of employees as per 01 /01/94: 
General office 21 
Security 8 
Aluminium 7 
Tooiroom/Maint 12 
Hoopplant 6 
Machine shop 11 
Louvres 11 
Stores 2 

Total 78 

Age 
The average age of supervisors = ± 45 years. 
The average age of operators = ± 39 years. 
4 are between 20 and 30 years old (only operators) 
42 are betweem 30 and 40 years old (resp. 3 and 39) 
16 are between 40 and 60 years old (resp. 4 and 12) 
6 are older than 60 (resp. 1 and 5) 

Years of service: 
The average years of service is 9 years. 
In the Jast 12 months 5 persons have left the company, from which three left because of their own 
choice. 

Education: 
4 persons are graduated from univarsity (? 16 years of education). 
14 persons have done secondary school (? 11 years). 
34 persons have standard 7, primary school ( = 7 years). 
10 persons have standard 4, primary school ( = 4 years). 
5 persons have attended adult education to learn to read & write. 
Furthermore 21 persons have gene through stage 1, 2 and 3 of the vocational training centre (? 3 years) 
where they have had a specific technica! training (mechanica! engineering, electrical engineering etc.). 
Officially no single employee is illiterate. 

Skills: 
Company recordsdivide skilis in primary, the ones for which they have been appointed, and secondary, 
mostly simple tasks they are also able to perform. About 70% of the operatos have secondary skills. This 
however does not mean that they are also willing to bring their secondary skilis into practice. 

Absenteeism: 
Official figures state that the average employee is absent ± 12 days per year of 233 werking days, which 
ls ± 5.2 %. The real tigure is somewhat higher because the absence of people whoare leaving during 
the day Is not recorded. This does not seem very much lf you cernpare it with averages in the 
Netherlands (6- 9%), especlally if the living conditlens and the consequentlal health status are taken lnto 
account. However it is reasen for production management to complaln that availability of persennelis 
one of the large uncertain factors In production. The question therefore arises whether the records In 
this are accurate or not. 

4.4.2. Qualitative analysis. 
The qualilalive part consist of lnformation with respect to the actual number of hierarchical levels, 
motivatlon, job satisfaction, persennel development (training), perceived co-operation between operators 
and managers, the way decentralization and formalization are used and individualism vs. collectivism 
of employees. Besides this, the management philosophy of the organization Is described, based on 
statements and observations with respect to the above mentioned aspects. Also subject to the qualitative 
analysis Is communlcation and informatlontransfer within the organization. 
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The number of hlerarchlcal levels from general management to operators in production is 5. 
Each superior Is addressed formally, which however says more about the Tanzanian culture than the 
CAL-culture. The speaking language In generalis quite formal, although ·ewana• has another intonation 
then •Mister-, but the way the people are interacting (non-verbal) with each other is in an informal friendly 
way. The distances between the different hierarchicallevels seems to be very small, especially within 
functional areas. But still if information has to go from general management to operators, it has to pass 
fJVe stations, however top-down it happens quite often that the general manager directly addresses 
supervisors. This does not happen that often the other way around. Before production lnformation 
reaches the general management all 5 stations have been passed. 

Motivatlon can be defined as the willingness to exert high levels of effort towards organizational 
goal~. Through the manipulation of motivators, like money, recognition, etc. this level could be 
changed. However, the most effective motivator at this time is money. This is not so strange, because 
of the fact that a normal wage is not suftielent to lead a normallife. The wages lie around 10.000 Tshs. 
per month (1993), while according to the OTTU, 23.000 Tshs. per month is needed for living costs. Of 
course the OTTU is not a real objective party in this, but the ditterenee is considerable. lf it is the 
intention of management to imprave motivation, the only real effective way is to offer extra money, 
especially by using a bonussystem. At the moment this idea is considered by the management and 
supported by the werkers. lf the motivational power of this bonus incentive is effective (also in the long 
run) then augmenting targets with respect to productivity and product quality should be addressed to 
all factory activities. This implies the difficult quantification of challenging but feasible targets. 

Job satisfaction, the individuals general attitude towards his or her job, is always difficult to measure21
• 

Labourproductivity, absenteeism and turnover are said to be dependent variables of job satisfaction. 
However the correlation is weak, because of a lot of moderating variables. Looking at those figures, 
labourproductivity is going down, which indicates declining job satisfaction. Absenteeism and turnover 
however are low, which indicates a high job satisfaction. ft seems therefore that moderating factors have 
a larger influence. Especially the secondairy werking conditions, which are offered, like reasanabie 
allowances and free medical service tor the whole family (up to 4 children). Still some tension exists 
between management and employees with respect to compensation fortheir efforts. lf summarized the 
CAL-employees seem to be satisfied in relativa financlal terms. They acknowledge that the compensation 
affered by CAL Is not bad for Tanzanian standards. In absolute terms the compensation is regarded as 
lnsufficient to lead a comfortsbie life and therefore continuously remains an Issue for discussion. 

Personnet development, in the sense that employees are trained accordlng to certain predetermined 
policies, are non-existent. So now and then samebody is sent for some sort of training, but no deliberate 
training programs to increase the skilis of employees are developed. This has led to the aarlier 
mentioned situation, that operators normally are limited skilied and are not able to take over from 
somabody else if he has to workon another type of machine (except for simple operations in the louvre
section). lt is therefore not possible to establish a shiftsystem in the hoopplant with 3 insteadof 2 shifts 
per 24 hours, whlch Is recommendable if the plant Is to run fulltime. More efforts in this area will lead 
to a more flexible workforce. Also it Is intention of the management to start doing more things by 
computer. Most people however have never worked on a keyboard, let alone a computer, before. So 
intantions like that should be accompanled by the consciousness that for this serieus training, 
supervision and education Is needed. 

Co-operation between operators Is perceived as satisfactory, which is in general is also the case 
between operators and their immediate supervisors. Some problems exist between the operators and 
general management in such a way that the factory-workers in some cases have the impression that 
they are not treated equally to office personnel, however with clear communication this problem largely 
could be solved. 

20see [19], chapter 5, p. 121. 

21see [19J, chapter 4, p. 104 - 108. 
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Co-operation between higher management is also regarded satisfactory, with one exception. The co
operation between production managementand general management does net werk as smoothly as 
desirable. Both have a fairly different approach to management, which both are defendable but seem 
difficult to merge together. This eenstrains co-operation, which should be optima!, because it concerns 
the two most central persons in the organization who are responsible for safeguarding the longterm 
Mure of CAL lt is impossible to quantify the consequences of this hampered co-operation, but ft is 
definftely a problem which needs to be solved as soon as possible. A first important step In this might 
be the revltalization of open and fair communication between the two managers, to create an 
atmosphere in which a continuous constructive discussJon with respect to company-policies can take 
place. 

The actual way delegation is being used, might be a consequence of the above mentioned problem Qack 
of faith in each ether). At the moment the company is managed very centralistic, net much use is made 
of delegation. The general manager as well as the production manager are directly involved with lots of 
operational activfties, because of which more strategical management activfties have to be rushed or do 
net take place at all. The question here Is whether, management do net want to delegate, or employees 
are net capable to handle delegation properly. A certain reluctance with delegation seems to be 
understandable regarding the recent history of the company, where the company was facing bankruptcy. 
However most people seem to be eager to receive more responsibilities, if it is provided in a formal way 
and goes along with proper delegation of authority and feedback from management. 
Furthermore emphasis is laid on the fact, that someone who has to receive responsibilities should have 
a sufficient educationallevel to be able to know or to learn the appropriate management skills. 
Management seems to be willing to delegate more actlvities to people who show initiative. Especially 
through the establishment of staff-functions. This delegation however, somatimes is accompanied with 
strict procedures (formalization) instead of supporting guidelines, which take all the treedom out of the 
delegation. This wiJl diminish the efficiency of the delegated activity and implies the risk of worsened 
bureaucracy. 
Because of the fact that the actual management is still quite centralized, it is difficult to call on the 
responsibllity of an individual werker. When an individual is reprimanded individually, the management 
most probably wiJl face a reaction from the OTTU. The individual vulnerability of the workers is lew, but 
wiJl lncrease if hefshe is given more responsibilities in a proper way. lt Is a clear wish of management, 
that people show more lnitiative and take more responslbDities. Thls however implies that a sultable 
atmosphere has to be created, whlch stimulates people to take lnitiatives, tagether with the readlness 
of management to accept an activity being handled differently, because 1t is done by somabody else. 

Communication and information transfer throughout the organization is somewhat weak. First because 
a small organization like CAL havlng 5 hierarchicallevels seems to be too much, although the distances 
between the different levels are low. The existing organization-structure is inherited from the past when 
CAL was having much more employees and has not been adapted to the actual situation. Secondly, too 
few meetings are held. Meetings lf used as an opportunity for particlpative discussion, are regarded 
effective because 1) it offers people a chance to do their saying on a partJeular subject, which leads to 
better considered and more broadly supported decislons, 2) 1t stimulates people, because they will be 
questioned openly on their performances and 3) it Is a means through which people can be lnformed 
and kept more lnvolved with the state of aftairs in the company. The only thing Is that the fellow-ups of 
meetingdecisions have to be ensured. After thlngs are talked over, action must be taken. This forms the 
base of most criticism on meetings. A lot Is talked over, but nothing gets done. 

Finally the assessment of the readiness of people to accept organizational changes Is very difficult On 
one hand it Is expected that it will not be very large, because they are doing the same things in the 
same way for a long time. But on the ether hand people will net be saturated from changes yet. So if 
an organizational adaptation Is planned and elaborated to the employees In a proper way, the readiness 
to accept this, may be large. lt Is stated that a number of the operators will net accept any changes 
because they would not be able to understand the purpose of the changes. Thls statement Is argued 
by the fact that the educatlon and age of the majority of the employees Is of such a level, that the 
lnabllity to understand must be questioned. However, the potantials of persennel nowadays are only 
explored to a limfted extend, so who knows what they can achleve when they are given the proper 
possibilities. Large organizational changes may however require some guldance external lnstitutions. 
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A real judgement about the readiness of people to accept changes wiJl only be possible when the first 
projectplan is being implementeel 

4.4.3. StrengthsjWeaknesses Human resources and organization-analysis. 
Strengths Weaknesses 
*Weil experienced Iabour (P). *communication between general management 
*Lew turnover and absenteeism (P). and operators leads to misunderstandings (GM). 
*Reasonable educational level (GM&P). *no exploitation of full possibilities of persennel 
*There seems to be quite a unity in the (GM&P). 
production-organization (P). *some sort of mistrust between office and factory 
*eagerness of higher persennel to receive more persennel (communlcation problem?) (GM). 
responsibilities. *Production Management versus General 
*readiness of management to delegate more Management (GM&P). 
activities (GM). *absence of proper trainingprograms or policies 
*secondary werking conditlens (GM). (GM). 

4.5 Financlal analysis. 

4.5.1. Financlal performances and trends. 

*centralism of the organization (GM). 
*effectivity of meetings (fellow up) (GM). 

Through the use of financlal figures (table 4) and parameters (table 5) of the perled 1989-1994 a picture 
wiJl be drawn of the financlal performances and trends (see also enelosure 10). Figures for 1994 are 
retrieved from the annual plan. lnitially these figures would be compared with the averages in the sector, 
however it is impossible to acquire financlal data from competitors. 

Table 4: financlal ftgures 1989-11194. 

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 11194 

turnover lolMes 42378 45720 52518 31152 27008 88000 

tumowr Idee! dOOIS/Wfndows 8838 19400 27843 38819 43948 44000 

turnover aJu. doorsfwlndows 1922 84000 

total turnover 123205 141814 164844 118971 304518 394000 

profit before taxatlon 21184 19108 31880 ·18883 12631 38830 

turnover louvres (22.5% Inti.) 42378 37322.45 34998.08 16948.41 11993.58 23925.84 

turnover 11.dfw. (22.5% Inti.) 8838 15838.73 18420.99 19920.41 19515.29 15950.42 

totlil turnover (22.5% Inti.) 123205 115788.5 109717 84719.18 135228.6 142828.8 

aDte :~: tnanctaJ parameters 1 ...,.,., w . 

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 11194 

eamlng capaclly 0.27 0.48 .0.1 0.2 0.29 

qulck ratio 0.82 0.58 0.83 0.58 0.87 0.49 

current ratio 1.44 1.37 1.48 0.95 1.09 1.08 

.atwncy 2.1 2.1 2 1.3 1.42 1.21 

stock hold. perioei ,_IMI.) 2.9 3.5 4.5 3 4.3 
(montha) 

stock hold. perioei (lln.procf.) 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 
(monlhs) 

debl. con. perioei (montha) 2.5 1.8 3.8 0.7 0.25 
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From the financlal figures as well as the parameters it bacomes clear that 1992 has been a disastrous 
year, aftera perioei of reasonable growth, whlch almest compensatad intlation (?22.5%). Profits had 
turnad to losses, total turnover had droppad while overheadcasts had risen, the liquidity and solvency 
had droppad considerably and stock and dabtors control were walking out of hand. 
In 1993 the trend has turnad back In the good direction again. Total turnover has risen enormously to 
300 miJlion Tshs. ( + 154%) and also some profit has been made agaln. This turn however Is completely 
accountable to tradeables, which were lntroclucad on large scale this year. Production actlvities showad 
a lossof 12.6 miJlion Tshs. up to november, but at least the downward salestrend has been breken. The 
expected turnover of production actlvities will be around 200 miJlion Tshs., which is a growth of almest 
70%. But a lot has to be done to make these actlvities profitable agaln. For instanee the Iouvre-saies has 
droppad again and the development of the aluminium sectien is too slow, which makes the profltabOity 
per procluctgroup very lnteresting. 
Other positlve developments In 1993 were the rise In liquldity and solvency and the large Impravement 
of stock- and debtorscontrol. 

These parameters provide a good lnsight In the total financlal performances of CAL, however the actual 
accountancy system does not make it possible to determine the profits per productgroup, because no 
clear inside in the integral costprice per product can be obtained. The materialcasts are divided into 
productgroups, but not accumulated over the year. Costs of direct Iabour is ditticuit to account to 
productgroups, because the employees work on different productgroups. Overheadcasts (including 
depreciations) are initially accounted to the different productgroups as percentage of the sum of 
material- and estimatad direct Iaboureests per product, which leads to an integral costprice of the 
products. 
This costprice Is increasad with a profltmargin, what results in the marketprice. 

This seems a reasonable way of calculating sales prices, however it is not clear whether these prices 
are also usad and updatad in practice. Furthermore no check is being executad, whether the real total 
of overheadcasts Is coverad accurately by this calculationmethod. Also 1t Is not possible to assess 
whether the estimation of direct Iaboureests per product is accurate or not. One thing however is certain, 
the profilmargins appliad in the determinatlon of the sales prices, do not result in the same profltmarglns 
as calculated at the end of the year. 

4.5.2. Financlal space. 
Now the financlal performances have been characterizad. The next part will be the assessment of the 
financlal space for new developments or investments. 

When investments are considerad, two criteria are usad. The most important Is the assessment of the 
profitability of the investment. An lnvestment Is regardad viable, if the break-even point can be reached 
at 20% capacity-utilization. No examples from the past exist, which show whether this criteria Is applied 
In an official calculation or in an estimate. The same goes for the question whether or not the timevalue 
of money is taken lnto account and whether or not criteria like Net Present Value or lnternal Rate of 
Return are explicitly appliad. 
At the moment capacity-utilization is around 30%, so with the break-even point at 20%, the investment 
will be profitable if the capacity-utilization will remain the same. However not much investments have 
been considerad recently, because a loan of over 30% interest will have to be raisad. This makes the 
viability of every investment difficult and forms at the same time the eenstraint for the secend criteria, 
•can CAL afford to pay the interest for a loan at this moment?•. Considering the current liquidity 
problems and the development of the solvency of CAL, not much investments wnt pass this criteria. 
Another Important aspect with respect to the financlal space for investment is the coststructure of the 
actual operations. The flexlbility of overhead and assets of the company have to be judged to assess 
to what extend CAL Is constraintad by its financlal and organizatienat heritage from the past. 

Overheadcasts are currently divldad In •office and admlnlstratlve• costs and •selling and distribution• 
costs. Both are quite independent of the sold products, however when new proclucts are to be sold 
especially the costs of sales will rlse temporarily. This because safes persennel has to be taught the 
speeffies of the new product and a Introduetion of a new product will probably be accompanlad by some 
costly promotlonal actlons. The overheadcasts however wlll not be a serleus eenstraint for new 
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developments. Especially nat when it concerns investments to imprave the actual productionprocesses, 
without changing the productmix. 

The flexibility of especially fixed assets is somewhat more difficult to determine. lf the functionality of the 
fiXed assets Is looked at, the conclusion must be drawn, that the actual production system is fairly 
flexible. Most of the machines are sawing ar pressing machines, which are nat productspecific. All kind 
of products can be produced on these machines, the only investment is in the development of new dies. 
One thing which however has to be taken into account, when new developments are concerned, is the 
age and technica! state of the equipment. 
The money that Is stuck in the buildings, plant and machinery, Is very minor. All the machinery Is very 
old and the depreciation of plant and rnachinery accounts only for 2% of the cast of sales (see table 6). 

Table 6: Coststructure 1991/1992 (all in '000' shillings). 

1991 1992 

Total casts 158997 100 143386 100 

Cast of sales 131811 83 114136 80 
(direct casts) 

Overhead 18665 12 20324 14 

Financlal 8521 5 8926 6 
expenses 

Table 7: cast structure "Cast of sa es" 1n "Ooo·· Tshs. 

1991 1992 

Cast of sales 131811 100 114136 100 

Raw materials 74007 56 60741 53 

Direct Iabour 10822 8 9616 8 

De preciatien 2096 2 2290 2 

Other direct 44977 34 39815 35 
overhead 

Stock balance -91 - 1674 1 

The conclusion can be drawn that CAL is financially as well as organizational nat bonded to a rigid 
coststructure. However this does nat mean that the financlal space for investment Is large. This depends 
also, as mentioned, on the liquidity of the company, which is actually still quite lew. Werking capital is 
since long just above zero and an overdraft facDity for werking capita! of 32 million Tshs., from whlch 
30 miJlion are used, leads already to financlal expenses of over 5% of the total casts. The financlal 
reserves which should have been accumulated through depreciatlons do nat exlst, because 
depreciations have only been used to cover losses. 
The problem Is nat, like In many developing countries, that capita! is scarce. The problem Is that capita! 
Is sa expensive, which is more due to the inflation (20-25%) than to scarcity. Although if more capita! 
would be available, interestrates would go down, with the lnflationrate as bottomrate. 

Besldes •capita! scarcity, financlal management In Tanzania has to deal with 2 ether typical problems22
: 

1- inflation and 
2- foreign exchange exposure. 

22see [1), chapter 7, p.186-228. 
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The consequences of an lnflationrate of 20-25% are quite severe. A company is continuously confronted 
with rislng costs and is therefore forced to adjust prices all the time to ensure profits. Another 
consequence is that loans are very expensive, which makes it unattractive for companies to lnvest. Thls 
Is supported by the fact that the capita! costs (depreciation)/direct Iabour costs has dropped from 0.27 
In 1989 to 0.24 in 1992, which means that the factory through Jack of investments has become relatively 
more Iabour intensive, see also enelosure 5. In other countries the same lnvestments would have taken 
place much earlier, with consecutive rises In productivity. This decreasas the international 
competitiveness of companies In Tanzania. 
Furthermore a very sharp (customer unfriendly?) monetary policy has to be applied. In this CAL has 
been quite successful, because stock holding perioei and the dabtors collection perioei has gone down 
from respectively 4.5 and 3.8 months in 1992 to 3 and 0. 7 months in november 1993. This matters 
considerably in the real value of the costs. The extend to which customers have been annoyed with strict 
payment terms is difficult to assess. 

Nowadays foreign exchange is readily available. However it is expensive to obtain and because of the 
weak economy of Tanzania, the Tanzanlan Shilling is continuously devaluating, whlch makes forelgn 
exchange more expensive. CAL is importing quite some raw materials from abroad (Kenya and India). 
These have to be paid In foreign currency, which means that these costs are continuously rising and 
therefore price adjustments are required (imported inflation). 

4.5.3. StrengthsjWeaknesses Financial-analysis. 
Strengths 
* lmpressive rise in total turnover. 
* lmproving dabtor (through strict payment terms) 
& stock control (GM&AC). 
* Wide productrange, which divides financlal risks 
(GM). 
* No rigid coststructure, which binds CAL to 
inherited expenditures {flexible overheadcasts and 
low fixed assets costs) {GM). 
* Clear investment criteria (GM&AC). 

4.6. Opportunities and Threats. 

4.6.1. lntroduction. 

Weaknesses 
* Financlal position, especially liquidity (GM). 
* lneffective accounting system. Does not give 
lnsight in profitability per productgroup (AC). 
* Unclear costprice calculation. Direct Iaboureests 
per product have to be estimated and no check 
whether accounted overhead in costprice covers 
real overheadcasts (AC). 
* Rising overheadcasts (GM). 
* Loss on production actlvities (P). 
* Decline of Iouvre sales (S&P). 
* Depreciation is not used for future investments 
{GM). 
*No recent investments in production equlpment 
through which capitaljlabour ratio is declining, 
which does not improve productivity andjor 
quality performances {GM). 
* Decline of solvency (GM&AC). 

From the analysls of the 5 entrepreneurlal areas the threats and opportunitles for CAL wiJl be derived, 
in order to compietee the analysls phase of the research. Jt is often difficult to make distinctlon between 
opportunities and threats, because they are very much lnterlinked. Formulation of opportunities and 
threats is only dependent of the way they are perceived, because every missed opportunity bacomes 
a threat and every threat can be regarded as an opportunity to strengthen your position by defending 
yourself agalnst such a threat. So every mentioned opportunity Implies a threat and the ether way 
around. lt mlght also be possible that more or less the same Items are formulated as a threat as well 
as an opportunity to Jay extra emphasis on this Item. 

After every opportunity or threat a code is represented. This code, e.g. M01 which refers to 
management analysis opportunity 1, wiJl be used later as a raferenee means. 



4.6.2. ProductjMarketjEnvironment. 

Opportunlties. 
* Good reputation that could and should be 
explored through new products (E01). 
* Aluminium doorsjwindows have very good 
prospects but the development of this sectien 
should be rusheel a bit and an eye for quality and 
delivery-reliability Is needeel (E02). 
* By achieving some product development 
Oeuvres!) a piece of the market could be regained 
(E03). 
* Impravement of customer satisfaction should be 
achieved by raising quality and delivery reliability 
(E04). 
* More personal product promotion should be 
executed, especially towards the government 
(Min. of Works) and architacts (EOS). 

4.6.3. Production. 

Opportunities. 
* Impravement of competitive position possible 
through impravement of quality and delivery 
reliability (P01). 
* Necessery improvements in production
performance possible through an increase in 
production-control and flexibility, reducing 
uncertainties and impravement of communication 
between sales and production (P02). 
* Attempts should be made to get idle capacity 
tilled by putting more effort in acquisition of 
production orders (P03). 
* Try to tune production management as best as 
possible to the external uncertainties (supplier 
performances, governmental regulations & 
procedures, customer demands) (P04). 
* Effort should be put in developing closer 
relationships with suppliers (co-rnakership, 
delivery on call (planned orders))(POS). 
* Safeguard werking capita! sufficient to obtaln 
raw rnaterials (P06). 
* Optimallzation of technica! state of 
productionsystem through the appliance of a 
proper maintenance system (P07). 

4.6.4. Management. 

Opportunities. 
* The turbulent market situation of Tanzania asks 
for very reactive and effective management 
systems. Short lines, delegation of authority and 
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Threats. 
* Fierce price competition from inforrnal sector, 
especially In steel doorsjwindows (ET1). 
* New entrants can emerge quite easlly, so 
attention should be paid to safeguard an obtained 
proflta.ble position in the market (ET2). 
* Too slow development of new product(sections) 
will allow competitors to gain a lead on CAL 
{ET3). 
* Be carefut with price setting and payment terms, 
especially in relation to delivery performances in 
time and quality {ET4). 
* Production of steel doorsjwindows should be 
reconsidered, because the scale of the 
organization seems too large (too much 
overhead) forthese simpte products. In fact every 
productgroup should be evaluated periodically 
(ETS). 

Threats. 
* By not lmproving production performances in 
time and quality, market might be lost, especially 
to foreign cernpanles (PT1). 
* Total dependency of suppliers with all the 
consequences of uncertain deliveries and 
pricesetting(PT2). 
* lf no proper attention is paid to the technica! 
state of equipment, this might lead to lower 
productivity, more severe interruptlens in 
production and high maintenance-costs (PT3). 

Threats. 
* Avoid the risk of too bureaucratie, too 
centralistic and too tormalizeel procedures, which 
may hamper the efficiency and effectivity of 



responslbilities and effective communlcation links 
(M01). 
* An lnnovation pollcy should be developed to 
make structured use of the possibllities product
and processdevelopment can offer (M02). 
* A well thought over lnformation structure should 
be developed, which provides the right people, 
with only the rlght lnformatlon at the rlght time 
(M03). 
* Attention should be paid to stock control and 
the possibHities to apply stockpolicies (safety 
stocks, etc.)(M04). 
* Management should be more focused on 
market dernands (quality and logistics) for which 
the right systems will have to be developed 
(MOS). 

4.6.5. Human resources & Organization. 

Opportunities. 
* More delegation, which is affered to the right 
persons, with the right formality, authority, 
feedback and campensatien may imprave the 
decisiveness of the organization (H01). 
* More use should be made of the lntellectual 
potentlal of personnet by offering of training and 
delegation (H02). 
* More Intense and effective communlcation 
pattems should be developed, especially top
bottam to increase effectivity of actlvities and to 
prevent suspicion as a result of toa limited 
distribution of information (H03). 

4.6.6. Finance. 
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deelsion rnaklng processes (MT1). 
* Too few orders to make even 
productionplanning useful, not to speak of the 
achieved capacity utilization (MT2). 
* Operational management on several different 
levels (fire fighters) should be complemented with 
tactical and strategical management on the right 
levels (MT3). 

Threats. 
* The development of the organization might be 
hampered by a suboptimal cooperation in 
topmanagement (HT1). 

The preliminary financlal analysis is based on completed financlal reports up to 1992 and preliminary 
figures of 1993. 

Opportunities. 
* More active role of accountancy department in 
pricesetting and determination of payment terms 
(F01). 
* Adaptation of the accounting system to the 
diverse character of CAL-actlvities (F02). 
* Continuatien of diverse productrange will divlde 
risks and stabillze cashflow (F03). 
* Expansion of trade-activities could provide 
funds necessary to re-organlze production 
actlvities (F04). 

Threats. 
*Toa strict debtor control (payment terms) may 
discourage customers from buying (FT1). 
* Inaccurate accounting (costcalculation) might 
lead to wrong prlcesetting (FT2). 
* To global accounting, nat per productgroup, 
leads to poor lnslght In performances of specmc 
product on whlch wrong strategie deelslons could / 
be based (FT3). 
* Risk of further decline of productivity and 
capacity utillzation if no reserves are built up from 
depreclation, which wUI keep on eenstraining 
lnvestments in the production system (FT4). 
* Rise In overheadcasts should be controlled to 
prevent uncompetitive cast structure (FTS). 
* Tight (and further declining) financlal space 
(FT6). 
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4.7. Evalustion of the philosophy. 

Now the analysis phase is finallzeel and before starting the tormulation of a strategy, the philosophy as 
formulatecl in chapter 1 will have to be evaluatecl. What remarks can be made about this philosophy as 
percelveel by the CAL-management? 

lt was said that with respect to the architectural products the focusstrategy towards the hotelf restaurant
construction industry would be appllecl. Thls seems to make not much sense, because the products 
oftered by CAL are equally applicable in utility-building In general and the more expensive residentlal 
buildings. Also contractorsjarchitects appear not to be specializecl to eertsin types of buildings, so the 
group of customers on which focus is placecl would be the same as without this partJeular focus. The 
expressecl focusstrategy seems therefore an unnecessary constraint of the market 

lt has appeareclln 1993 that the socalied sideline activities, which were usecl to divide risk, have played 
a very Important role. So Important that those products, especially strappings, seems to become the 
backbone of the company. In any case the profits generateel by those products havefora large part 
obscurecl the losses of the architectural products. Therefore emphasis is laid on the fact that 
management should carefully reconsider the oftered productrange, for Instanee yearly. This to prevent 
that a lot of eftorts are put In products which on a longer term appear not to be profitable. 

The objective stated in the philosophy is that a yearly turnover of 1 billion Tshs. should be achieved in 
1995. On first sight this seems very ambitious, because of the necessary annual growth of over 80%. 
However growth in 1993 appeared to be over 150%. Even though 1992 was not an impressive baseyear, 
it shows clearly that 1 billion in 1995 could be possible, although ditticuit because of the organizational 
adaptations such a scale implies. 
The profitability of 20-25% however seems a bit overambitious. Nowadays it is still below 1 0% and taking 
the expected growing pains in account, it would be nice if CAL could achleve a profitability as targetteel 
for in 1994 of around 10%. 

lt Is said that this growth Is to be achieved through higher capacity-utilization without increasing the 
number of people ( = increasecl productivity). By doubling capacity-utilization, sales from rnanufacturecl 
products wiJl be around 400 to 500 miJlion Tshs. (neglecting inflation). To achleve the 1 billion turnover 
capacity-utilization will have to increase further, however it is unlikely that this will be possible without 
extra personnet (which should not be a problem). Also the contribution of resaleables has to increase 
considerably to achleve this. lt is therefore strange, that in the annuat· plan for 1994 the turnover from 
resaleables has droppeel to 35 miJlion Tshs. (in 1993 around 100 million). lt is acknowleclgecl that the 
annual plan shows a very modest scenary (30% growth in 1994 following 154% in 1993), but a declining 
trend in turnover from resaleables will make the achlevement of 1 billion Tshs. turnover more or less 
impossible. 
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5. Formulation of a conceptual strategy. 

5.1. Determination of functional- and actionareas. 

A complete SWOT -analysis has been prepared, which has resulted in a extensive enumeration of items. 
To increase the usefulness of the SWOT-analysis the enumeration will have to be structured. This wOl 
be done in the way as described in chapter 3 of the main report, summary IPR-Methodology. 
First the opportunities and threats will be grouped in socalied actionareas. An actionarea consists of a 
number of opportunities and threats from which a specific taskassignment can be derived. lt describes 
what should be done to make use of an opportunity or to diminlsh a threat. 
When these action-areas have been iclentified a preliminary setting of priorities will take place. Here 
distinction will be made between necessary actions to survive Qargest priority), improving actions 
(rationalities) and renewing actions Ocwest prlority). 
Basicles this the strengths and weaknesses have been grouped in socalied functional areas, which will 
be distingulshed in such a way that they can be attached to existing departments of CAL Through this 
the streng and weak parts (departments) of the organization can be identified. 

Finally the action and functional areas will be linked in such a way that it bacomes clear who is 
responsible for what action with what objectives. 

Actionareas. 
The actionaraas with affiliated opportunities and threats have been distinguished in table 8. 
Table 8: Grouping of opportunities & threats in actionareas. 

Analyslsphase • P/M/E Prod. Mgm. HR&O Fin. 

OpportunRiesflhreals• Opport. Threal Opport. Threat Opport. Threal Opport. Threat Opport. Threat 

Actionarea I 

1.Marketlng (prom.) 1, 4, 5 2 3 1 2 

2.Marketln (prlce) 1, 2, 4 1 1,2 

3.Quallty 2,4 2 1 1 5 

4.1nnovatlon 2,3 3 2 4 

5.Loglstlcs (Sup.) 4,5,8 2 

8.Loglstlc:s ~ntem.) 2,3 3 4 2 4 

7 .Loglstlc:s (Del.) 2,3 2,4 2 1 5 

8.Technology 2,4, 7 3 4 4 

e.lnfonnalion 1, 3 1 3 

10.Hum.res.f0rg./Comm. 1 1,3 1, 2, 3 1 5 

11.Produc:trange 5 3,4 3 

12.Costs 11111f189emenl 2 2,3. 
•• 5, 8 

-hese 12 actionaraas will be dist1n u1shed 1n necessary, 1mprov1ng ana renew1ng act1ons 1n order g 
come to a prellminary setting of priorities. 

to 

1. Promotion 

2. Pricing 

3. lnnovation 

4. Ouality 

Necessary, in order to safeguard growth and development of the company, 
which is necessary for continuatien of activities. 
Necessary, in order to remain competitive and through that secure continuatien 
of CAL 
lmproving and renewing, which depends on the subject which is under 
research. 
lmproving, but because it is a prerequisite for successful marketing it has 
become necessary. 
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logistics (5-7); 
5. Supplyside lmproving, but a prerequisite for marketing and therefore necessary. 
6. lnternal lmproving. 
7. Delivery side lmproving, but a prerequisite for marketing, therefore necessary. 
8. Production management (technology) 

lmprovlng. 
9. lnformation lmproving. 
10. Hu man res. fOrganizationjCommunication 

Restructuring of the organization is renewing, making better use of hurnan 
resources is improving, communication through effective meetings is improving. 

11. Productrange Renewing. 
12. Casts management lmproving. 

This classification can be argued, because every impravement might be necessary and every renewal 
can be an impravement and the ether way around. For now the classification and also the action areas 
themselves can be regarded as a starting point for further discussion, in which the priorities of the 
impravement projects can be determined. 

Functional areas. 
The codes which are presented in the strengthsjweaknesses enumerations refer to the following 
functional areas (departments). 
GM General Management 
S Sales 
AC Accountancy 
E Engineering 

p 
PU 
ST 

Production 
Purchasing 
Stores 

Counting of the strengths and weaknesses per functional area leads to the results as represented in 
table 9. Besides the total strengths and weaknesses also the difference (strengths minus weaknesses) 
will be represented. For more detailed data see enelosure 11. 

Table 9: Strengths and weaknesses per functional area. 

StrjWeak.-+ Total strengths Total weaknesses Difference 

Funct.area 
"' 

GM 17 30 -13 

p 8 24 -16 

s 6 15 -9 

PU 1 2 -1 

AC 3 6 -3 

ST 0 3 -3 

E 1 3 -2 

The objective of assigning strengths and weaknesses to functional areas was to become able to 
distinguish streng and weak departments. lf the difference between strengths and weaknesses is looked 
at, it appears that no streng departments exist and GM, P and S, can be regarded as weak. According 
to enelosure 11, GM weak spots are especially entrepreneurlal areas management and human resources 
& organlzation. In the financlal area GM is relatively streng. 
P has problems with the market orientation and production management. Flnally it appears that S as 
communicative link between the customer and production Is weak, which leads to inappropriate servlee 
to customers and order acquisition is too low. Relatively spoken PU, AC, ST and E are not so weak. 
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lt is however assentlal to put some questionmarks at the validity of those conclusions. First PU, AC and 
E are not independent departments, which means that they can not always be hold responsible for 
certain streng or weak spots in their activities. Furthermore centralization leads to the fact that a large 
part of the items is assigned to GM, the absolute difference in a lot of Items is therefore larger than in 
other functional areas. However the relativa difference is largast at stores. Finally Jt is notfair to substract 
weaknesses from strengths, without taking into account the implications of a certain strength or 
weakness. 

The conclusions therefore are nol regarded valid and are regarded as not suitable for a responsible 
riskanalysis, which would have to take place when determining priorities. The only valid conclusion that 
can be drawn from the above figures, is that CAL Is very centrallzed, which leads to the fact that GM 
is responsible for 46 of the total of 115 strengths and weaknesses. 

5.2. Linking of actionaraas with functional areas. 

Now the actionaraas will be translated in impravement projects and functional areas will be anached to 
those projects. This will result In socalied taskassignments. 

5.2.1. Actionarea Marketing (promotion). 
A lot of work has to be done in order to acquire more orders. This can be achieved through advertising, 
special promotion actions and especially through personal acquisition at large potentlal customers 
(architects, contractors, government). A reasanabie provision should be oftered to salespersennel to 
maximize their motivation. However to make these efforts also on the long term successful, sales should 
be able to commit CAL to competitive delivery times which will be achieved In the factory wlth an 
appropriate quality-standard against competitive prices. 
lf lt Is assumed that total turnover will have to be raise In 1994 with 33%, then also the acquisition of 
orders has to be increased with 33 % (measured in financlal terms). 
The functional areas which should be involved In this project are general management, sales and 
production. 

5.2.2. Actionarea Marketing (pricing). 
Besides extra efforts In acqulsltion there should be applied a continuous monitoring of the 
competitiveness of the CAL-prices, lncluding payment terms. 
This could be executed through a continuous tuning between sales and accountancy, where competitive 
prlces and reasanabie profit margins are compared. Competitive prices can be determined from 
pricesetting of competitors. Reasanabie profilmargins with consecutive prices can be determined 
through the ebtalnment of a realistic insight in the Inlegral costs of a product. These costfigures should 
be updated periodically, e.g. every 3 months, in between which prices should be kept as stabie as 
possible. The applled profilmargin on lts turn can be determined by management and should depend 
on the actual market situatlon. 
When a suitable agreement betweensales and accountancy does not seem possible, it is necessary that 
the cause of this is determined and action taken to regain a competitive pricing position. 
As far as the determination of payment terms is concerned, two financlal aspects should be considered. 
One is the need for immediate werking capita! to be able to cover operational expenses and the other 
is the compensation for lnflation (with around 24% lnflation, at least 2% per month should be added for 
delayed payment). Besides these aspects also the reaction of the customer should be taken into 
consideration, because to strict payment terms may cause customers to place orders very late or not 
at all. 
In the delermlnative actlens accountancy and salesare involved. lf the pricesettings (costs) have to be 
adjusted, production, purchaslng and general management will become involved. 

5.2.3. Actionarea Quality (product & process). 
One of the conditions for Jonger term success In the market Is the achlevement of a satlsfactory quality 
level. Depending on market demands and technlcal possibilities unambiguous quality standards should 
be developed, especlally for the higher value added products (aluminium sectlon). Thls can be reached 
by determining clear productobjectives or specifications, lncluding tolerances. lf those quality standards 
are clear, a proper quality control system (procedures and organizational adaptations) should be 
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designeet to be able to ensure the right productquality to customers. lf thls system is appliecl properly 
by eclucatecl people In quality control. the actual quality performances can be determinecl. Only then 
processtargels for Impravement can be appliecl, like determination of number of mistakes per product, 
quality costs, etc .. Also quality Impravement strategies like KAIZEN, KOAF, Ouality Management by 
Objectives and Strategy for the lnnovationprocess of lntegral Qualitycontrol23 might be conslderecl. 
In this project sales (to determine quality demands), production and general management should be 
involvecl. 

5.2.4. Actionarea Jnnovation. 
Jnnovation projects to lmprove the quality of products or processas should be undertaken more 
frequently and more structured. This requires a continuous communication trom sales to an established 
engineering department with respect to customer complaints and suggestions. Of course Casement 
employees could also offer suggestions for improvement. For instanee through the use of a suggestion 
box, again In such a way that people wiJl be compensatecl for fruittul ideas. 

lf some sort of engineering department would be establishecl, proper projectplans with timeframes, 
budgets (for which a part of the profits of tradeables could be reserved), clear division of activities to 
responsible persons and targetscan be designed. In those projects market demands and makeability 
should be considerecl simultaneously. A department like this should be established out of the close 
participation of especially the sales and production department 

5.2.5. Actionarea Logistics (Supply side). 
Here logistics till start of production are subject of improvement. The question has to be answered, how 
time between the receiving of a confirmatien of orderand the start of production can be shortened? 
There are two ways of achieving this, which can be combinecl. First a more appropriate stock control 
proceelure should be developecl, which makes store better able to support production. The (trends in) 
demand of raw materials and components should be determined in order to make it possible to take 
proper deelslons with respect to quantity and timing of material purchases. Therefore a certain 
stockpolicy has to be developecl (at this moment the reordering point method seems most 
appropriate24

, because of its simplicity). 
Second, the leadtime from suppliers should be shortened and the procedures smoothened. First of all 
the necessary finances should be reserved and furthermore much closer contacts with suppliers 
(especially ALAF) should be developed. The possibilities of co-makership or co-suppliership25 in 
Tanzania should be discussed, although on first sight it might irrealistic to achieve, because of financlal 
and procedural problems. 
lt is difficult at this moment to quantify a target for this projects as long as it is not known how long on 
average orders are delayecl because of these preproduction activities. So this has to be found out and 
a target of a shortenecl leadtime set. 
lnvolved In a project like this should be the purchasing department, stores, accountancy and general 
management. 

23see [6], chapter 3, p.83-100, betonging to the course "introefuction Qual ity management", 
university of technology Eindhoven, the Netherlands. 

24rhe reordering point methoef means that one stockpoint is control led. In this stockpoint a mininun 
stocklevel is determined, the reordering point. When the available stocklevel comes below the safetystock, 
new stock wilt be ordered so that the actual stocklevel wilt become higher than the safetystock level. The 
quantity that is ordered can be efther fixed or variable to adjust to a certain stocklevel. Hot only the 
physical avaflable stock is taken into account, also the orders which are on the way and the 
stockreservations for confirmed productionorders in the future are taken into account. The reordering point 
methoef is not dependent on predictions but basedon historie demandpatterns. The reordering point wilt be 
equal to the average demand over a predetermined perioef plus a certain addition for fluctuations. See also 
[5], chapter 14, p. 387-393. 

25co-makership or suppliership could be ac:hieved through purehese projectionsof CAL, whic:h assist 
the supplier todetermine quantity and quality of his orders welt in advance. The supplier could also be 
offered for instanee R&D assistsnee to ensure the achlevement of the right quality of his products. In 
short, III.ICh closer operational contacts should be developed. 
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5.2.6. Logistics (internal). 
The internal logistics, here from the moment raw materials are available, are now subject of 
impravement More specific, throughputtimes have to be shortened and stabilized to achleve more 
competitive delivery times and lmprove delivery reliability. The alm here is again to meet as close as 
possible market demands which should be passed on by sales. 
The base of impravement lies logically at sales, because here delivery dates are determlned. How does 
sales arrive at a certain delivery date and more Important, is this delivery date arrived at in a sensible 
way? The socalied •delivery date lssuing rules• should be reconsidered. A deelsion will have to be 
made whether a delivery time wiJl be issued that is constant or dependent of customer, workorder or 
workload. Also tuning of sales to production should be smoothened and real delivery dates inslead of 
ASAP should be lssued. 
A further aspect of Impravement Is the setting of priorities In production. Objective priority rules (FIFO, 
SPT, RANDOM, DO, Orderfloat), should be determined27

• 

Both these rules should be a result of the conslderation of market demands versus production 
possibilities. Those production possibilities however should also be subject of lmprovement. This means 
impravement of the productivity, efficiency and effectivity of production. A suitable 
production(flow)plannlng should be applied, although the workload is still as such, that planning is not 
a eenstraint yet. But if the number of orders increases, it is necessary to have established a proper 
production control to minlmize uncertalnties In production and achleve high delivery reliability. 
So uncertainties In production which cause fluctuations in throughputtimes should be diminished. This 
means that, the reliability of machines should be increased (see actionarea technology), fluctuations in 
processtimes and waitingtimes should be decreased, the influence of power cuts should be looked at 
(feasibility of a generator) and the availability of skilied personnet should be ensured. Finally also the 
point where customerorders are disconnected from production in Iouvre production should be reviewed. 
The objective in this is shortening and stabilization of throughputtime. Nowadays throughputtime Is 
assumed to be 3 weeks, so the target could be to decrease throughputtime to 2 weeks, after receiving 
the required materials. 
The departments who are involved In this are sales and production, who tagether have to set feasible 
and competitive delivery times. 

5.2.7. Logistics (delivery side). 
An in dept market research should be executed to assess the market demands with respect to delivery 
times for the different product groups. lf this Is known then appropriate action can be taken in the 
internat and supply side logistics to become able to achleve these delivery times. So this project should 
preeede the former two action areas. The initia! objective here should be the incraese of delivery 
reliability. First actual reliability has to assessed and based on that a target could be set. Eventually 
however at least 90 % of the orders should be delivered in time. 
This project should be executed by sales. 

5.2.8. Actionarea Production management (technology). 
A large part of the potentlal lmprovements of production management are elaborated upon in the 
actionarea •togistics·. Here focus of impravement is the diminishing of disturbance of production due 
to technica! problems. To achleve this two things will have to be achieved. First quick and effective 
repairprocedures should be established. lf a technica! problem arises, direct action should be taken28

• 

Secondly a proper maintenance system should be developed. Through this an optimized division, in 
financlal terms, between prevenlive and corrective maintenance can be achieved, and the extend of 
disturbance and chance of unpredicted failures wilt be decreased. The basic knowied ge to develop such 
a system, like: local availability, costs and frequency of repair, leadtime from supplier etc., is already 
available at CAL In enelosure 12 this lnformation with respect to the hoopplant is given as an illustration. 

26see [5], chapter 9, p. 229. 

27see [5], chapter 7, p.221-228. 

28JLLustratfve is the incident where the fortlift was having a flat tyre, but could not be repaired, 
because nobody could authorfze the repafr. Therefore everybody was just waftfng for several hours. 
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Also it might be useful if during such a project a detailed assessment will be made of the technica! state 
and performance possibilities of the production system together with the most urgent reinvestments. 
Target here is to minimize maintenance costs rasuiting from technical failures and to getto know more 
about the actual status of the productionsystem. This will help to control the system and to determine 
the feasibility of Jonger term objectives. Action here should be taken by maintenance in cooperation with 
production, if necessary with external assistance. 

5.2.9. Actionarea lnformation. 
The transfer of information should be improved. In the actual situation it happens to often that the right 
lnformation is not available at the right time. Therefore an informationpolicy should be developed. 
Hereford an informationplan should be written to place the necessary informationflows within the exlsting 
framewerk of the organization. This plan on its turn can be translated in a suitable informationsystem, 
which describes what and how information is transferred and by what means. The Business Systems 
Planning (BSP)-methodology for the information plan and the lnformation System work and Analysis 
of Change (ISAC)-methodology for the lnformationsystem could be applied. A project like this should 
be initiated by general management, but involves also all other departments. An information consultant 
from outside might be necessary. 

5.2.1 o. Actionarea Human resourcesfOrganizationfCommunication. 
This area lnvolves three aspects, all with the objective to lmprove efficiency and effectivity of the 
decision-making processes. 
First a change in the structure of the organization, through decreasing the number of hierarchicallevels. 
This can be achieved by eliminating the difference between foramen and supervisors. Through this also 
the problem of dual responsibility is solved. Besides this the place of stores in the organizatienat 
structure should be changed, because to put it under accountancy makes no sense. Stores has to 
support the primary production flow (input>production>output). Either it will have to be placed under 
the responsibility of production either under the responsibility of the purchaslng department But now 
it Is placed under the supervision of a department who Is centrolling the financlal flow and not the 
physical flow of materials. This unnecessarily complicates the communication structure. 
Secondly delegation of actlvities should be considered. However a carefut deelsion has to be made 
about what actlvities to whom will be delegated. This can probably only be determined by trial and error. 
lf this Is consldered proper1y then delegation has to take place through the offering of: 

proper education and training; 
the right formality; 
responsibilities accompanied by authority; 
proper feedback from delegator and 
appropriate financlal compensation. 

Thirdly communication could be lmproved by the establishment of a sensible consultative structure . 
Especially through meetings where a managementteam discussas strategical Issues and evaluates 
operational performances. A cooperative managementteam should apply a participative deelsion making 
procedure, where it Is possible to call on someones responsibilities. Also a proper division of 
responsibilities can take place in order to prevent overlapping or lacking of duties. 
Targets for this are difficult to quantify and might best be set by a combination between the financlal 
results of the company and the worksatisfaction of the employees (not quantifiable), lncluding 
management. Projects like these should be lnitiated by general management, because they affect the 
basic structure of the organlzation. 

5.2.11. Actionarea Productrange. 
The accounting system should be rearranged In such a way that the financlal performances per 
productgroup can be determlned. Thls makes financlal trendstudles for the different products possible 
and can help assessing the prospects of different products. The sales departments should give addltional 
information about the position of the product in the market and their opinion about the prospects of a 
product, based on their centacts (feeling) In the market Through this combined knowfedge a responsible 
deelsion with respect to renewing or repositloning of the productrange, timely introduetion of renewed 
or withdrawal of obsolete products, and annual targets can be made. These actlvities are the 
responsibility of general management In cooperation with accountancy and sales. 
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5.2.12. Actionarea Costs management. 
To achleve better financial control of the activities, which take place within CAL the accounting system 
has to be raarrangeet lt has to give a proper financlal representatlon of the different activities that are 
taking place and should give an accurate calculation of the different costs per product. This might be 
difficult to achieve, but it is worse if some products do nothave any profltable prospects anymore and 
CAL Is not able to recognize it. Also the pricesetting could be totally wrong if no accurate figures about 
costs are available. Furthermore if Indirect costs are accounted to productgroups, a check has to be 
executed afterwards, whether the total real costs have been reecvered by the products. lf necessary, 
then well-consldered adjustments can be made. lf a good accountingsystem is applied, it will also 
become possible to analyze performances and trends of financlal parameters (e.g. solvency) much more 
detailed. The basis on whlch predictions and deelslons about the future (annual plan) will have to be 
taken will be much more solid. 
By the way, accounting should focus on accounts and not on store activities. 
Adjustment of the accounting system wiJl have to be executed by the accountancy department herself 
with the help of general management. A target for such a project is difficult to quantify. Common sense 
wiJl teil whether the applied accounting system has improved and simplifies and improves the 
decisionmaking. 

5.3. Setting of priorities. 

5.3.1. lnterrelations between taskassignments. 
These 1 0 action areas and affiliated taskassigments are not Independent of each ether. Some 
improvements are necessary to make other improvements possible or sensible. The interrelation of the 
projects has to be determined in order to be able to set the right priorities, see tigure 4. 

In order to convince customers to buy and to develop a long lasting relationship with them, it Is 
necessary to be able to assure them of a eertaio quality-level and to daliver within a competitive 
specified time. 
Only if those conditions are met, it 
bacomes sensible to put efforts in 
the acquisition of orders, through 
more promotion and competitive 
prices and payment terms. 

These actions are necessary to 
assure continuity of CAL on a 
Jonger term. However a lot of 
improvements could follow the 
necessary actions. lt Is not 
necessary to realize all these 
improvements at the same time. 
Those impravement projects can be 
executed in phases. The priorities 
with which they should be executed 
depend on the costs and benefits of 
each action and the lmportance lntamal 
management feels those actions Loglstos 
have tor the competitive position. 
Human resources Is put more or 
less In the middle. Thls Is because 
all the other Impravement projects 
wiJl have to be accompanied by 

changes in the field of hurnan Fiqure 4 : Interrelations between 
resources (delegatlon). lt Is for actionareas. 
Instanee useless to establish an 
engineering department, if this 
department doesnothave the proper means, including authority, to execute their activities. 
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Furthermore the actionaraas costs managementand productrange have been put together. Because if 
action on the accountingsystem Is taken the lmprovements with respect to the productrange wiJl be 
loglcal consequence. 

5.3.2. Costjbenefit-analysis of the taskassignments. 
So far the divlslon of actionaraas In necessary, lmproving and renewing has given some lndication of 
how priorities between the actionaraas should be set. To strengthen this reasoning of priority-setting, 
the costs and the benefits of the different actions should be assessed. Due to a Jack of informatlon, lt 
wiJl be lmpossible to make an accurate calculation of the costs and the . benefits of all the different 
actions. However through estimations an Imprassion of the financlal lmportance of the different actions 
might be obtained. 

Some taskassignments wiJl be combined, because the costs andjor benefit of the areas will be the 
sa me. 

Taskassignment Marketing (promotion). 
Promotion can be done through a lot of different means, which will all have their own respective costs. 
Advertisements in newspapers, magazines or on the radio, participation In exhibitions, showrooms etc. 
However normally one of the most convincing means to promote industrial produels wiJl be personal 
promotion29

• A salesman maintains contacts with potentlal customers, gives them advice, keeps them 
informed about new products, In short establishes a professional bond between buyer and seller. CAL 
should make more use of this mode of promotion. The yearly costs of one salesman "on the road", wiJl 
be around 600000 Tshs. for wages and allowances. Vehicle running expenses and depreciation mlght 
amount to 2.5 miJlion Tshs. Th is logether forms noteven 1% of total turnover in 1994. With a profilmargin 
of 10% (annual plan 1994), the target for each salesman on the road should beat least 30 miJlion Tshs. 
turnover. lf this is believed to be feasible, then personal acquisition could be put into practica. Starting 
with only 1 salesman as a try-out, although 2 might stimulate each other if an element of healthy 
competition could be arised between them. 
ExcJuded In this consideration is the cut in productioncosts due to higher capacity utilization. 

Taskassignment Marketing (pricing). 
This taskasslgnment consists of 2 different actions. 
1. Pricing of products, which have to be combined with adaptations of the accountingsystem and 

with the actionsarea productrange (see chapter 3.3.1 ). 
2. Payment terms. 

Ad. 1 
The price of a product should consist of the integral costprice of production increased with a certain 
profrtmargin, which depends on the marketsituation. 
Hereby aluminium louvres are taken as an example. 
CAL aluminium louvres face direct competition from other local manufactured aluminium louvres and 
by local and foreign manufactured steellouvres. The price of theselouvresper bladeis 385 Tshs. for 
dealers and 405 Tshs. for retailers. CAL is said to be pricesetter for aluminiumlouvresin the Tanzanlan 
market The price of steellouvres is between 330 and 390 Tshs. depending of the rnanufacturer. 

The global costprice calculation for the CAL aluminium Jouvres (figures of management report november 
1993) is as follows; 
Average monthly production: 6070 blades by officlally 14 employees. 
Material costs: 1458000 Tshs. per month = 240 Tshs. per blade. 
Direct Iabour: 14/62 * monthly direct Iabour costs = 952000 Tshs. 
These costs accountforsteel as wellas aluminium louvres. The production processof aluminium louvres 
is the same as steellouvres. According to the respective productionvolume, 853000 Tshs. is accountsbie 
to the aluminium louvres alone. Therefore direct Iabour costs per blade are approximately 140 Tshs. 

29see [23], chapter 11, p. 321 - 339. 
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Furthermore aluminium louvres reprasent 12.1% of the turnover of produced goods of CAL In 1993. So 
the assumption Is made that the louvres therefore are also responsibis for the same percentage of 
further manufacturlng costs (excluding vehicle running expenses, because hardly used In faveur of 
louvres). Therefore further manufacturing expenses per blade are 27 Tshs. 
Aluminium louvres reprasent 8.3% of the total turnover of CAL up to november 1993. Assumption: same 
percentage of the overheadcasts have to be covered by aluminium louvres. Overheadcasts per blade 
58 Tshs. 

Total costs of aluminiumlouvresper blade: 465 Tshs. 

Of course some objectlens may be raised against this method of costprice calculation, but it Is 
according to the figures In the management report impossible that any profit is made on the aluminium 
louvres. lt could be possible that an organization out of strategie reasens sells a product below its 
costprice. But only if this Is done deliberately for well-defined reasens and temporarily. lf this pricesetting 
Is necessary because of the market situation and CAL Is not able to lower its productioncosts, then the 
conclusion should be to stop producing these products. Otherwise the eperating loss, according to the 
calculation above, will beat least 60 Tshs. * 6070 blades = 365000 Tshs. monthly. Costs of increased 
speed of depreciation etc., if production would have to be stoppad will be neglectable. 

This example illustrates the need to execute a thorough costprice calculation per product, taking the 
market situation into account. Only with an appropriate accountingsystem a sensible deelsion with 
respect to the oftered productrange and the applied salesprices can be made. This example can also 
be used to assess the benefits of the taskassignments productrange and costs management. 

Ad.2 
Overdraft facilities and accordingly the financlal space of the organization have increased. The liquidity 
of the company should nowadays be suftielent for the acquisition of raw materials and other 
preproduction expenses (assumlng that the cashflow will not be negative for a long consecutive time). 
lt is therefore not necessary any more to have customers pay in advance solely for this purpose. lt could 
be considered, whether it is possible to offer customers a choice, either to pay In advance or afterwards, 
but then lncluding an Intlation compensation (inflation In building materials ± 50 %, which could be 
compensated by adding 4% monthlfC or by giving a discount if advance payment is made). The only 
reasen to keep on insisting that customers pay in advance is to simplify dabtors management. The 
above mentioned payment terms therefore could be restricted to known reliable customers. 
The costs of such an action are neglectable. What are the costs of somewhat complicated dabtors 
administration? However the benefits are that CAL will not so easily loose customers because of 
strictness of the payment terms anymore. Sernething which has happened in the past and might happen 
agaln, especially in combination with unreliable deliverytimes and increased competition. 

Taskassignment Quality. 
This taskasslgnment cuts on two sldes. First by executing a more active quality policy the 
productioncosts can be decreased. Secend quality assurance will attract customers. lt is very difficult 
to say to what extend new customers will be attracted or existing customers will come back. Therefore 
here only the first advantage will be elaborated upon. 

The productloncosts in this area can be decreased through diminishing of the quality costs. The 
qualitycosts consist of prevenlive costs, inspeetion costs and failure costs (internal and external). 
Between those costs an optimum has to be found (see tigure 5). 

To find the optimum for the CAL-situation, an in-depth study of the existing quality system will have to 
be executed. This will be too time-consuming at this moment. However this does not mean that nothing 

30see [151, chapter 3. 



can be said about this. 
Research 3

' in the 
Netherlands has shown that 
qualitycosts are often much 
higher than assumed, mostly 
between 5 and 15% of the 
turnover. Furthermore In 
organizations without a strict §• 
quality policy, like CAL, 
faiture costs are a multitude 
of Inspeetion costs, which ~ 
are multitude of prevention '! 
costs. lt appeared that (the o 
average of a large number of 
industrial sectors) the amount 
of money that could be 
saved by application of a 
more prevention oriented 
quality policy was 3 % of the 
turnovervalue. 

lt could be argued whether 
or not this might also be 
valid tor Tanzania, or In this 

% fallures 

case CAL On the one hand Figure 5: Structure of Quality costs. 
the technical state of the 
productionsystem Is lower than in the Netherlands. This increases the chance of failures and hence the 
total quality costs, which implies higher potentlal savings. On the other hand, the quality demands of the 
Tanzanian market arealso somewhat lower than in the Netherlands. To get a global Imprassion of the 
savings therefore, it is assumed that both above menticneef factors compensate each other and that the 
potentlal savings in quality costs in CAL equal the average figure of 3 % of turnovervalue. This than 
would lead, lfthe 1993 figures for produced Items are used, toa potentlal saving of 5.5 to 6 million Tshs. 
perannum. 

The costs of the lmplementation of a quality policy, including procedures and persennel could be limlted 
by making use of already available employees. The only extra investment will be some time to develop 
procedures and reach agreement upon them. 

Taskassignment lnnovation. 
Eventual benefits as a consequence of elther product- or processinnovation will be found in an improved 
competitiveness of CAL products. Productdevelopments should lead to improved products, which will 
have an increased competitlve advantage over competitors products. Processdevelopments should lead 
to savings in productioncosts. Either In savlng In materials or In impravement of the efficiency of the 
manufacturing process. 
The benefits of a possible engineerlngsdepartment are totally dependent of the lngenuity of the people 
werking In such a department lt Is therefore very dlfficult to make an accurate assessment of the 
benefits of the establishment of such a department 
According to the theory of the learning-curve32 there wiJl always be potentlal for improvement. However 
very little new developments have taken place In recent years, so not much of those potentlal 
lmprovements have been Implementeef and are left to be used. These potantials are supposed to be 
most obvlous at new productlines, like the aluminium section. 

31see [6], chapter 3, p. 79- 80 and Heer A. de, a.o.; Qualitycosts, what are the benefits?, Kluwer 
Deventer, 1984 •• 

32 • • nel see learning curve theory in [8], chapter 8; as part of the course "OrganlZatlon a Management 
of technical imovation", t.niversfty of technology Eindhoven, the Netherlands. 
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Coming to the casts of such a department a suitable equnibrium has to be found between the 
opportunities affered to such a department and the casts lnvolved. Persennelis al ready available In CAL, 
whlch might be extended with a graduate In engineering (mechanica!). lt might be an lclea to have thls 
group of people proef there lngenuity with the existing possibilities, befare putting In larger lnvestments. 
The initia! casts of such a department should be around 1 miJlion Tshs. per year (600.000 Tshs. 
labourcasts and around half a million for testmaterials etc.). 

To illustrate the benefit of such a department an example of a simple potentlal impravement at the 
Hoopplant will be described. 
Nowadays steel coils (thickness 0.89 mm.) are delivered in a width of 215 mm. Out of such a con 11 
straps are slitted of 19 mm. each, which leadstoa total width of 209 mm. used and 6 mm waste (2.8%). 
However if coils would be delivered In a width of 272 mm., it would be possible to slit 14 straps out of 
it (maximum process capacity Is 15 to 16 straps slmultaneously), with the same amount of 6 mm. play 
on the outer slcle. This however would decrease waste to 2.2%. According to the annual plan of 1994, 
200000 kgs. of at least 300 Tshs. each should be processed. Thls would lead to savlngs on materlal 
casts of at least 360000 Tshs. per year. Without taklng lnto account the savings on productioncasts due 
to higher productivity and capacity-utilization, because morestraps are processed simultaneously. 
With 3 ldeas like this per year, the engineering department would already become profitable. 

Taskassignment logistics (supply side). 
The first action to be taken Is the application of a proper stock policy. The necessary information 
(average consumption of stockitems) should be gathered by a socalied logistics department, who also 
would be responsible for taking action (definition of safetystocks and orderquantities and the purchase 
procedure to be followed). No extensive additional casts will be involved, because persennel with 
appropriate knowledge is already available. lt will therefore only require willingness from management 
to assign people to these activities. 

The potentlal benefits can be assessed from the annual plan 1994. According to this plan, the stock 
holding period will be 4.3 months (average stocklevel/average material requirements = 
11.!(65800+60775)/14610). Assume that, through application of an effective stockpolicy, the stock holding 
period could be decreased with one month. This means a decrease of the average stocklevel to 48 
million, which matters 15 miJlion Tshs. To have 15 miJlion Tshs. freely available at an annual inflatiemate 
of 20%, means a potentlal saving of 3 million Tshs .. However, if this 15 million would beregardedas a 
decrease of the bank overdraft against 35% interest, it would mean a saving on financlal expenses of 
more than 5 miJlion Tshs. 
The earlier mentioned reordering point methad could be used to realize this benef1t. 

Condition Is that the delivery reliability remalns the same. 

Another action is the shortening of the leadtime from suppliers, lnitially to increase the delivery reliability 
and through that the competitive position. As ear1ier mentioned the casts and benefits of this are difficult 
to assess, therefore only the consequences of a shortenlng of the total throughputtime will be looked 
at. Shortening of the leadtime trom suppliers Is however only one of the possibilities to reduce 
throughputtime. Theether possibilities are subject of the taskassignment Logistics (internal). The benefits 
of reduced throughputtime will be handled there. 

Taskassignment Logistics (internal). 
The point where customerorders for lauvers are disconnected trom production should be shifted. lf CAL 
stops making lauvers on stock, but rastricts herself to the manufacturing of universa! components 
(bearings, clips etc.) on stock. As soon as an order for lauvers arrives only some non-universa! 
components Oambs, eperating bars) have to be manufactured and assembling has to take place. With 
an effective organlzation of the shopfloor, most orders could be produced in 2 days. This leads to a 
lower stocklevel (lt Is cheaper to have raw materials than finished products in store. Even if also non
universa! components would be made on stock 1t would be cheaper than keeping finished products in 
store), more stabie throughputtime and better service to the customer. Taking into account the problem 
of raw material acquisition, 1t seems quite frustrating to have the wrong finished products in stock for 
which scarce raw materlals have been used. 
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Possibilities to reduce throughputtime are effective material management, impravement in the internal 
logistics performances (efficient productionplanning, proper allocation of productionfactors) and a 
decrease in disturbances of the productionprocess (increase reliability of the productionsystem, avalla
bility of persennel etc.). To make a proper deelsion about where to start with attempts to shorten 
throughputtime an ln-depth study In the structure of the throughputtime Is necessary. Here restrietion 
is made to the financlal consequences of a shortening of throughputtime. 

Notlee is taken of the tact that almast all customers want their products as soon as possible, so that 
shortening of throughputtime Is also favoured by customers. For simplicity, the payment terms as 
applied by CAL are considered to be 50% In advance, when conflrming the order and 50% upon 
reception of the goeds for all orders. 
According to the annual plan of 1994, total turnover should become 394 miJlion Tshs., which means that 
197 miJlion will be received after delivery. The actual standard throughputtime for the entire 
productionprocess for non-standard items is 3 weeks. In praetJee this is aften much langer, especially 
due to unavailability of raw materials. lf CAL would be able to shorten on average total throughputtime 
and through that delivery time with ene week, this would mean that they would receive the balance 
payment of 50 % ene week earlier. The financlal benefits trom this, with an inflationrate of 20%, are 197 
million * 0.0035 = 700000 Tshs. 
The benefits trom more competitive delivery times and increase in capacity-utilization and productivity 
have nat yet been taken into account. 

To get an impression of the consequences of a raise in capacity utilization and productivity, the example 
of the aluminium louvres (see taskassignment marketing) is used. 
lt is always very difficult to assess what happens to overheadcasts in case of a raise in capacity 
utilization due to more orders. Therefore restrietion is made to the consequences of a raise In capacity 
utilization on the eperating expenses (materlal casts + manufacturing casts). 
Assume that through the acquisition of more orders the capacity utilization of the productionsystem for 
aluminiumlouvresis raised with 100% (from 30 to 60%), which leadstoa raise in output of 100%. This 
would mean an lncrease of all variabie casts with also 100%. Of course material casts are variabie and 
also the manufacturing casts are varlable, with exception of depreciation (24100 Tshs. per month 
accountable to aluminium louvres). The decrease in productioncast for aluminium louvres per blade will 
be 2 Tshs •• 

Assume that, this raise in capacity utilization is accompanied by a raise in productivity of 1 o %. The 
consequences for the eperating expenses would be, that direct Iabour casts per blade would decrease 
from 140 Tshs. to 127 Tsh., the decreasein further manufacturing expenses would more or less be the 
same as above = 2 Tshs. lf also productivity of overhead would be raised with 10 %, this would lead 
toa decrease from 58 Tshs. to 53 Tshs. per blade. 
Total savings would then be around 20 Tshs., which leadstoa monthly saving of productioncasts tor 
aluminium lauvers of around 130000 Tshs. · 

lt is obvious that taking the actual coststructure lnto account, there is no use in putting efforts in raising 
capacity utilization if no attention is paid to increasing productivity. 

There are varleus ways to lncrease productivity. The casts of ralsed productivity depend on the way this 
ralse Is achleved and are therefore difficult to assess. Further investigation will be necessary to assess 
the casts and the chance of success of organizational, technica! or managerial productivity measures 
(trainee!). 

Taskassignment Logistics (delivery side). 
This taskassignment Is focused on determinlng competitive delivery times and ft Is therefore difficult to 
quantify casts or beneflts. Thls means delivery times at least as tast and reliable as competltors and 
accorcfing the demands of customers 

Nowadays customers mostly request As Soon As Posslble. The questlon to be answered Is, whether 
customers expect that this will result In the quickest delivery ar that 1t Is useless to state delivery dates, 
because thls Is unusual and the supplier will nat pay attention to this. To ldentify the real customer 
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demands, close contact with customers are necessary (personal acquisition!) are necessary. Only when 
these demands are known, CAL can make a senslble consideration, from a market point of view, about 
how far to go with the shortening of throughputtimes. Out of cast considerations, it al ready became clear 
that goes: ,he quicker, the cheaper", of course only if the customer is going to buy immediately when 
a product is finlshed. 

Taskassignment Production management (technology). 
Benefits from action In thls area wilt be that the availability of production equlpment tncreases and 
through that the disturbances of the productionprocesses decreases. This should lead to a more 
effective productionsystem with higher productivity figures. 
Furthermore the total maintenance casts wiJl diminish. Maintenance applies to the quality of the 
productionsystem. The maintenance casts therefore have the same structure as quality casts, preventive, 
inspeetion and faiture casts. Only here Inspeetion and corrective actions will be applied on the 
productionsystem lnstead of on the products. Also here an optimal conslderation between preventive 
and corrective actlans should take place in order to reach the objective of minimal disturbance of 
production against acceptable casts. 
This optimum demands an in-depth study to the actual maintenance casts and the extend to which 
production is disturbed by technical problems. Also stockcontrol of spareparts should be part of such 
a research. 
To illustrate the necessity of paying more attention to maintenance, raferenee is made to the hoopplant 
project (september 1993). This productionbatch took 22 shifts of 12 hours to finish, while even with a 
modest speed of production 16 shifts should have been sufficient. The delay of 6 shifts (37.5% of 
throughputtime) Is accountable to powercuts and technicat problems. Of course it Is nat fair to regard 
this project as a representative sample to assess productiondisturbances. But assumlng that this Is nat 
an incidental case and that throughputtime Is lengthened due to technical problems with 20 %, it would 
become definitely sensible to pay attention to this issue. Potentlal savings through raise In productivity 
and taster abtalnment of payments wiJl be considerable as can be seen from the calculations under 
taskassignment Loglstics. 

In the actual situation no stockcontrol on spareparts is applied and hardly any spares are kept in stock. 
However a conslderatlon should be made between the casts of keeptng a certain spare part in stock 
and the consequences of nat having a sparepart in stock when such a sparepart is needed. Factors 
inftuencing thls consideration are importance of sparepart, casts of sparepart, frequency of consumption 
and leadtime from supplier. A list of assentlal spareparts for the Hoopplant has been raised by the 
maintenance department This list (enclosure 12) shows quite clearly that a more sensible way of 
stockcontrol could be applied. Most remarkable are the oil seals, which take 30 days to be 
manufactured, have a lifetime of around 6 months and which cast only around 1500 Tshs .. The choice 
between annual interestcasts of 300 Tshs. or the risk of having to stop or accept leakage trom the 
blueing line for 30 days should nat be a difficult one. 

Taskassignment lnformation. 
lnformation has to support productionactivities, so that they can be carried out effectively and efficiently. 
The benefits of a proper informationsystem therefore wilt be that through the availability of the right 
information at the right moment on the right place are the following; 

acceterated throughputtime. 
better service to customers. 
less mistakes, better quality and less waste. 

Emphasls Is laid on the lnformationtransfer between sales and production. Quantification of these 
benefits can only be guessed at. The observed delays however that take place due to misunderstandings 
and Impraper transfer of lnformation might all be incidents. But taking them all tagether might lead to 
a considerable waste of time and money and through that a conslderabte potentlat for impravement 

Taskassignment Human resourcesjOrganizationjCommunication. 
These abstract aspects in the organization can have a large impact on the performances of the 
organlzatlon. Nat sufficlently motivated or skilied people wiltlead to low productivity and more mistakes. 
An lneffective organlzation wnt hinder effective decisionmaking and through that slow down the 
operational processes. lnproper communication wilt lead to confusion and frustration with all their 
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respective effects on the organizational performances. Thls taskasslgnment therefore Is focused on 
keeping the framework, the body of the organlzatlon, healthy. Focusslng on only the more concrete 
aspects of the organlzatlon, without looklng at the human resources and thelr tormal and lnformal 
relations, wiJl hamper Impravement The earlter mentioned taskasslgnments should therefore be 
combined wlth thls one. In each taskasslgnment the questlons of delegation, restructuring of 
organization, communication patterns etc., should be answered. lt is therefore impossible to assess the 
benefits of this particular taskassignment on ltself. Earlier mentioned benefits will all be partly 
accountable to this taskasslgnment. The casts however of these additienat actlans are normally 
neglectable. Jt is just a question of camman sense, considering which communication or organizational 
structure fits a certain functional area best and a matter of making clear decisions. So in fact the benefits 
of this area are the most easy to reach, only the most difficult to assess. 

Taskassignment Casts management. 
The benefits of this area have already been elaborated upon while dealing with the taskasslgnment 
Marketing (pricing of products). 

5.3.3. The definitive setting of priorities. 
As earlter suggested the different taskassignments should nat bedealt with simultaneously, but a phased 
execution of the impravement projects would be favourable. lt is therefore necessary to set prioritles, 
which taskassignment is going to be dealt with first, second etc. 

To set these priorities the costjbenefit-analysis tagether with the lnterrelations of the taskasslgnments 
have to be consldered. Highest prlority then will be given to those taskasslgnments whlch are In the front 
of the lnterrelation structure and which offer the highest potentlal benefits. Th is has led to the following 
setting of priorities: 
Highest priority wiJl be given to the taskasslgnments Oualitv and Logistics Csupply and delivery side), 
especially the establishment of a proper stockcontrol policy. 
Secend priority wiJl be given to the taskassignment Casts management, Productrange and Marketing 
{pricing), which are closely related, because of their combined strategie and tactical importance. The 
taskassignment Marketing {promotion) also falls into this priority range. 
Those 4 taskassignments can be viawed as necessary. 
The following priority should again be given to the taskassignment Logistics Cinternall, but in this phase 
projects to imprave productivity (combined with raised capacity-utilization) and to shorten 
throughputtimes should be undertaken. In these projects the taskassignment Production Management 
Ctechnology) should be incorporated. 
The next taskassignment to be handled wiJl be lnnovation and the lowest priority can be given to the 
taskassignments lnformation, Communlcation and Organization. 
Again emphasis is laid on the fact that the taskassignment Human Resources wiJl not be an area to be 
handled on lts own, but in combination with all the other taskassignments, starting with the 
taskassignment quality. 
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6. Conclusion. the tormulation of an IPR-strateqy for CAL. 

Now the taskassignments have been ldentified and the priorities have been set, the IPR-strategy can be 
formulated, but first a remark has to be made. 
Normally the tormulation of this strategy is an iterative process, In which a conceptual strategy Is 
formulated, discussed, adapted by additional lnvestigations, discussed again etc., until a strategy Is 
developed which Is widely accepted and supported in the company. However thls extensive iterative 
process has nat been possible due to limited time available and the somewhat hectic state of aftairs in 
CAL The described strategy does therefore nat fellow out of extensive discussions, but fellows out of 
the interpretation of the analysis results and ramarks from employees with respect to these results. This 
strategy therefore stands midway between a conceptual and a definitive strategy and should also be 
regardedas such. 

In this strategy the following aspects will be determined: 
1- The taskassignments with the respective objectives for the impravement projects. 
2- The persons (departments) who will be responsible for the execution of the impravement 

projects. 
3- The priorities with which the impravement projects should be executed. 
4- A global timeframe for those impravement projects. 
5- The taskassignments which need additional investigations befare the real impravement can be 

realized. 
6- Critica! factors for a successful implementation of the projects. 

Ad. 1, 2 Taskassignments, objectives and executors. 
Taskassignment: Marketing (promotion). 
Objective: Development of an effective marketingplan with attention for the whole marketingmix. 

Special attention however should be paid to the possibilities of external werking 
salesmen. Growth in sales is aimed to be 80% annually, with an absolute minimum of 
30%. 

Executor: Marketingjsales-department tagether with General Management. 

Taskassignment: Quality. 
Objective: Development of an accurate quality system, which optimizes quality casts, reduces the 

number of human mistakes and thus waste figures. The most important target is that 
nat one single product which does nat meet its specifications will leave the factory. 

Executor: Production department tagether with a Quality-officer (to be appointed). 

Taskassignment: lnnovation. 
Objective: Development of an autonorneus department for product and process engineering 

activities. This department should be able to sustain herself through the initiating of 
financially feasible impravement projects with respect to products and processes. 

Executor: Production and sales-department. 

Taskassignment: Logistics (stock control & production). 
Objective: Development of a more efficient productionsystem through: 

-smoothening of the supplier linkages; 
-lmproving stock control with a stock holding period of 3 months as Initia! target, 
without looslng on delivery reliability; 
-doubling of capacity-utilization befare the end of 1995 along with lncreased productivity 
(suggested initial target 20% for direct Iabour and 50% for Indirect Iabour in the same 
period); 
-shortening of throughputtime by decreasing production uncertainties. 
-stopping making louvres on stock, only the universa! components should be made on 
stock 

Executor: Production, stores and purchase department 
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Taskassignment: Production management (technology). 
Objective: Development of a rnaintensnee concept, which maximizes the availability of machinery 

while the costs of rnaintensnee are optimized. First make an lnventory of the problem, 
then set targets. 

Executor: Production and rnaintensnee department, with the help of an external consultant with 
respect to rnaintensnee control (possibly a trainee). 

Taskassignment: lnformation. 
Objective: Development of an informationsystem, which supports the operational activities. 

Therefore only the correct information neeels to be at the right place at the right time. 
Executor: General management, with the help of an extemal information consultant (trainee?). 

Taskassignment: Costs management. 
Objective: Development of an accountancy system which represents the proper financlal 

performances per productgroup. The quality of this system should be suitable to be 
used as a reliable tooi tor strategie (productrange) and tactical (pricesetting) deelsion 
making processes. 

Executor: Accountancy and general management. 

Taskassignment: Organization. 
Objective: Structuring of the organization according to the existing operational processes 

(functional structure, see enelosure 1 c). 
Executor: General management. 

Taskassignment: Human resourcesjCommunication. 
Objective: Apart trom the structuring of the outfine of CAL, also the internar managerial processes 

should be erganizeef effective and efficiently. To be able to do so. an optimal 
cernpromise between centralization, formalization and delegation should be 
accomplished. 

Executor: General management & persennel officer. 

Ad. 3, 4 Priorities and general timeframe. 
In short the reeommendeel sequence in which the taskassignments should be tackled (see also chapter 
3.3.3) and the estimated time necessary for the respective projects to effectuate the new improved 
situation is as follows. 

Start in: 
1. Ouality (2 months) March '94 

2. Accountancy (1 to 2 months) April'94 

3. Logistics (stock control) (3 months) May '94 

4. Marketing (promotion) Onitial actions 1 month) May '94 

5. Logistics (4 to 6 months) July '94 

6. Production management (3 to 4 months) August '94 

7. lnnovation (1 month initially) January '95 

8. lnformation (3 months) March '95 

9. Organization Qess than 1 month) January '95 

10. Human resources and comm. (continuously) 
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When this timeframe Is followed, the execution of the total strategy will take around 1 ~ year and should 
be finisheet around June 1995. From that moment on the lmprovements have to be secured and 
regressJon into the old situation should actively be prevented. 

Ad.5 Taskassignments which require additional investigations. 
These taskassignments are not much more than a direction in which CAL should take steps to a better 
competitive position. In some areas it is even necessary to do some additienat research to get better 
lnsight in the actual performances of CAL This applies to the taskassignments Qualitv, Production 
management and Logistics. With respect to quality no proper standards exist, because of the absence 
of specifications. This has to be established first in order to be able to measure the actual performance 
and set a proper target for this taskassignment. Also with respect to rnaintensnee and delivery reliability 
extra effort has to be put into gaining insight In the size of the problem. First the actual performance has 
to be determined in order to set challenging and feasible impravement targets. This is necessary, 
because only then it becomes possible to determine how much effort for impravement will be reasonable 
and justifiable. 

Ad.6 Critica! factors for success. 
Of course the identification and priority setting of taskassignments is subjective to a certain extend and 
also dependent on the competitive environment, which is highly dynamic. Therefore befere starting a 
certain taskassignment, it will be wise to check whether developments have occurred, which might have 
changed the necessity or urgency of a certain impravement project (e.g. the arrival of more expatriates 
from India, has affecteet the organizational structure). This implies the first condition for success: only 
start an impravement project when it is believed that it is the right time and that it really will lead to 
impravement 

The secend condition for success refers to the next phase of the IPR-methodology. lf an impravement 
project is undertaken, see to it that this project is rnanageef properly. This means: 

specity the desired results (operationalize the objectives) and describe the path which will have 
to lead to this result; 
make a detaileet timeframe lncluding finishing date; 
make somabody responsibte and offer him suftielent authority; 
make a deelsion of how much money can be spent on the project. This can be done by the 
establishment of a budget or by close monitoring of the expenses by the Chief Accountant. 
see to it, that data with respect to the project and the results are properly controlled, so that 
conclusions can be verified. 
specity the boundaries of each separate project and prevent any project from becoming too 
general, in order to remain able to control the project. 

The third condition for success refers to the support a project should get from top-management. lt will 
not be possible for the top-management to carry out the projects themselves. However they should keep 
in close touch with the projects, show interest and offer regular feedback in order to prevent 
demotivation of the executors. Also make sure that projects are not delayed or stopped, because of lack 
of authority of the executors. Either by offering authority to the executors themselves, or by ensuring 
attention and deelsion making from top-management when necessary. Of course In the latter case the 
executors will have to deelde whether assistsnee from top-management Is necessary and act 
accordingty. As executors should take own initiative, it should be made perfectly clear what the limits 
of authority are. 



Enelosure la: orqanizational Chart (01/12/93). 
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Enelosure la (continued): Orqanizational Chart Production department (01/12/93). 
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Enelosure lb: Proposed organization structure. 
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Enelosure 1b (continued): Proposed orqanization structure Production department. 
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Enelosure 2: Production flow-chart. 

Louvres (for chart see figure). 

Processno.: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

Oparation 
Cutting sheets for Jamb 
Bending of Jambs 
Piercing (1) holes for bearing 
Piercing (2) holes for screws LH 
Piercing (2) holes for screws RH 
Side piercing of Jambs 
Oip assembly on Jambs LH 
Oip assembly on Jambs RH 
Squeezing of clips LH 
Squeezing of clips RH 
Table assembly (putting oparating bars on Jambs) 
Rivetting i 

Plastic loek assembly 
Bearing piercing LH 
Bearing piercing RH 
Forging bearing RH 
Forging bearing LH 
Spring cutting torging 
Cutting sheet for oparating bar 
Stretching oparating bar 
Piercing oparating bar 
Sheet cutting for loek plate 
Link plate blanking 
Link plate bending 
Sheet cutting for handles 
Handle blankingfforming 
Oparating bar rivetting Qink plate + spring + eperating bar) = A 
Oparating bar rivetting (handle + bar) = B 
A+B 
Checking & Assembling 
Sheet cutting for clips 
Blanking clip 
Oip sorting 
Oip bending LH 
Oip bending RH 
Packing. 



Enelosure 2: Production flow chart louvres. 

Flow chart loures. 



Enelosure 2: Process flow schedules (continued) 

Aluminium windowfdoors. 

Aluminium sections are lmported from Booth Manufacturing, Mombassa, Kenya. 

Step 1 to 4: Administrative orderprocesslng; 
1. Customer requests a certaln aluminium Item. 
2. Sales persennel goes to site to take measurements. 
3. Order will be confirmed with unambiguous specifications. 
4. A production order will be lssued. 

5. Cut sections to sultabla length (various types of sections can be included in the same item) -
sawing machine. 

6. Assembling (screwing) together of sections and instanation of fittings - rnanual. 
N.B. Here a lot of communication problems exist, which res.ults in the drilling of holes on the wrong 

place etc. & 

7. Passing of finished product to stores. 
8. Transportation to site, where the window including the glass will be lnstalled. 

Steel windowjdoors. 

See enelosure 7 tor the process-steps. Manufacturing of main frame and shutters happens next to each 
other. These will be assembied together and painted. After that assembly of fittings, locks and possibly 
grills andjor glass takes place. Finally checking and transfer to finished products store can take 
place. 



Enelosure 3: Factory lay-out casements Africa Ltd. 
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Enelosure 4: Processparameters (quoted from company records). 

Trial engineering performance targets (march 1993). 

Section Opera ti on No. of Output 
Operators (target) 

1. Hoop Plant 1. Slitting 2 3 coils of 18 

2. Bluelng & Pacldng 3 lines 
3. Bluelng control box and loadingf' ffload with Forklift truck 1 80 rolls 

4. Recolling control box 
5. Recoiling and Packlng 1 
6. Notchlng 3 
7. Blanklog and formlng on power press 4 10 rolls 
8. Blanking and formlng seals on flypress 1 80 rolls 
9. Sorting and Packing seals 1 6 Kgs. 

i. 
1 3 Kgs. 

5 Kgs. 

2. Steel doorsfwindows 1. Cutting sectlons of maln framefshutter 2 225 pcs. 
2. Piercing round hole main frame sectien 1 225 pcs. 
3. Counterslok piereed round holes on main frame sectien 1 225 pcs. 
4. Piercing rectangular holes on main frame section 1 225 pcs. 
5. Piercing rectangular holes on mainfshutter frame (to cater 1 225 pcs. 
for glazing T bar) 
6. Cutting mullionsjtransomes and fitting wedge 2 120 pcs. 

7. Cutting glazing bar (T bar) 1 225 pcs. 
8. Aash butt welding main frame and squareness check 1 26 
9. Aash butt welding shutter frame and squareness check 1 37 

10. Sheaving main framejshutter 1 63 
11. Hand grinding main frame 1 26 
12. Hand grinding shutter frame 1 26 

13. Filling mainfshutter frame 1 26 
14a. Tenon rivetting muilion/transome to mainframe or 2 26 
14b. Setting and are welding muilion/transome to main 2 10 

frame 
15a. Tenon rivetting glazing (T bar) toshutter frame or 1 50 
15b. Setting and Are welding glazing (T bar) toshutter 2 20 
16. Checking quality oftenon rivetting work 14a and 2 35 
rectifying manual are welding 
17. Checking quality oftenon rivetting work 15a and 1 25 

rectifying manual are welding 
18a. Piercing rectangular holes on mainframe corner to 2 225 pcs. 
cater tor hinges 
18b. Checking quality of projection welding rectifying and 2 225 pcs. 
are welding shutter to main frame (on fitted hinges) 
18c. Projection welding of hinges to main frame 2 

or 
19. Assembling shutter tomalnframe by manual are 2 25 
welding and quality checking 
20. Straightening assembied unit - manual 1 25 
21. Grlnding assembied unit - manual 2 25 
22. Painting unit 1 25 

3. Louvre frames 
3a. Bearings 1. Cutting plate lnto slabs of 89 mm outside 

2. Blanklng bearing lngots 1 52 strips 

3. Forging ingots 1 1800 

4. Quality check and sorting manual 1 2000 

3b. Oparating bar 1. Shearing M.S. sheet G14 into strips 2 10 sheets 

2. Stralghtening 2 1200 pcs. 
3. Piercing 1 1000 

4. Zinc plating outslde 
5. Redrilling piereed holes 1 1500 

6a. Sub assembly- spring, link plate to one operating bar 1 540 pair 

6b. Sub assembly • Handle to one operating bar 1 540 

6c. Assembly of operating bar pair 1 540 

7. Quality check of operating bar assembly • manual 1 540 



3c. Oip 1. Shearlng M.S. G24/AL G20 sheet lnto strips 2 60 sheets 
2. Blanklng strips 1 150 strips 
3. Sorting and arranging blanks 1 14500 pcs. 
4. Bending clips & sorting 1 4500 pcs. 

3d.Jamb 1. Shearlng M.S. G20fM. G18 sheet into strips 2 30sheets 
2. Bending jamb 1 1080 pcs. 
3. Piercing bearlng holes 1 750 pcs. 
4. Piercing lnstallatlon holes 1 750 
5. Piercing hands way 1 750 

3e. Handle 1. Shearlng M.S. G141nto strips 2 30 sheets 
2. Blanking strips 1 2625 pcs. 
3. Formlng handle 1 2625 pcs. 

3f. Loek plate 1. Shearlng AL G141nto strips 2 30 sheets 
2. Blanklng and formlng 1 6000 pcs. 

3g. Unk plate 1. Shearlng M.S. G16lnto strips 2 30sheets 
2. Blanklng and forming • 1 6000 pcs. 

3h. Spring 1. Cutting lnto short length M.S. wire ~ mm. and 1 3000 pcs. 
straightening on vice 
2. Cutting and forming 1 3000 pcs. 

3i. Assembling 1. Oip assembly to jamb 1 1800 pcs. 
2. Oparating bar pair assembly to LH jamb - manual 1 270 pcs. 
3. Rivetting eperating barfjamb (LH) assembly 1 450 pcs. 
4. Assembie loek plate and plastic loek (LH frame) - manual 1 450 pcs. 
5. Packaging lnto polythene tube 1 450 pair 

5. Steel doorfwindow 
components 

Sa. Side hung Hinge 1. Cutting strips trom 3 mm. thick M.S. plate outside 
2. Blanking and piercing 1 950 pcs. 
3. Bending 1 950 pcs. 

Sb. Hinge Washer 1. Cuttlng strips trom 3 mm. thick M.S. plate outside 
2. Blanking 1 4000pcs. 



Enelosure 5: Productivity figures. 

Productivity 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 

Turnover(Tshs.)/employees 1559,6 1772,7 2110,8 1545,1 2224,2 4223,0 

Turnover(Tshs.)/empl. (22.5% lnfl.) 1559,6 1447,1 1406,6 840,5 987,7 1530,9 

Tumover(Tshs.)/raw mat.(Tshs.) 2,3 2,0 2,2 2,0 2,2 2,2 

Cost of sales(Tshs.)femployees 1120,9 1329,0 1689,9 1482,3 1820,0 3189,0 

Cost sales(Tshs.)fempl. (22.5% lnfl.) 1120,9 1084,9 1126,1 806,4 808,2 1156,0 

Costof sales(Tshs.)fraw mat.(Tshs.) 1,6 1,5 1,8 1,9 1,8 1,5 

Louvre prod.(bld.)fraw mat.(Tshs.) 5,9 4,9 4,8 5,8 

Steel d/w prod.(kg.)fraw mat.(Tshs.) 2,7 1,1 1,1 1,1 

Turnover louvre(Tshs.)/Raw mat.(Tshs.) 1,7 1,4 1,6 2,2 

Turnover st.dfw(Tshs.)/Raw mat.(Tshs.) 2,3 2,2 2,0 2,2 

Turnover (excl. resalables)(Tshs.) 123205 141814 164644 118971 175715 359000 

Number of employees 79 80 78 77 79 85 

Number of direct employees 65 63 58 58 61 60 

Cost of raw materials (Tshs.) 54445 70807 74007 60741 78515 175230 

Cost of sales (Tshs.) 88554 106318 131811 114136 143781 271072 

Cost of raw mat. louvres (Tshs.) 30606 22762 17000 26700 

Cost of raw mat. steel d/w (Tshs.) 12126 16713 21557 16020 

Production louvres (blades) 181700 112536 81346 154300 

Production steel d/w (kgs.) 32554 18170 22092 17150 

Depreciation plantfmachinery (Tshs.) 1545 1833 2096 2290 ? 4800 

Direct Iabour costs (Tshs.) 5773 6690 10822 9616 12579 16750 

Fixed assets (book value)(Tshs.) 25645,0 28166,0 25958,0 25340,0 33623,0 89000,0 

Book value plant&machinery (Tshs.) 17336,0 19373,0 18065,0 16861,0 

Cap.(book value)(Tshs.)femployees 324,6 352,1 332,8 329,1 425,6 1049,0 

Depreciat.(Tshs.)/dir.labour costs(Tshs.) 0,27 0,27 0,19 0,24 0,3 



Enelosure 6: 

Wastefigures Casements Africa 

louvres 
Component Total weight Weight of waste %of waste 
Otems in sample) (Kgs.) (Kgs.) 
Aluminium Jambs (11) 4329 255 5.89 
Steel Jambs (3) 3169 803 16.89 
Aluminium bearing (7) 1399.75 665.8 47.57 
Aluminium clip (6) 2217 400 18.04 
Steel clip (2) 1144 ~ 108 9.43 
Operatien bar (7) 4532 310 6.83 
Handles (5) 783 304 38.83 
Loek plates (1) 22 1.54 7 

Totallouvres 17595.75 2847.34 16.18 

Steel doors/windows (5) 10083 809 8.02 
Steel window hinges (2) 437 223 51.05 
Grilles (2) 1404 279 19.84 
Collaps i bie door (1) 140 52 37.3 

Tota1 machine shop 29659.75 4210.34 14.20 
(steel sectien + louvres) 



Enelosure 7. 

Formal Xnformationflows per department (existinq). 

Store raw material & components (Str.). 
Form in: From: Form out: 

Confirm. of Order 
Material requir. 
Suppliers form 

Sa. 
Pr. 
Supplier 

LGR & IGR 
Issue note 
Purchase requis. 

Internal: Store records and bin cards. 

Store finished products (Stf.). 
Form in: From: 

Delivery note Pr. 
Cash rec. or invoice Sa. 
Cancellation of order Sa. 

Internal: Store records and bin 

Production (Pr.). 
Form in: From: 

it 

Form out: 

Delivery order 
Gate pass 
Daily St. Pos. 
Monthly St. Pos. 

cards. 

Form out: 

Confirm. of order 
Issue note 

Sa. Material requis. 

Internal: Order register 

Sales (Sa.). 
Form in: 

Daily stock position 
Order confirmatien 
cust. 

Str. Delivery note 
Daily prod. rep. 
Monthly prod. rep. 

and production schedule. 

From: 

Stf. 
Cust. 

Form out: 

Proforma Invoice 
Confirm. of order 

InvoicejReceipt 
Daily sales report 
Monthly sales rep. 
Del.note salestax 

Internal: Despatch book (signed by SE). 

Accounts (A.). 
Form in: 

Confirmatien of order 
Gate pass 
LGR/IGR 
Daily stock position 
Delivery order 
Delivery note 
Monthly stock pos. 
Monthly prod. report 
Monthly sales report 
InvoicejReceipt 
Internal: Daily company 

From: 

Sa. 
Stf. 
str. 
st. 
Stf. 
Pr. 
st. 
P. 
sa. 
sa. 

accounts. 

Form out: 

Financial report 

16/03/94 

To: 

A, GM. 
Pr. 
Pu. 

To: 

A, cust. 
A, Cust.>G. 
Sa, A, GM. 
A. 

To: 

Str. 
Stf, A. 
GM. 
GM, A. 

To: 

Cust. 
Pr, A, Str., 

A, Cust. 
GM. 
GM. 
Govt. 

To: 

GM. 



Purchasing (Pu.). 
Form in: From: 

Purchase requisition Str. 
Pur.req. incl. authority GM. 

Form out: 

Pur.req.+ price 
Cash or invoice 
LPO 

Internal: Records of orders in pipeline, international 

General Management (GM.). 
Form in: From: 

Daily prod. report 
Daily sales report 
IGR 
Daily stock position 
Pur.req. + pricejsuppl. 
Monthly prod. report 
Monthly sales report 
Monthly manag.report 

Pr. 
sa. 
Str. 
Stf. 
Pu. 
Pr. 
Sa. 
A. 

Form out: 

Purch.authority 

To: 

GM. 
Suppl. 
Suppl., A, GM. 

goods received. 

To: 

Pu. 



Enelosure 8: Questionnaire customer satisfaction. 

Questionnaire customer Information. 

Introduction: 
This questionnaire is designed to get better insight in the extend 
to which casements Africa Ltd. is satisfying her customers. Ta 
reach this objective we therefore kindly request you to answer the 
7 questions below (sometimes more than one answer is possible). 
Please do nat hesitate to criticise our performances, because only 
if you are completely henest in answering our questions, we will 
get a true insight in our performances. And only with a true 
insight we will be able to imprave our performances and give you 
better service in the future. 

Thank you very much in advance. 

Questions: 

~. What is your profession? -------------------

2. Which companyjorganization are you representing? 

3. Is this the first time you are doing business with Casements 
Africa? o YES o NO 
If na, did Casements Africa in your earlier cantacts perfarm 
to your satisfaction? 

o NO, because _____________________________ __ 

o More ar Less, because ------------------------
o YES, because ________________________ ___ 

4. Which products of Casements are you interested in this time? 
o Louvres o starage systems 

0 Aluminium doorsjwindows 0 Strapping materials 

0 Steel doorsjwindows 0 Styropor products 

0 Collapsible gatesfgrills 0 Sunbreakersjblinds 

o Others: ---------------

TUrn over please. 



5. Could you rank the importance, from 1 (= the most important 
feature to your opinion) to 5 (=least important feature), of 
the following 5 features of our products? 

Price 

Quality 

Service/Advice 

Delivery time 

Distribution 

Other=-----------------------T--------------------
6. Why are you buying your products from Casements Africa? 

o good pricesetting. 

o good quality. 

o good & reliable servicejdelivery. 

o longtime relationship. 

o only supplier nearby. 

o other: 

7. Could you give us your views about what we could improve in 

our performances? 

Again, thank you very much for your co-operation. 



Enelosure 9: Questionnaire to judge quality system 1• 

1. Does an up to date quality policy and quality system exist? 
CAL: NO. 

2. Does certification andjor customerevaluation exist w.r.t. quality performances? 
CAL: NO. 

3. Does a taskdistribution for qualitycontrol exist? 
CAL: NO. 

4. Are the workinstructions and measuring equipment up to date? 
CAL: NO. 

5. Are employees accurately trained to take proper care of quality? 
CAL: NO. 

6. Are employees brought into action according to their craftmanship? 
CAL: YES. 

7. Do proceduresexist for quality testing and for the salution of quality problems? 
CAL: NO. 

8. Do progress and delivery tests exist? 
CAL: Formally yes, practically no. 

9. Do external quality demands exist and are they also tested externally? 
CAL: NO. 

1 0. Are tests statistically responsible? 
CAL: .NO. 

11. Is the level of quality safeguarded according to determined testresults or 
customerscomplaints? 

CAL: lncidentally. 

12. Are deliveries from suppliers tested and sorted? 
CAL: lncidentally. 

13. Is a specified assignment expected from the customer? 
CAL: YES. 

1taken from the reader, analysis for Integral Production Renewal, betonging to the course "Redesign 
of Technical Production systems", lecturer: Prof. Ir. P.W. Sanders, faculty of industrial engineering and 
management sciences, university of technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 



Enelosure 10: Graphical representations of financial trends. 

Encl. 10/1; Fig.1: Production CAL-produels (1989-1994). 
Fig.2: Total turnover & profil b. Tax CAL (1989-1994). 
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Encl. 10/2; Fig3.: Turnover CAL-products (1989-1994). 
Fig4.: Earning capscity CAL (1990-1994). 
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Encl. 10/3; Fig.S: Uquidity & Solvency CAL (1989-1994). 
Fig.6: Stock holding and debtor colleetien period (1989-1994). 
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Enelosure 11. 

Strengths and weaknesses per functional area (Y-axis) and entrepreneurial area 
(X-axis). 

P/M/E Prod. Mgm. HR&O. 

St. Wk. St. Wk. St. Wk. St. Wk. 

GM 4 5 5 7 1 7 3 7 

p - 4 3 10 1 5 4 2 

s 4 4 2 7 - 3 - -
PU - 1 1 1 - - - -
AC 1 1 - - - 3 - -
ST - - - 1 - 2 - -
E - 2 1 1 - - - -

Strengths/Weaknesses-ratio per functional area; 

General Management: 
Production: 
Sales: 
PUrchasing: 
ACcountancy: 
STores: 
Engineering: 

17/30 = 
8/24 = 
6/15 = 
1/2 = 
3/6 = 
0/3 = 
1/3 = 

0.57 
0.33 
0.40 
0.50 
0.50 
0.00 
0.33 

Finance Total 

St. Wk. s. w. 

4 4 17 30 

- 2 8 24 

- 1 6 15 

- - 1 2 

2 2 3 6 

- - 0 3 

- - 1 3 



Enelosure 12: Maintenance schedule Hoopplant 

SPARE PARTS FOR HOOPPLANTAND NOTCHING M/C 

Essenrial Availability Nature of repair Leadtim Freque Price 
spares ( activities) e and ncy of per 

Local Import time for replace item 
' repair ment (Tshs.) 

Kerosene • 3 years 60000 
pump 

Oil seal • • To be purchased 30 days 6 1500 
from " months 
mb berindustry 

Ignition * 5 years 
electrades 

Injector * Cleaning soot 2 days 4 days 
nozzles (internal) 

Magnetic oil * * Rewinding ( can 2 days 3 years 
valve be done locally) 

Lead bath * * Welding of new 30 days 2 years 
plates (internal) 

Pillow blades * * To be purchased 2 hour 3 years 45000 

Limit switches * 5 years 5000 

Notching machine. 

Limit switches • • 2 years 5500 

Auxiliary relays • 2 years 12000 

Clutch valve * Cleaning 15 5 days 
(internal) minutes 

Extension • 3 years 
springs 

V. beits • • To be purchased 3 years 
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